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A h n c t  

Operational Research and the Royal Canadian Au Force Eastern Air Command's 

Search for Efficiency in Airborne hti-Subrnarine W h ,  1 942- 1945 

Dean C. R W i  Advi-r 

Wilfiid Laurier University, 200 1 Prof. T. Copp 

This thesis analyses the contributions of operational research to the work of the Royal 

Canadian Air Force Eastern Air Command d u h g  the Second World War. The efforts of 

the handfui of Canadian operational researchers in the Allied campaign against the 

German U-boat force, although having produœd only modm results, did make a srnall 

but important contribution to the war which have been neglected by histonans. 

The use of aircraft agaiast submarines began during the First World War when both 

technologies were still in their infancy. Although initial resuits were poor, the handfid of 

sinkings by aircrafi demonstrateci its potentiai as a counter to the seerningly invulnerable 

submarine. Great Britah, with its vuinerable s e a d  lines of communication, emqed 

by 19 18 as the leader in the development of ad-submarine aircraft, largely thtough the 

co-operative efforts o f  scientists and airmen to =fine and advance the concept of airborne 

anti-submarine warfare- Although much of this knowledge was squandered through the 

neglect of the Royal Air Force's land-bard auti-submarine aircrafi force during the 

inter-war period, the early introduction of scientists to the field of airborne 

anti-submarine warfare provided a precedent for a fuMe &val of this relatioriship. 

The techniques of operational ~search, fim pmrnulgated during the British 

experiments with radar diiring the 1930s, were, by 1941, applied to assist Royal Air Force 
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Coastal Command in its campaign against the German U-bats which were taking an 

ever-incressing toil of AUied shipping. The work of P.M.S. Blackett and his s W a t  

C o d  Command Operatio1181 Research Section wodd serve as the foudation upon 

whicb Eastern Air Command's Operational Research Section (ORS) would be 

comstmcted when it was created in November 1942. 

Under the leadership of Professor Colin Banies and later Dr. J.W.T. Spinks, Eastern 

Air Command ORS produced a series of studies which explored issues of concem to the 

Command's anti-submarine (bomber-reconnaissance) squadrons. They used 

methodologies adapted for Canadian purposes h m  the original British and American 

rnMkls. These studies of diverse topics such as bombing accinafy and search techniques 

for missing aircraft dong with the squadron and Command efficiency data collected in 

operational planning role assurnecl by Eastern Air Command ORS (one which had earlier 

been rejected as unproductive clerid work by C o d  Command ORS), characterized 

the growth of Canadian-oriented operational ~ s e a r c h  during the final tiuee years of the 

Second World War. The work of the bandfUl of civilian and military operational 

researchers at Eastern Air Commmd ORS, although threatened with elimination during 

the deep cuts to the military in the immediate pst-war years, swvived to fom part of the 

body of canadian military operaiional research techniques which has assisted the 

Canadian Forces in their duties thughout the last half-century. 
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Air Miniw Operational Research Centre, 1942: 

"Numencal thiaking about opedom, with the aim of foxmuiathg conclusions 

which, applied to operatioris, may give a profitable retum for a given expenditure 

of effort? 

(From Air Ministry, ïhe Orinins and Develo~ment of ODerationd Research in the 

Roval Air Force (London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1963): xvii.) 

Professor C.H. Waddington: 

"The application of scientitic method (i.e. quantitative. analytical thinking with 

empincal checking) to the problems of an executive authority." 

(From Professor C.H. Waddington, O.R. In World War 2: Owrational Research 

A~ainst the U-boat (Unpublished manuscript, 1946; London: Elek Science, 1973): 
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Intmdoctioa 

When Great Britain and its dominions went to war in 1939 the supremacy of the Royal 

Navy seemed to guarantee control of the seas. The German surface fleet was large mough 

to force the Royal Navy to maintain a blockade and although the Kriegsmarùie could 

attempt occasional breakouts, little more was to be expected. The Gennan U-boat arm, 

which had threaîend the Atlantic lifeline in the Fim World War* was scarcely more 

advanced than it had been in 191 8 and could deploy less than 50 ocean-going U-bats. 

Royal Navy destroyers. empioying Asdic (Sonar in Amencan parlance) to locate 

submerged U-bats and RAF Coastal Command based in Northern England and Scotland 

were poised to h d  and deçtroy U-boa& which would have to enter the Atlantic via the 

German North Sea Ports. This at least was the prevalent theory! 

During the Great War, Bntain had begun developrnent of anti-submarine aircrafi but 

pst-war d i m a m e n t  and RAF prionty to bomber and later fighter-intercepter aircraft 

meant little attention was paid to Coastal Command until 1937. ïhe German threat to 

merchant shipping forced the Air Ministry to concede that "trade protection, 

reconnaissance and CO-operation with the Royal Navy" were the primary tasks of Coastal 

Command and new equipment was required.' The replacement of the shori-range (250 

miles) Anson with the Amencan-built Locüleed Hudson and the introduction of the 

Sunderland flyùig boat reflected this new priority. 

Mer the fdl  of France in June 1940, the rapidly expanding U-boat fleet, using bases 

on the Atlantic Co- posed a new threat to Britain's Atlantic lifeline. forcing the Royal 

Navy and RAF Coastal Command to develop new techniques as well as new weapons to 

combat the U-boat menace. One of the most important developments was the decision to 
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appoint P.M.S. Blackeü, a physicist worLiog with Anti-Aircraff Command's operational 

research group, to the pst  of Scientific Advisor to Coastal Command Blackett joiwd the 

Command in March 1941 and in DeCernber published "Scientists at the Operational 

Levelf a paper which outlined the early achievements of his operational resean:Ii team 

and argued for the W e r  of "the best scientists h m  technical establishments to the 

operational co~~111~inds."' Blackett moved to the Admiralty in 1942 but not before 

establishing a strong OR team at Coastai Command. 

At the outbreak of hostilities the Royal Canadian Air Force was entirely unprepared to 

play a major role in ad-submarine &are. Eastern Air Command, witb headquarters at 

Halifax, lacked adequate equipmenf doctrine and training. Between 1939 and 1942 

improvements, especially with respect to aircraft quaiity, were made and in the summer 

of 1942 severai Canadian operational research sections were established including one 

for Eastern Air Command. 

The primary purpose of this thesis is to analyse the contributions of operational 

research to the work of RCAF Eastern Air Command. The argument of the essay is that 

Canadian operatiod rsearch made a small but important contribution to the war against 

the U-boat which bas been neglected by historiam. The analysis and argument are 

presented in five chapters. Chapter 1, The Nature of Airborne Anti-Submarine Warf'. 

establishes the dimensions of the pmblem codkonting the Ailied air forces in the Fim 

and Second World Wars. Chapter 2 reviews the development of operational research in 

RAF Coastal Command. Chapter 3 investigates the d e  of the RCAF's Eastern Air 

Command in anti-submdne warfâre and describes the reasons for the development of a 

specincally Canadian operational research capacity. Chapter 4, the heart of the thesis. 



offers a detailed examination of the contribution of E a s m  Air Commami operational 

n=ar~h 10 the war against the U-boat in the Northwest Atlantic. Chapter 5 explores a 

aspect of EAC operational research, the study of operationai efficiency. The 

conclusion provides a summary of that achievement and suggests that the wertime work 

of the OR scientists laid the foundation for pst-war operational research in the Canadian 

forces. This thesis is based upon research carrieci out in the National Archives and the 

Directorate of History and Heritage. Department of National Defence. 

Very Little has been written about RAF Coastal Command's OR experience during the 

Second World War while the activities of the RCAFYs operational research sections have 

not been explored in any great detail. This is surprishg given the pst-war rise of 

operational researeh as a major field of academic study with applications in business, 

industry, goverment and the military. Indeed, except for a i r c d  studies in the Canada's 

Wings series and the Department of National Defence Directorate of History's Official 

Histoxy of the RCAF during the Second World War, the RCAF's contribution to victory 

over the U-boat bas been largely passed over by historiam. The literaîure regarding 

Canadian airborne anti-submarine warfâre operational research activities during the 

Second World War and its British progenitor fdls into two distinct calegories. One is the 

product of participants in Wamme operational research or those acquainted with the 

ORS'S activities who sought to publick and record the range of activities of the OR 

researcheis as a fom of cornmernoration. The other is the product of a handful of 

hinonans who have explored more recently the Anglo-Canadian airborne anti-submarine 

operational r~search activities in varying d e v  of detail. They sought either to provide 

a morp complete picture of the air component of the Battle of the Atlantic or to examine 
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the activities of the Coastal Command and Eastern Air Command ORS's in the brorader 

context of operational research during the Second World War. 

The British operational researchers and their associates provided the eariiest body of 

airborne anti-subrnarine operationai research literature. In 1946, Professor C.H. 

Waddington, who had been appointecl to the C d  Command ORS in 1942, drafted in 

conjunction with several of his wartllne coiieagues, a monograph detailhg the activities 

of the section h m  1941-45. This monograph, entitled OR in World War 2: Oarational 

Research mzahst the U-boat was not published until 1973 because of security 

considerations steming h m  the growing Cold War? Although Waddington advises the 

reader that bis book is "intended to provide a concrete example which will illustrate and 

explain the meaning of the concept of 'operational research'," it is a h ,  in facf a highly 

valuable primary source for historians given Waddington's detailed discussion of al1 of 

the major areas of anti-submarine warfàre study undertaken by the Coastal Command 

ORS and the findings contained within the reports the section p r o d u c d  Waddington 

explores the nature and unique problems of airborne anti-submariw d m  by weaving 

the operational record into his discussion of the various d i e s  on diverse subjects such 

as organhation of effort, radar and U - k t  density. He does not explicitly =fer to Eastern 

Air Command ORS's activities but nevetheless, his book is extremely valuable as a 

m d  narrative by a participant in the acîivities whicb formed the foundations of the 

Canadian researchers' activities in 1 94345. 

SUnilatly. in 1963, the British Air Ministry published an official history of wartime 

RAF OR activities based "on the accounts of individual operational cesearch sections 

prepad for the Deputy Director of Science at the Air Ministry &ter the war." This 
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source provides a g e n d  suivey of the b r d  range of British air-reiated operational 

research h m  Fighter Command's early radar studies dtning 1 94 1 to Bomber Command 

ORS's large-scale investigations into bombing efficiency and the activities of the various 

ORS's in al1 home and overseas cornman&. The activities of Coastal Command ORS are 

discussed in a single chapter in conjmction with the hidies undenaken by similar 

sections in Transport and Flying Training Commands. Al1 of the major aspects examineà 

in depth by Professor Waddington are present although not in any detail. There is, 

however, a very usefbl series of appendices provideci which reprint in their entirety four 

seminal warthe ORS papers including Professor P.M.S. Blackett's seminal 1941 paper 

"Scientists at the Operational Levei" which served as the theoretical foundation for 

wartime operational research. 

Professor Blackett's key role in the formation of Coastal Command ORS in March 

194 1 is exploreci in P.M.S. Blackett: A Biomaohical Memoir produced in 1976 by Sir 

Bernard Love11 on behalfof The Royal SocietyO6 This source provides a limited but 

informative discussion of the research activities of Coastal Command ORS but is more 

whil in detailing Professor Blackett's First World War naval service. prharily in 

surfafe anti-submarine operations and its influence on his development as a scientist and 

operational researcher keenly aware of the needs of the sailors and a-en aîtempting to 

combat the U-boat.' 

Canadian operational researchers have been l a s  forthcoming in publishing mernoirs 

of their wartime activities. Two short summaries of Canadian operational research 

establishments are howd at the Department of Nationai Defence Directorate of History 

where they rarely see the light of &y. Dr. N.W. Morton's "Brief History of the 
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Developmem of Canadian Military Operational R-h," ptovides only the most 

Limited sketch of the RCAF's operational research with Eastern Air Corn-d ORS 

miv ing  only a smdl portion of one paragaph." However, Monon don briefly explore 

the postwu decommissioning and subsequent rebuilding of the Caoadian ORS'S, 

emphasizing the aeed for continuity in the provision of operationai reseerch for the 

Canaàian military in an increasingly technical age? Squadron Leader Peter M. Millrnan's 

edited volume, "Operational Research in the RCAF hning World War Iï," is altogether 

more useful. Indeed, this is a vaiuable pnmary source as the component sections were 

drafted by the leading operational researc hers themselves suc h as Professor J.O. Wil helm 

(RCAF Headquarters OR Centre) who pmvided a usefiil summary of the diverse 

operational research activities of the RCAF.I0 Although there is no section specifidly 

explorhg the Fastem Air Command ORS, the history of the Section's investigation into 

searches for missing aircrafi is provided by Professor J.W.T. Spinks (Western Air 

Command and Eastern Air Command ORS). As well, a short inquiry into the activities of 

Western Air Command ORS provides an interesthg contrast in the vaned investigations 

conducted by the Home War Establishment operational research sections." 

In 1950. the National Research Council, which mcmited many Canadian operational 

researchers during the Second World War, cornmissioned W i d  Eggleston to k t e  a 

gened history of its scientific research for the Canaàian rnilitaIy.12 The focus of this 

source is on the teehnologicaVexperimenta1 research undertaken by the NRC. Opmtional 

research is not explored, a rather puzzling omission considering the NRC's role as an 

umbmlla organization covering al1 aspects of the scientific contribution to the Canadian 

war effort. A more tecent worir, edited by George R Lindsey, a wartime Army 
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opedonal researcher and postwar Chkf of ûpemtional Research .ad Anslysis, 

Department of National Defence, explores many of the Yaae srras discussed by 

Egglestoa but o h  in the wods of wartime scientists who participateci in the resear~h 

they d e ~ c r i i . ' ~  There are three chapters devoted to operational mearch (NO written by 

Lindsey himself) but Eastern Air Command ORS is only explored as part of a g e n d  

~mmary of the warhe operational research conduned by ai l  duee Canadian services." 

Current historiai investigations into Angle-Canadian wartime operational research 

activities again tend to devote only lirnited atîention to the work undertaken by Eastern 

Air Command ORS and in Britain, by Coastai Command ORS. Regarding the latter, 

Joseph McCloskey has pubiished two superb articles which tnre the development of 

British operational research h m  its very mots during the First World War through the 

growth and dinement of operational r e m h  during the Second World Wad5 In the 

second article, "British Operationai Research in World War iI," McCloskey explores the 

activities of C d  Command ORS and concludes it had an unusually influentid 

position in the 'halls of command' which he amibutes to the "open-mindedness" of 

Coastal Command senior officers as well as to the high qd i ty  of the operationai 

researchers themselved6 

Similariy, T e y  Copp briefly e x p h  the ongins of operational research in the 

introduction to his edited volume, Montnomew's Scientists: m t i o n a l  Research in 

Northwest Eurow- The Wotk of No. 2 ODerational Research Section with 31 Arrnv 

Groun. June 1944 to Julv 1945 while also providing a particdarly good discussion of 

Professor Blackett's early operational research activities for Lieutenant-General Sir 

Frederick Pile's Anti-Airrraft Command durhg l94O4l." 
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The most compreheosive examination of the airborne anti-submarine warfirrie d e s  

mdertaken by J%stem Air Co& ORS is to be found in W A B .  Douglas' second 

volume of The Official Histow of the Roval Canadian Air Force.18 The discussions of the 

Eastern Air Commaad ORS, given the scope of the narrative which wvers all aspects of 

the Home War Establishment, are by necessity quite short and are integrated in Douglas' 

analysis of the operational activities of the Command versus the U-boad9 Douglas does 

note the valuable contribution the Eastern Air Command ORS made to the Canadian 

policy of hunting U-boat contacts to exhaustion (code named 'Salmons') but perhaps his 

greatest contribution to the literature on this area of Canadian operationai research was 

the provision of cornpiete footnotes which provide a priceless resource for firrther 

archivai re~earch.2~ 



In order to undemand more iùlly the origins of the Eastern Air Command Operationai 

Research Section and the investigations which it tmdertook, we need to examine the 

evolution of airbome anti-submarine warfare and the tremendous increase in 

sophinication in the methods used to hunt submarines h m  the air. The early British 

explorations into the suitability of ai& as sub hunters driring the great period of 

aemnautical experïmentation in the decade between the Wright Brothers first powered 

flight in 1903 and the outbreak of the First World War gave the island nation an early 

lead in devising an airbome comter to a weapon which in certain cides, was viewed as a 

threat to British sea commmications. 

However, as wouid be the case over most of the next quarter centuxy, the technology 

of the aitnoft simply was not up to the rigors of increasingly lengthy open-mem pam>ls. 

During the First World War, ail of the major combatant nations used aircraft (and in 

some cases* dingibles) to varying de- of success against submarines, althou& the 

potentid of the aircraft seemed ultimately to outstrip its real capabilitia. The postwar era 

witnessed rapid development in a i d  technology, with designers in Great Britain. the 

United States. Itdy, and latter, Gemiany, competing to develop longer ranged and fmer  

abcraft which would have equal application as civilian passenger aircraft and as bomber 

and maritime patrol aircraft. 

The development of the latter was largely confinecl to the nation most at nsk h m  

nibmarine attacks upon its shipping, Great Britah. The interwar period marked the nadir 

of  British airborne anti-submarine expertise as many of the developments and lessons of 

the First World War were cast aside due to the impact of crippling budgetary restrictions . 
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and a hck of clarity regardïng the wartime d e  of Bntaia's maritime aimaft, whose 

operaîïond organiZaton was clouded by jurisdictional disputes between the Admiralty 

and the Air Ministry which were m I v e d  oniy in 1936 when Royal Air Force Coastaî 

Comrnand was formed. The emphasis on the value of surface ships equippeà with Adic 

to the vVaial exclusion of airborne anti-submarine efforts ensured that in September 

1939, Coastal Cornmand was the poor cousin in the British war effort, lacking proper 

equipmmt and dering fiom an ill-defined mission. The Royal Canadian Air Force was 

even in mate dire siraits upon the outbreak of the Second World War. lacking almost al1 

of the essenbals in airbome anti-submarine d i r e :  ai& aained personnel, airbases, 

effective tactics tailoreci to the unique Cariadian area of operations and a properly d e W  

role and mission. These crippling limitations persisteà in both the RAF and RCAF 

tbrough the fim three yeers of the war. eosurllig that airbome anti-submarine warfàre 

remaineci much as it was in the FVst World War, a haphazarci f lair  based iargely on 

intangibles such as slrill, daring and a bit of luck. 

I 

During the fkst months of 19 12, at the behest of a British Admiralty cornmittee, a 

British submarine lieutenant, Hugh Wiiliamson, drafted what became the first indepth 

exploration of the possibilities for the use of &c& in d-submariw warfare.' The level 

of detail and complexity in Williamson's analysis is quite remarkable when one considers 

that the submarine was at best seen in naval circles as a quaint, ofien unreliable awciliary 

to the main battle fleet. Indeed. as historian Al- Price observes in Aircraft Versus 

Submarine. 'rhe unreliability of the interna1 combustion engiae meant that any but the 

shortest oversea reconnaissance was a matter of some risk: just two years earlier [ 19091 
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Louis Bleriot's twenty-five mile fight across the English Channel had kai considerrd 

woithy of a f4,OOO Easb prize."' Yet Lieutenant Williamson, as Pnce notes, %as almost 

d q u e l y  fitted for the d e  of poacher tumeci gamekegr: o d y  one other submatine 

officer in the Royal Navy bad qualifieci as a pilot, and there can have been few in other 

navies with both of these d l - u n d  skills?"' Williamson's papa, entitled "The 

Aeroplane in use against Submarines," derribed many of the concepts which have 

become the first principles in airborne anti-submarine d m .  Envisioning a monoplane 

capable of fl ying fot five hours with a bornbload of three hundred pounds and a crew of 

two (which was almost beyond the realm of possibilities &en the state of aircrafi design 

in 191 2), Williamson bit upon "precisely the mannet in which the aircraft was to exert its 

W e s t  pressure on the submarine during the two world wars which were to follow: by 

forcing a boat to submerge, in other words by denying it fke use of the surface, the 

submarine could temporarily be neutralised.'" 

Williamson did not view aircraft as king capable of land-based operations against 

subrnarines. Instead. his vision involved a primitive aircraf? carrier, a converted 

obsolescent Monmouth Class arrnoured cruiser fitted with a flight deck afi which would 

serve not only as a mobile base for its aircraft but would also force a sighted submarine to 

dive with its gMfire in order to allow the a k d t  to attack with depth-fked bombs 

without risk of retum fbe h m  the submarine.' For his effort, Williamson 'Veceived a 

lenet from the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty s ign img  'an expression of their 

appieciation' . Also, as a special case, Williamson was later permitted to qualie in both 

the submarine and the aviation branches of the Ropl Navy.'" 



By the outôreak of the Fim World War, oniy the British and Oamaiis p o s d  

sizeable naval air arms with the Royal Navy having "nfty-two seaplanes, and sevai 

non-rigid airships of which three were capable of oversea patrols" *le "the Imperia1 

German Navy had thirty-six seaplaneg and one rigid airship."' in con- most of the 

major naval powers possessed large forces of submarines, or more accurately, 

submersibles as their low battery capacity combined with low underwater speed made 

lengthy periods uoderwater irnpractical? As a result, the battleground between aircraft 

and submarine throughout both world wars was tu be on the swfâce or, i f  an a i d  

caught a submarine in the p e s s  of diving, just below the waves. 

The submarine war began soon after the first shots were fired in August 19 14. 

Initially, both British and Gennan submariners operated with relative impunity, with the 

former sinking "the Gennan cruiser Helo, the destroyer S-116, and the Turkish battleship 

Messouùïeh" while U-boats scored several successes including the British battleship 

Formi&bIe and U-9's remarkable fat given the technology of the àay of sinking "in a 

space of just under an hour ... the British cruisers Cressy, Aboukir and Hogue off the 

Dutch The airbome response of both the British and Gennan navies to the 

submaruie t h e  aithough intensive, did not yield any sinkiags. The Gmnaas, with their 

fleet of long range Zeppelins, made the first airbome attack on a submarine when "on 

Christmas Day 19 14 the Zeppelin L-5.. came upon the British submarine E 4  I 

( N d t h ) ;  the latter was able to dive before the attack codd develop, and the two bombs 

rel-d by the airship exploded lwmiessly on the swfkce.'"%either British nor German 

aviators sfored any confirmed succes against a submarine d u ~ g  the first two years of 

the war. 
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The honour of the fiRi sinking of a submarine by an was claimed by the 

hmal Aus~ro-Hungarian Navy. Following the outbreak of hostiiities, the duai 

mo~rchy ' s  navy w e d  its own naval air ami equipped primanly with Lober flying 

b a t s  to operate against AUied submaTines and surface vessels in the Adriatic Sea." As in 

the British and Gemüui experience, much of the Austrian naval air ami's flying was 

devoted to nuitles patrols during which the crew strained to catch a glimpse of anything 

resembling a subrnarine. However, on the 15th of September 19 16. the naval a h n  were 

rewarded with the report by one of their fellows of "an unidentified submarine on the 

surfiace near the Auhan naval base at Cattaro (now Kotor lin Croatia]) in the southern 

Adnati~."'~ Two Lohner flying-bats were dispatched to the location reporteci by the pilot 

but the crews fomd nothing and resolved to search the area. As Price remads, "Forty 

minutes later their persistence brought its reward: Fregatten-Leutnant Baron von 

Klimburg. the observer in one of the aircraft, suddenly nudged his pilot and pointed to the 

unmistakable cigar-outline of a submariae beneath the glass-clear waterswL3 Both flying 

bats dove to the attack and dropped four bombs on what they later discovered to be the 

French submarine Foucuuit. Three of the four bombs stnick home. causing the submarine 

to dive out of control and only a& a long stniggle was the crew able to coax their 

crippled submarine to the d a c e ,  where after M e r  auborne attacks, the commander 

ordered the stricken boat abandoneci." AiM Price concludes that "For the first time 

ever, attackirig &raft had inflicteci lethal damage on a submarine in open water. From 

now on the notion of an aircraft to hunt and destmy submarllies was no longer wconfd 

10 the h s  of theoreticai possibility: it was an accomplished fat."'" 



On Febniary 1,19 17, with over one hundred modem U-boats in service, the Gemm 

govemment announcd thaî its submarines would begin umffaicted attacks upon al1 

shipping sailhg in the seas m u n d i n g  the British Isles? The threat of diis unàersea 

blockade soon became apparent forcing the introduction of the convoy system.17 To assist 

in the protection of the convoys, the Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS) undeitook a rapid 

expansion with new airships and Arnerican-built Curtiss Large America flyhg bats 

entering service during the fïrst half of 191 7. Canadians were to figure prominently in the 

RNAS's airborne anti-submarine operations, prompting official historian Sid Wise to 

observe that "whether through accident of posting, timing of amival, or design (though 

there is no evidence for the latter), certain RNAS units eventuaily became heavily or even 

pcedominantly Canadian."'* A Canaàian, Commander T.D. Hallam, cownanded the 

Felixstowe 'War Flight' of Large America and Felixstowe F-2A flying boa& which 

conducted the 'Spider Web' patrols in the North Sea during the final two years of the war 

d t i n g  in several attacks on U-bats (but no confirmed sinkings).19 Two Canadians, 

Flight Sub-Lieutenants N.A. Magor and C.E.S. Lusk, achieved the single British 

aircrafi-oly kili of a submarine during the First Worid War. On 22 September 19 1 7, 

Magor* Lusk and their two crewmen, operathg their Large Ameriai out of the Royal 

Naval Air Station at Dunkirk on a protective pair01 for the rnonitor Terrot off Ostend, 

Belgium sighted an enemy submarine on the surface? Magor and Lusk b p p e d  two 

230-lb bombs on what was later identifieci as UB-32 which irnmediately healed over and 

h m  the two direct bits?' Wise comments that "to score two direct hits on such a 

narrow target h m  a height of 800 feet with the primitive aiming device of the t h e  was a 

marier of good luck d e r  than g d  judgment.'" In any case. the aircraft had proved its 
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p0-m in adsubmat ine  waffcate, as both a Hier and detement but fiirther development 

was n d e d  to transfom the fragile aircd  of 191 4- 19 18 into long-range threats to 

suimmwhes wherever they were located. 

in an attempt to improve the lethality of the early anti-submarine aireraft scientific 

assistance to the airmen began to be provided during the FVst World War, setting a 

pttem which would mtch a sophisticated peak during the Second World War. Price 

recounts experirnents undeitaken by British researchers in 191 5 to fit hydrophones to 

flying bats in an attempt to provide a more effective sighting system than the crews 

eyesight. He concludes that "in the event operational hydrophone searches were few and 

far between, and invariably uasuccessful; unless the U-boat commander was careless and 

made a lot of noise, the device rarely had a range greater than a few hundred  yard^."^ 

More sophisticated sensors to locate surfhced and submergeci submarines would not be 

developed until the Second World War, but the introduction of scientists to the search for 

increased airborne anti-submarine effectiveness began in earnest during the Fim World 

War. 

II 

Unfortunately, many of the advances made by Britain not only in the area of airborne 

anti-submarine d a r e  but in air M a r e  generaily were undone in the wave of cirastic 

defence spending cuts undertaken in the wake of the Treaty of Versailles. By November 

191 8, the newly formed Royal Air Force possessed the most advanced airborne 

anti-submarine force in the world with several squadmns equipped with the Felixstowe 

F-2A flying boat. Of note is one RAF squadron. No. 246 . which was re-equipped in May 

19 18 with the Blackburn Kangaroo, a converteci twin-engined land-based bomber which 
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demoasaaed the utility of landplanes as maritime patrol aircraft with its 8 bow 

endurance and 9201b bombload d e d  interndy (a nwelty in 19 18):' However, these 

mvolutionary anti-submariae airrraft were quickly retind to sene as civilian transports 

as retrenchment took hold in the British arrned Services while the RAF, under the sway of 

Air Marshai Hugh Trencha.  embraced his vision of the supremacy of strategic bombing 

in mi attempt to stave off moves by the other two services to reclaim their air amis 

sacrificed to the junior service in 19 18. As John Terraine notes in The Ri& of the Line: 

the Roval Air Force in the Euroixan War 1939-1 945, to appease the military cost-cutters 

such as Winston Churchill, "Trenchard was able to demonstrate that an air force could be 

(comparatively) cheap," thereby saving the nascent service h m  an early dernise? The 

dominance of Trenchard and his circle of bombing advocates easrired that the majority of 

the RAF's dwindling resotirces would be devoted to the bomber force, at the expense of 

the fighter and maritime CO-operation squadrons. 

Two factors made cuts to the RAF 'Coastal Area' (which controlled the dwindling 

number of maritime aircraft and airships) paticularly appealing to both the RAF 

leadership and politiciam searchg for ways to reduce the defence budgets. As a 

component of the Peace of Versailles, Germany was forbidden in the naval peace treaty 

h m  co~i~t~ct ing submaTiaes? The elimination of the iargest undersea threat to Bntain's 

siavivd quickiy ensured Mt, as Alfred Price observes, %th no visible threat to justify 

theù retention, the vast sea and air anti-submarine forces diminished to a shadow of what 

they prpviously had bee~~."~' Not satisfied with that step, the coalition govemment of 

David Lloyd George attempted to secure, albeit unsuccessfully, the complete abolition of 

the submarioe as a naval weapon of war at the Washington Conférence of 1921 ?* . 
16 



Dimyeci by the f i l m  to aùolish the sutmarine, the British Admiraity began work on 

refining the submarine detection device for swfke ships developed in 19 17 by the AUied 

Submarine Detection Investigation Cornmittee: ~ d i c . "  As Rice notes, "In the early 

1930s the device entered senrice in the Royal Navy in quantity, and with skilied operators 

it perfomed impressively," adding that "in Britain the belief grew tbat the Royal Navy 

had found 'the answer' to the sub~narine."~~ Thse facurs produced an amiosphere of  

complafeacy in Britain mgarding undersea d i r e ,  to the extent that the Royai Navy's 

Adic-equipped destroyer flotillas appeared to many to not only have eliminated the 

subrnarine thrieat but also made the airborne anti-submarine a i d  obsolete. 

As a mult RAF Coastal Area drifted slowly but seemingly inexorably into oblivion 

during the late 1920s and 1930s oniy Lept berely in existence by the Navy's requirement 

for maritime reconnaissance aircraft of longer range than theu owa carrier-based force. 

These aircrafk were to be used in a reconnaissance and strike d e  against enemy surface 

raiders in the event of war* but little consideration was given to the use of aircraft in any 

meaningfûi way to assist Asdic-equipped destroyers in the anti-submarine role." 

In July 1936, in response to German remnament, the Royai Air Force reor@zed its 

squadrons into bctionai cornman&, bringing Fighter, Bomber and Coastal Commands 

into existence. The f h t  commander of Coastal Command, Air Vice Marshal Sir Arthur 

Longmore, was f a d  with a moa difficult situation. The smallest of the tbree knt-line 

Commands, Coastal Command's strength in 1936 was barely adequate to undertake even 

the Lùnited peacetirne mutine, consisting of only four flying-boat squadrons, two 

squadrom of laad-based Avro Ansons and a squadron of decrepit Vickers Vildebewt 

biplaae torpedo bomberd2 As part of the rapid rearmament programme underiaken over 
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the next thme years, C m  Command's strength wouid be b d t  up with the formation of 

additional sqiiridmns of Ansons, whose utiiity in the forthcoming conflict given a cruïsing 

speed and b o m b l d  infèrior to the Blackburn Kangaroo of 191 8 was questionable at 

best, and the addition of handfiils of long-range Short Sunderland flying boa& and 

American-made Lockheed Hudson land-based parrol airrraftU Indeed, the Anson, with 

its poor armament (2.303 machine guns and four 100-lb bombs) and lack of pafomance 

was unsuitable for any duty other than uncontesteed reconnaissance; in fact its crews were 

Uistnicted that "The Amon is a civü type of a i r c d  sdepted for service pruposes and is 

therefore restricted to the type of flying allowed within the nomal civil category? 

Yet when war was declareâ on Septemk 3,1939, the 'Faitbfiil Annie', as the 

Anson's crews lovingiy called their sedatte mounts, was Great Britaids first line of 

defence against German U-bats. The Royal Navy, wishing to prevent avoidable shipping 

losses to marauding submarines, irnmediately implemented the convoy system whose 

demand for air escort strained Coastal Command's thin reso~rces.~' The first Coastal 

Command attack on a submarine occurred on the 5th of September by an Anson of No. 

233 Sqwdron which was destroyed by shrapnel h m  its own bombs while the submarine. 

later found to have k n  British, escaped unharmed? Meed, 1939 was disappointhg for 

Coastal Command, with a record of 57 sightings of German mbmarines but no kills or 

even assisted l~ilIs.~' 

This poor performance was mted in several factors. The limited resources of Coastal 

Command and its largely unsuitable aircrafi certainly played a part. In particular. as John 

Terraine notes. many Gennan submarines escaped detection as Coastal Command's 

p h a r y  weapon, the Anson, suffered from "ümited range [which] prevented it from 
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spamwig the North Sea which it was to petrol; a gap of about 50 miles existed beniveen 

the Anson's extreme fiight Lunit and the Norwegian coa~t.' '~~ Terraine suggests that the 

n a ~ e  of Coastal Cornmanci's Eask had much to do with its initial lack of succes. Citing 

structural f x t o a  such as the "continuhg paucity both of aùn;iff and of trained crews," 

he observes that "the command haci operated h m  the very first at full inteosity" in 

increasingly poor weather as the winter o f  1939-40 took h 0 1 d ~ ~  

B o t .  John Terraine and Alfred Price a p e  that the primary f a t o r  limiting Coastal 

Command's effectiveness in killing U-bats was the lack of pmper weaponry to destroy 

their targets. The limitations of Asdic had forced akcrafl to almost immediately take a 

iarger role in the anti-subrnarine camp@ but the years of neglect during the 1920s and 

1930s haâ left Coastal Cornmand without a reliable ami-submarine bomb. Coastai 

Command entered the war with three varieties of anti-submarine bombs: 1 OOlb (the only 

one which could be carried by the Anson-equipped squadrons), 2SOlb and 500lb." 

Tenaine questions the decision made in 1934 to develop these three sizes of bombs given 

that "by the end of 19 1 7 it was the c o n s i d d  opinion of those concerned that the best 

weapon for air attack on a submarine was a bomb containhg at least 300 lb of high 

explosive; with the casing this would give it a total weight of 520 lb, and it should be 

fiad witb an impact fuse or a delay fuse to detonate at about 40 feet below the sea 

SUrf8~e.'~' T d e  attributes the 1934 decision to "the general view that nothing that had 

happened in the First World War could be of any interest," a mindset which may also 

provide dues as to why the Anson, a l e s  effective replacement for the Kangaroo of 191 8, 

couid serve as the primary equipment of Coastal Cornmand in 1939." in any case, the 

anti-subrnarine bombs equipping both Coastal Cornmand and the Fleet Air Ami in the 
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nRt montlu of the Second World War were o h  more ciangemus to theu users tban to 

theu intended victims for as AUkd Rice comments, "the shrapiel h m  the bornb, 

exp1-g &et glancing off the surfke, was more efktive a@nst the dropping allcraft 

tban its blast effect ever was against a U-bat?' Price and Taraine agree that the lack of 

proper bombsight for attacking submarines placed BrÏtish aïrcrews in the unenviable 

position of either missing their target by attacking from a d i e  height or, if they attacked 

at a low level to drop their ordnance visually, they risked king destmyed thanscl~es.~ 

Coastal Command could take kart in two areas during the first disappointhg months 

of its anti-submarine carnpaign, which had officially begun on 13 November 1939 with 

Coastal Command Headquarters' order that anti-subrnarine operations be given equal 

prionty to its original primary role of maritime reconnaisancelVirst was, as Price notes, 

the fact that "the Royal Air Force ... were to enter the war in 1939 with aircrafi to counter 

the submarine better than those of any of the other beliigerents. But this was oniy because 

other nations had devoted even l e s  effort to the problem of combating the submarine 

h m  the air.* More significantly, W.A.B. Douglas comments that Coastal Cornmand 

benefited h m  "the excellent o-on for the command and conîml of naval and 

&tirne air forces that had been established in 193 7-8."' This system included group 

comma& (initially thm) which were mponsible for a sector of the waters sunounding 

the British lsles and "more importantly ... were located with the corresponding naval 

headquarters to form thrre (later four) Area Combinai Headqwters [ACHQI, where the 

staffs of the nuo senrices shared a comrnon operations r~om.'''~ The flexibility and 

cooperatjon which this system f o s t d  combined with Coastal Command's access to 

information such as U-boat signal intercepts which fed the Adrniralty's Submarine 
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Trac- Rom epgurrd dud when Coastai Command obtained the weapons, sensors and 

aircraft to Ml its anti-submarine mission pmperly, the command and control 

otganization needed to obtain the maximum potential out of the front-line squadrons was 

in place." 

The low point of Coastal Cornmand's fortunes in anti-submake warfàre was reached 

on 1 1 March 1940 when the fbt U-boat was sunk by a British aircraft during the Second 

World War. Unfortunately for CoastaI Command, the attack and sinking of U-3 1 in the 

HeligoIand Bight (off Denmark) was not made by one of the Command's aircrafi; instead 

the honour went to a Bomber Command Blenheim of No. 82 Squadron piloted by 

Squadron Leader Miles Delap, who sank the W-boat not with the specialist 

anti-submarine bombs but with conventional 250 lb general-purpose bombs? Coastal 

Command had little tirne to rue its ill-luck as the task of ad-submarine warfare became 

increasingly dificult (and desperate) by the Sumner of 1940. As German U-boats 

commenced operations h m  bases in occupied France, they operaîed fa .  out in the 

Atlantic Ocean while avoiding the North Sea chokepoint, thereby immediately removing 

Coastai Command's short and medium range Ansons and Hudsons h m  any position of 

influence in fùture battles. 

Three developments, however, were underway during 1940 which would enable the 

Command to increase dramatically its lethality against the U-boat. The fitting of ASV 

radar to several Coastal Command aircmft, the provision of effective airborne depth 

charges to replace the dangerou and almost wless  anti-submarine bombs, and the 

development of the Leigh light al1 servecl to increase both the search and attack 

effdveness of Coastal Cornmand's steadily p w i n g  number of long-range a i d  and 
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marked a renewal of the relationship between scientists and those involved in airborne 

antisubmarine &are which baà ban forged during the F i i  World War. 

The development of radar, in prticuiar, was inexorab1y tied to the search for 

eff~ciency in airborne anti-submarine wacfare as meny of the same scientists who assismi 

in the early development of radar were also involved in the development of operationai 

research techniques. The British experiments in radar of the 1930s, which would prove to 

have vital importance during the Banle of Britain during the summer of IWO, also 

spawned studies into the f-ibility of airborne radar sets to detect other a i d  at night 

or vessels operating on the mixface. By 1937, a team led by Dr. Edward Bowen had 

developed an airborne radar set capable of detecting ships at distances approaching 10 

miled' This se& the ASV Mark 1. was whed into service in November 1939. a fact 

which led to severe se~ceabil i ty difficulties which compounded the bulk and limited 

detection ability of the fïrst sets." The development during 1940 of an impmved version, 

ASV Mark II, as well as a new device which operated at wavelengths of 10 centimetres 

instead of the previous 1.5 metres (which improved detection ability of mal1 objects in 

surface clutter such as submarine conning towers) promised to be potentid solutions to 

the persistent problem of improving the allrraft's detection ability, particularly in Iow 

visibility or darkness." However, as Alfrpd Price comments, the demands of the night 

fighter and bomber force took priority over the needs of Coastal Command with the result 

that ' W l e  Coastal Command radar experts cast covetous eyes at the new device[s] ... that 

was al1 they were able to do for the tirne being? 

While ASV was slowly king fitted to Coastal Command aircraft. a series of trials was 

underway during the winter of 1939-1 940 to prove the concept of dropping naval depth 
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c-es h m  ~ s 5  The tests ihsrated that it was possible, provided the depth 

charge was not dropped et too gnat a speed or height (Le. above 1 1 Smph and 100 feet 

altitude)? The depth charges' advantages outweighed its disadmtages, particuiatly in 

its rdiability, grpater lethality against ptially submerged or submerged targets and its 

dety  for the attacking aircraft (as it wouid not bounce back into the air on contact with 

the ocean)." Both a 5001b and a 2SOlti airborne depth cherge (equipped with a 

streamiined nose and tail fins to improve stability upon rclease, thus aiding accuracy) 

were developed. quickly koming the mauistay of the Coastal Command ami indeed, the 

Alliecfi airôome anti-submarine arsenal? 

The nnal technological innovation of 1940 removed the submarine's last remahhg 

'aircraft-pmf cover: darkness. The effectiveness of aircraA as submarine-hmters in 

good to poor dayligàt htsibility was enhanced by the fitting of ASV but even though 

ASV-equipped aircraft could detect surfàced subrnarines ( is .  recharging their batteries) 

at night, there was no way to l m c h  an effective attack as there was not sufncient Iight 

for either a visual or bmbsight attack on the target submarine, In September 1940, the 

Air Officer-in-Command (AOC) of Coastai Command, Air Chief Marshal Frederick 

Bowhill, requested that dl members of his Command submit any ideas regardhg night 

attacks on U-boatd9 One officer at Coastal Comrnand Headquarters, Squabn Leader 

Humphrey de Verde Lei& submitied a proposai on î 3  October 1940 to fit a powemil 

searchlight to an abcraft which would allow for the ilhimination of the target during the 

crucial moments of the attack m.@ After ovefcoming a series of developmental 

pmblems. particularly the weight of the searchlight and its power supply (Leigh 



eventualiy smled on battay accumulators charged by a getiet8tor woiang off the 

a i raa f t ' s  aigines), the Leigh light begm to enter squadron h c e  in the fa of 194 1 P' 

By this point, the war was two years 016 C o d  Command bad nniggied valiantiy 

a g b  a variety of crippling handicaps but now the tide was beginning to turn in its 

favour. New technological developments combined with an iocrease in the overd 

effdveness (ifnot size- d l  400 aucraff) of Coastal Command's anti-submarine force 

marked the amival of a ûuiy deadly threat to the submarine. The replacement of the 

Aasons with more Hudsons as well as the addition of long range Whitiey, Wellington and 

in late 194 1, very long range Libenitor landplanes and Sunderland and Catalina flying 

boats "forced the U-bats to operate f h e r  out into the Atlantic, thus reâucing the 

mount of time they spait on active -1, and hence the amount of tirne available to 

attack convoys" whüe also increasing the length of time convoys wuld have air escort? 

C o d  Command's increased average, by the end of 1941, had had an unintended 

effect. W.A.B. Dougias asserts thaî Coastal Command's 'revolution' as he ternis it 

contributed to the U-bats' &val in North American coastal waters during 1942, with 

disastrous results as Royal Canadian Air Force Eastern Au Command (EAC) was forced 

"suddenly to adapt to a new form of &are, whose weapons and tactics changed rapidly, 

always in the direction of more sophisticated technology and more rigorous dernands on 

groundcrew and aircrew alike.*3 

111 

The Royal Cwdian  Air Force historiari F.H. Hitchens rernarked that 'Velatively liîtle 

is known of the work of the Royd Canadian Air Force at home during the Second World 

War.. . even withùi the Force there are few who realize that there were, during the war, 
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o v a  40 sqUBdrOm engaged on operations in the Home Theatre- a number not fm below 

the totai [number] of squadrons that saved ovaseas (47) ... if their battie bonours are 

fewer, îhe theh ips  they had to endure and the diffïculties they had to overcome were, in 

many respects, greaterrW The task of defendhg Canada's East Caast and, in pinicul- 

providing airborne anti-submarine esfort to the embattled convoys en route h m  North 

America to Great Bntain, was assigned to Eastern Air Command. 

Like RAF Coastal Command, Eastern Gu Command entered the Second World War 

iIl-prepared for the iasks which it wouid be assiped. Histonan Car1 Vincent explains that 

"in the inter-war years the Atlantic was relegated to secondary importance by those 

planning Canada's air defences" with the result tbat when the focus sMed  to Eastern Air 

Command on the outbreak of war in September 1939 and its roles of convoy escon and 

and-submarine patrols, "the squadrons on the east Coast had at fvst to rely on an 

Înadequate supply of outdatecl ak&, because of the stringent financial restrictions 

imposed by the govemment in the years before the war.*' The RCAF, on the outbreak of 

hostilities, was unprepared for its assigned Home Defence tasks, namely air and seaward 

defence of Canada, naval co-operation and coastal aitilley c ~ p e r a t i o n . ~  Leslie Roberts. 

in T h e  Shall Be Winns, comments that 'Tew knew that except for nineteen Hurricanes, 

eleven Blackburn Sharks and a few coasîai patrol machines, such as the Stranraer, aircrafi 

listed as service planes were obsolete for purposes of modern air WaTfare.'*' 

Fim among Eastern Air Comrnand's difficulties was the sheer scope of its operational 

area It metchd as W.A.B. Douglas notes, "nom eastem Qwkc to the seas beyond 

Newfoudand- and there were no obvious transit mutes [or choke-points] for enemy 

ships and submarines comparable to the Shetlands-Iceland gap or the Bay of Biscay in the 
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mrrheastern Atlantic? To -1 this inhospitable area piagucd with violent weather, 

cold and ill-pmvided with riilnelds, Eastern Air Command was forceci to reiy upon only 

four quacirons of obsolete maritime recomaissance aircraft On the outbreak of war, No. 

5 Squadroa, based at Dartmouth. Nova Scotia, was perhaps the best equipped, if only 

because its S u p e d e  Stranraer flyhg boats were rt ie few avaiiable examples of the 

only a*rraff designed for the job" of maritime reoonnai~~~~11ce.6~ On the 0th- hanci, No. 8 

Squadron was forred to undertake its patrol duties with Northrop Deltas, a wholly 

unsuitable civilian pasxnger aucraft7* No. 3 (which in October 1939 was split to become 

10 and No. 1 1 Squadmns) Squadron was equipped with the Westisad Wapiti biplane 

light bomber which had entered service with the RAF in 1928.7' As Air Marsha1 Clare 

Amis recalls, "the Wapiti was reaily a De Havilland D.H. 9A biplane of WW 1 ancestry 

which the UK had modernized by rebuilding[sic] in metal insteaâ of w d "  adding that 

"even by mid-1930s standard, when the RCAF acquired 18 of them second-hand fiom the 

RAF, îhey were antiq~ated."~ 

By November f 939, certain EAC squadrons began to receive 'new' equipment as the 

RCAF expanded and the roles of EAC increased in scope and number as well. No. 1 1 

Squadron kgan to convert to Lockheed Hudsons while No. 8 Squadron received its fïrst 

Bolingbroke 1 bombers (Canadien-made versions of the Bristol Blenheim)." More 

signincant was the conversion of No. 10 Squadron to the Douglas B-18 Digby, 20 of 

which had been o r d d  by the RCAF in 1937-8.". Air M d  Amis remarks that "the 

Digby was at that tirne quite the longest range a i r c d  the RCAF possessed" and "with its 

bomb bay tanks full. it could hang in there for about 17 h~urs.'"~ The Digbys represented 

the RCAF's only long range strike force, and the mal1 numbers available not only 
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limited the long range maritime patrol capabiilities of EAC but due to theu dual maritime 

reconnaissance and bomber d e ,  also now neeessirated the ïmiquely Canadi811 

designation 'Bomber Reconnaksance' or 'BR,' which more accurately described the 

various rash carried out by each of the RCAF's small number of maritime squadrotl~."'~ 

In May 1941, a new aücraft type joined No. 5 (BR) Squadron in EAC in a joint 

Angld3anadian attempt to bolster EAC's long range anti-submarine capbilities. Nine 

Coasolidated Catalina flyuig bats  began flyhg first with S(BR) and then in July with 

1 16(BR) h m  Dartmouth and Botwood, Newfouadlandn ïhe  Catalinas provided a 

desperately needed long range addition to the EAC arsenal against the U-boat but it was 

sevedy underpowered which in praaice meant that %ey could only perfonn convoy 

escorts to a 450-mile radius. and anti-submarine sweeps to a 750.mile radius, with no 

provisions for a worthwhile "loiter" time."'' In a Januaty 1943 report, thm Wuig 

Commander Annis commentecl that the Caîaiina SUffered h m  a low cruking speed? a 

dangerously large silhouette (which made it an easy target for U-boat anti-aircraft 

gunners), a hull shape which limited visibility for visuaI attack nuis. chronic wing icing 

due to a low service ceiling and a low bombload [lûûûlbs] al1 of which limited the 

a i d ' s  value as a sub-hunter." However, thmugh most of 1942 and 1943, S(BR)'s 

Canadian-made Canso (amphibious variants of the Cataiina) provided ùie only 

long-ranged EAC air coverage over the Northwest Atlantic as lO(BR) was based at 

Dartmouth impatiently awaiting the outanne of protractecl negotiations with both the 

British and Ameriûui govemmmts to secure a supply of very long range Consolidated 

B-24 Liberator bombersm 



Eastern Air Command's difficulties were compounded by the scvcre weather of the 

North Atlantic. Air Maffhal Annis remembers that %re found the pmniling Win& over 

the North Atlantic to be so wmmody westerly and so strong that aircraft such as the 

Digbys, C a t .  and Caasos, having low cniising speeds even with great endurance, 

were not very effective. If out Cnusing speed were, say, 140 MPH and the common 

westeriy wind was 45 W H  and we wanted to work 800 miles out to sea, our ground 

speed coming home wouid be only 95 MPH and it wouid take 8 % hours. This factor left 

a big gap in the rniddle of the Atlantic where neither we nor U.K.-based aircrafi could 

reach."" W.A.B. Douglas notes tbat the p a i l i n g  winds had a large impact on the 

operatio1181 radius (Le. The distance an aireiaft could transit, paaol and retum safely on 

its fuel load) of EAC aircrafi with "the effective range ... Wbg] mughiy a third- 

frequently much les- of the total distance the aircraff wuld fly without refÙellin.g."q He 

adds that as the war progresse& "the weight of armament and equipment and number of 

crew members significmtly altered aùrraft performance, while the difficult weather 

conditions on the Canadian coasts o h  greatly Rduced operational mnges."= 

Technology depends upon a trained human operator to use it to its maximum 

potential. The ikst three years of the war found EAC scrambling to secure dequate 

numbers of trained personnel and the bases h m  which to operate their aucraft. Annis 

remarks that in the early days of tbe wac 

We still bad a lot to leam about air war fk .  For instance pilots knew practically 
nothing about enemy aircraft recognition. It is interesthg to recall that when we 
landed at Dartmouth [on I September 19391 we placed the airçraft in the usual 
straight line and then disrnissed the ainnen. But Group Captain Dater Air Vice 
Marshal and Commander of No. 6 Group, Bomber Command] Brookes*.. Rushed 
out and ordered them to be staggered,.. The squadrons on the East Coast were 



&y stluting h m  scratch and were largely ~ a w a r e  of the techniques of fiying 
over ~ g t e r . ~  

The rapid exp-on of the RCAF, by means of the British Commonwealth Ah Training 

Plan @CAP),  both for ove- and home service, f o d  the semice to adapt and 

attempt to leam on the job and from the example of the Royal Air Force. In Eastern Air 

CommanQ given its dangerousi operational envirionment and the importance of pmtecting 

the p~cious  convoys, the strain was immense. As Annis notes, %e had to leam not only 

how to fly our allcraft to near the limits of their endurance in d l  the rotten weather the 

North Atlantic would throw at us, but also how to destroy subrnatines whenever the 

fleeting chances occurred," adding that "in retrospect it is astonishing how much the 

Home War Estabiishmen t... Had to do and leam in so short a time and how fortunate we 

were the Germans did not suin operating in the Western Atlantic and our North Amerïcan 

coastal wateri until ... the autumn of 1941 .*' Douglas points to the insuflicient training 

level of Eastern Air Command crews as laie as 1942 due to the lack of dedicated 

operational training squadrons (Mt ing  h m  a la& of aircraft) as having %ndoubtedly 

played a large part in the failme of aircraft to give U-bats the coup de grace."& 

Ultimately, A n n i s  reflects that "1 think you could say that by the end of 1942 we were 

learning ways of dealing with monotony and boredom so that with improved training and 

better equipment at their disposal our crews were becoming more efficient'" 

As with Coastal Conunand, Eastern Air Command crews stniggled wîth unreliable 

armament during the first three years of the war. Amis remembers that "in the Digbys we 

had tbe American 6ûû-Ib bomb which wasn't v e v  satisfactoty. One had to be flying v e q  

low for release so that the submarine had plenty of time to dive. It was also unreliable in 



detodon.* Eastan Air Command's dilemme was compmded by the low priority 

accordeci to home-based Canadian squadrons by the British and Americans for new 

weapons and equipment which made it difEcuIt for the Command to improve its 

effectveness against the U-boat" AMis d i s  that it was not until the arriva1 of the first 

nine Catalinas in June 1941 that Canadian aVcraft began to be anned with depth charges, 

over a year a f k  Coastal Command began their widespread use and it was not umil 

November 1 94 1 that most Eastern Air Command units had a supply of depth charges? 

Similarly, despite the pressing d for very long range aircraft such as the Liberator, 

Eastern Air Command did not receive any such a k a f t  until the late spring of 1943 

wbereas the RAF and USAAF had had them in service since 1941. 

The availability of sensors and the disseminrition of search and attack tactics were also 

delayed in their transmission fiom Coastal Command to Eastern Air Command. Car1 

Vincent notes that the f k t  ASV units in Eastem Air Command were fitted in some of 

No. 10 Squadron's Digbys in October 1941, two years aftn its introduction in the RAF? 

Certainly the secrettive nature of the British radar development may explain in part the 

delay in its dissemination to Canada but its value in operations conducteci in p r  

visibility and especiaily as a navigational tool uitimately outweighed any concems about 

security in favour of an increase in Eastem Air Command's effdvenes." F.H. Hitchens 

relates one account of the value of ASV to Eastem Air Command noting that "on 26 July 

il9421 wtien five Digbys went out over the Atlantic, three to paml and swap and two to 

escort a convoy. One of the laiter aircraft did not carry ASV and, with a low ceiling over 

the ses, was m b l e  to locate the convoy. The second aircraff. however, had ASV and 



thanks to this equipment experienced no dEcuity in picking up the ships and carried out 

its 

Ultimately, e f f d v e  detection equipnenî, weaponry, a i r c d  and aircrew are of little 

use if there are few subrnarines to hum Eastern Air Command faced a situation durhg 

the f h t  three years of the war in which very few U-bats made the journey to the 

Northwest Atlantic. As noted above, the growing effectiveness of C d  Command 

gradudly forced the U-bats further out into the Atlantic, for as Annis posited in 1943, 

"It is reasonable to suppose, h m  an analysis of pst operations that this is because air 

power has been very effective as a countermeasure whenever adequate air coverage can 

be given.* The entry of the United States Imo the war in DeCernber 1941 and the 

subsequent dispatch of U-boats to the largely unprotected shipping lanes off the 

American Eastem Seaboard as well as the Gulf of St. Lawtence strained Eastern Air 

Command severely and forced another rapid expansion both quantitatively and 

qualitatively as well as an emulation of Coastal Command by solicihg the assistance of 

Canada's scientists to aid in the bunt for German U-boat~.~~ 



C-r 2- Blackett and tbe Onnins 0 œ of <hnrationai Reseucb 

The structure and inteiiecnial foundations of Eastern Air Command's ORS were based 

largely upon the pioneering experience of the British Royal AU Force with modifications 

to suit the pecuiiarities of the Canadian situation. Although the history of operational 

research may be traced to the First World War, the development of the basic techniques 

began in earnest in 1 934 with the Bntish experiments into radar led by the Timd 

Cornrnittee. A key member of this c o d t t e e  was Professor P.M.S. Blackett. a funve 

Nobel Prize winning physicia who would be inexorably linked with the development of 

operational research as a recognîzed and valued source of information at the commaad 

level of the military. Professor Blackett's work for the Tizard Cornmittee and upon the 

outbreak of war in 1939. Anti-Aircrafi Conmanci, RAF Coastal Command and the 

Admiralty, transformeci operational research h m  king the vague application of the 

scientific method to the integration of new technologies in the military context into a 

distinct branch of scientific inquiry, with its own techniques, methods and evennrally. 

academic paraphernalia. In order CO trace the early development of operational research. 

we must examine the pre-war radar experiments which served as the fmt testing gound 

of early OR methods. As well, the state of OR upon the outbreak of hostilities and 

Professor Blackett's involvement in expanding its use (and refining its methods) to 

Anti-Aircraft Command will be discussed. Finally, Blackett's key role in the creation and 

early methodological and otganizational efforts of the Coastal Command ORS will be 

examined in the context of his December 1941 paper, "Scientists at the Operational 

Level" which. with its clear, detailed commentary on the purposes and methods of O R  

hcula ted the basic principles of OR which provided the foundations for Eastern Air 
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Cornmand's Operational Research Section and uihately, for postwar civilian 

applications. 

The 'technological killing' of the First World War prompted a t m  in Orrat Bntain 

(and to a lesser extent, in the United States), to apply science to the irnprovement of the 

utility and effectiveness of weaponry. Of particular concern was the submarine and, in an 

attempt to conter the latter? the United States Navy Coasulting Board headed by the 

renowned inventor Thomas Edison. created a statistical mode1 for the evasion of 

submarines by surface ships. This application of scientific techniques was similar to later 

Coastal Command ORS work regarding density theory, the ody différence king that 

Edison was looking for a meam by which to avoid subIliarines and Coastal Command 

was desperately attempting to improve its chances of locating submarines.' Similady, the 

experimental section of the British Amiy Munitions invention Department under A.V. 

Hill explored the problerns of anti-aircraft gunnery in an attempt to limit the effectiveness 

of bomber a i r d 2  Indeecl, Hill and several of his colleagues wouid play major d e s  in 

the development of operational research techniques during the mid-1930s? However, as 

OR historian Joseph McCloskey notes, much ofthis early work was allowed to languish 

During the interwar years, nothiag of signif~cance to the history of operations 
research was done in these areas... and îhis despite continued progress in the 
development of aircraft and submariws, sucface vessels, tanks and otber vehicles 
of land warfare, and radio and telephone. The designas led. the iactics lagged, 
and effective counter-measures were vllaially nonsxistent.' 



Both the Americans and British, d e r i n g  h m  severe war-weariness, showed M e  

interest in military spending of any sort during the 1920s and 1930s and scerce budgets 

left linle m m  for research of any Lind Indeed, the majonty of British military research 

was devoted to the development of Asdic, which many in the Admiralty saw as a vimially 

infdlible counter to the submarine menace. However? as McCloskey notes, there were 

calls in Britain by cenain influemial persoI181itia such as Wiriston Churchill and his 

niend Professor Frederick Lindemann, for iocreased research in other areas of military 

concem, particuiarly regarding the inmasingly womsome potential of the b~rnber.~ 

These calls infiuenced H.E. Wimperis, the Director of ScientSc Research in the Air 

Ministxy to recommend in November 1934 the creation of "a Conmittee for the 

Scientific Study of Air Defence" [C.S.S.A.D.] with the mandate b "consider how fm 

recem advances in technical lcnowledge cm be used to streagthen the present methods of 

defence against hostile air~raft".~ The Cornmittee, which fïrst met in January 1935, was 

composed of the chemist Hmry T i  (chair), Nobel Prize winning physiologist 

Professor A.V. Hill, physicist Professor P.M.S. Blackett, Wimperis (an engineer and 

inventor in his own Rght) and A.P. Rowe, who served as secretary and as superintendent 

of the Telecornmunications Research Establishment during the Second World War.' 

The Cornmittee's original focus was on a means of destn,ying bombers. In early 1935, 

Wimperis inquired with the head of the Radio Department of the Nationai Physiçal 

Laboratory, Robert Watson-Watt as to "the feasibility of "death rays," which, as 

McCloskey remarks. were "a perennial favourite of amateur inventors."* instead, 

Watson-Watt convinced the T i  Cornmittee that radio waves could be more effective 

not as a weapon but as a sensor to detect bombers in order to dispatch fighters to d e m y  
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them. The T i  Committee's enthusiastic e r n h  of Watson-Watt's 'radio direction 

hding' ensured its development in the bmeaucmic maze of 1930s Whitehall. By the 

1938 Fighter Command exercises, a chah of five radar stations had been estabLished in 

south-east ~ngland? Rowe had now been appohteà superintendent of the Bawdsley 

Research Station (a combined 'chain' station and RDF research establishment) and it was 

under his direction that the nrSt activities known with the description 'operational 

research' begadO A team under EJ.  Wiliams was ordered to investigate the problem of 

filtering and piontking the radar information, tasks which the Air Ministry's Otfi~ciai 

History of Operational Research in the R.A.F. asserts 'îvere in essence the development 

of the Filter Room systern under operational conditions, [and] must therefore rank... as 

being [one of] the eariïest applications of the science of operational research."" 

The outbreak of war in September 1939 witnessed a rapid expansion of OR activities 

in the British anned services. most notably in the Royal Air Force. Not ody did the 

approximately 80 scientists at Bawdsiey rernain on duty but other commands, such as 

Fighter Command, quickly formed similar research sections to study problems 

specificaliy related to their ope ration^.'^ However, the nascent science of OR still 

remained fïrmiy within the realm of air-reiated activities. hdeed, the fvst crossing of 

service lines occurred during the Summer of 1940 when the Anny's Anti-AircraA 

Cornmand (General Frederick Pile) on the rewmmendations of T i  and Rowe. fonned 

its own unofficial OR section under Pile's scientific advisor Professor Blackett.I3 The 

formation of the A n t i a i d  Command Research Group was a logical extension of OR 

given the growing need and desire to integrate radar into the Comrnand's operations. 

'Blackett's Circus,' as it quickly becarne known, explored al1 aspects of the problems of 
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ground ami-aircraff defences, h m  the flow of information h m  the sensors to the 

various batteries (a stuày similar to Williams' pioneering work during 193 8 on nIter 

rooms) to the most effective number of guns pet battery giwn the lack of adequate 

numbers of grm-laying radars during the summer and early fa11 of 1940.14 These studies 

were desperately needed by Anti-AVcraft Command as it was the prhary defeaa against 

the Gemÿui night Büa of the fa11 and wuiter of 1940-41. However, the move by the 

LufbdEe  away h m  massed night raids by the spnng of 1941 allowed Blackett to 

transfer to RAF C o d  Command to as& in the creation of an ORS to support the 

increasingly desperate fight against the U-boat. As Blackett's biographer Sir Bernard 

Love11 comments, "Blackett was with A.A. Coxnmand as Scientific Advisor to Pile at the 

H.Q. Of A.A. Command at Stanmore for only seven months- until March 194 1 - but 

during that short t h e  he made a great impression, both on Pile and on the operations of 

the C~mmand."'~ 

n 

The lack of success in operations against the U-boat by RAF Coastal Command was a 

cause for concem not only at Coastal Command HQ but also at the Admiralty and 

Whitehail. The search for an effective counter to the damaging U-boat attacks on convoys 

ostensibly securely guarded by Asdicsquipped destroyers, and the inadequacy of Coastal 

Command's resources to support these escort tasks, reached a head in early 194 1. The 

Commander in Chief of Coastal Command, Air Marshal Sir Frederick Bowhill. secured 

Professor Blackett's transfer h m  Anti-Aitcrafi Command to Coastai Command as head 

of the planneci Operational Reseamh Section and as his scientific advisor.16 Blackett was 

accompanied by the reputation his work for Frederick Pile had created as well as his 
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pwing  snise of the pcnpose of O R  His biographer Sir Banard L o w U  obsaves that "his 

experience with A.A. Commaod had given him clear ideas about the oqpha t ïon  of such 

an operational group. He had leamt to avoid resjmnsibility for technical problems with 

equipment or any daily routine work, so that the group could be fke for non-mutine 

investigations and rrsearches."" In particular, Blackett was adamant that his newiy 

foimed C d  Command ORS would report to the Commander in Chief and not the Air 

Ministry, thus keeping criticisms within the Comrnand. where they could be acted upon 

and mediecl by the operational uni& and not transformeci into politicized weapons to be 

used by 'outsiders' in ana~ks  on Coastal Cornmand's record against the U-boat." 

Upon his amival in June 1 94 1, Air Marshal Su Philip Joubert de la Ferte inherited the 

small ORS created by his outgoing predecessor. Under his command and that of his 

successor Air Marsbal Sir John Slessor, the Coastai Command ORS becarne a mode1 of 

the influence which effective operaiional research could have on the course of a force's 

opemtions. However, during the fim months of the ORS'S existence, Blackett was 

prwccupied with denning its role and purpose in order to maximue its effectiveness in 

producing meaninghil and wful findings which could be immediately applied to Coastal 

Command's operations, particularly its airborne anti-submarine effort. The result of these 

ruminations was a short discussion paper which Blackett produced in December 194 1. 

Although Blackett himself described "Scientists at the Opeiational Level" as "hurriedly 

and somewhst flippantly written," it had a great influence on the development of friture 

operationai rrîearch d o m  for as Terry Copp notes, the papa "was circulated in al1 

three British services and in the United State~."'~ 



"Scientists at the Operationai Level" is only four pages long, but its arguments possess 

a clarity and logic which made it the seminal statewnt of the first pNiciples of 

o ~ t i o n a l  research. Blackett begins by observing that the integration of scientists into 

the operational cornmand level was essentiai in order '?O enable operational Stans to 

obtain scientSc advice on those maners which are not handied by the Service technical 

establishme11ts."~ 'This was a reciprocal ~Iationship for the "operational staffs provide 

the scientists with the operational outiook and data" which they required in order to 

"apply scientific methods of analysis to these data and ... thus... give useful advi~e."~' 

The logic of placing operational mearchers at Command Headquarters was clear to 

Blackett. Firsf the presence in the Command operation m m  of the required pimary 

material, such as "ail signals, track charts, combat reports, meteomlogical information, 

etc." on which to base the d y s e s  prompted Blackett to make the essential observation 

that "such rientinc analysis, if done at ail‘ must be done in or near [these] operations 

room~. ' '~  This requirement also made it critical that "an Operational Reseerch Section 

should be an integrai part of a Conunand and should work in the closest collaboration 

with the various departments at the C~mrnand."~ Above d l ,  Blackett asserted that ''the 

head of the Operational Research Section should be directly tesponsible to the 

Commander-in-Chief and may with advantage be appointed as his scientific advisor" in 

order to =tain the independence necessary for objective rrs#uch.*+ 

Blackett added a series of provisos to the above vision. First, in order to create the 

neces- high quality scientific atmosphete7 Blackett co~~~mented that "a considerable 

ffaction of the staff of an Operational Research Section should be of the very highest 

staadhg in science, md many of them should be drawn h m  those who have had 
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expcri- at the Smrice technicai estabIistiments." Although intellectuat achievements 

w m  key, he added that operational research could only be effcctve whm the 

researchers had a measune of lmowledge of the nature of the problems they were to study 

(which could be obtained through interaction with operational personnel)? 

These factors, if implemente& would allow an ORS to fulfil its duties, the general 

nature of which Blackett discussed. The need for an ORS, as Blackett argwd, was clair 

as "very many war operations involve considerations with which scientists are specially 

trained to compete (sic]? and in which serving officers are in general not t~ained."~ In 

general, the majority of an ORS's studies were to be composed of detailed statistical 

investigations into the results of opetations which wouid then be "'explained' in the 

rientific sense, Le. brought into numerical relation with other operational facts and the 

known per6ormaace of the weapons &" with the results prompting "consideration ... 

[ofl possible modification of the tactics to improve the operational res~ l t ."~~  The other 

aspect of the ORS'S work involved operational experiments with new weapons and 

sensors, in which case it acted as "a liaison. .. between the operationai staff, the technical 

deparmient which produced the device, and the development unit which tested it.'" 

These studies involved either reports on the results of tests or actual service use of a 

specific device or may explore the value of various tactical uses of a given device by 

mems of mathematid calc~lation.~ Indeed, as Blackett pointed out, not only may an 

ORS be used to assist in the testing of a new device but it could have aiso been of 

assistance to the Command in formulating requirernents for new devices "by interpreting 

(a) the operational facts of iife to the technicai establishments, and (b) the technical 

possibilities to the operaiional staffs."' The ORS' role as intermediary, according to 
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Blackett, was extmely valuable as "a c o n s i d d e  wasEsge of war effort has occ& 

through lack of this joint ~lisnission."~~ Ultimately homer,  the ORS'S prime fùnction 

was to disseminate scientificaily-based assessments of a Command's operatiom. To 

facilitate this, Blackett emphasized the need for the production of reports on the findings 

of the various stuàies. He added that "these should be given a wide circulation, e-g., in 

the Air Force to squadrons to be read by the aircrews. In this way, the tactical education 

of the men on the job can be 

"Scientists at the Operational LeveI" not only provided a clear vision of the purpose, 

d e s  and relationship with military structure of an ORS but in conjunction with its 

inspiration, Coastal Command ORS, served as a mode1 for fiitwe Allied OR institutions. 

Operational Research Sections, were, as Professor Waddington observes, "completely 

new elements in the military organiuition" and as such, migtit have k e n  expected to 

crpate a measure of difficulty regarding the chah of co~nmand, but this was not the case." 

indeed, Waddington asserts that "the scientists took considerable pride in the fact that 

they were, although civilians, accepted as fidl members of the Cornrnand team.'"' This 

may be explained by several f-ors. First, Coastal Command ORS was quite a small 

organization, numbering fewer then 25 membeis at any given point, therefore limiting the 

potential disniptiveness of their presence at Command Headquarte~~.~~ These hdividuals, 

a mix of civilian researchers and service personnel were led by a succession of strong 

directors such as Blackett and Waddington who c d  passionately about OR and 

imdemood and imparted to their siaffthat their duties were of the utmost importance to 

C o 4  C0-d'~ efforts to presewe Britain's Atlantic lifeline. This task of 



management was aided to a certain extent by the nature of the d i t s e I f .  Rof-r 

Waddington observes that: 

The anti-U-boat 0.R effort can claim that some rather high powaed 
scientists contributeci to it. In the staff of the section there were two ~ o b e l  
Prize winners (Blackett and Kendrew), five felîows of the Royal Society 
(Blackett, Kendrew, Williams, Waddington, Robertson) and a Fellow of 
the National Acaderny of Sciences of Austtalia (Rendel), and several of 
the others reached Professorial d3' 

Not only was the siaffextraordinarily comptent to @onn theù duties but &y were 

also well-equipped to perform these tasks under a m a u r e  of pmswe and do so 

innovatively because of their youth. Waddington adds that "the oldest of the influentid 

O.R.S. Workers at Coastal was Blackett, who was about 45 at that tirne; most of the rest 

were in their thïrties or even t~enties."~' 

Ceriainly the youth and hi@-powered d e n t i a l s  of the staffof Coastal Command 

ORS was put to the test by the multitude of requests for their seNices during the last four 

years of the war by C o d  Command Headquatters. A detailed account of the activities 

of the section is beyond the scope of this thesis, an exceptional discussion king provided 

by Professor Waddington in OR in World War 2: Operational Research anainst the 

U-boat. However, a short examination of the general areas of study is essential in order to 

undexstand the basis of knowledge h m  which RCAF Eastern Air Command ORS would 

C d  Command's areas of responsibility sîreiched ftàr beyond airborne 

anti-submarine M a r e  to include ocean reconnaissance, anti-shipping smke, long-range 

ocean fighter escort and air-sea re~cue.'~ Joseph McCloskey explains that %ecause of the 

nature of its tasks, prllnarily anti-submarine operations and convoy protection, plus 



-ks on -y shipping, Coastd Commaad offèred a much wider scope for opetations 

research than did Fighter Command.* He adds that Toastal Command operations were 

inherently more cornplex. Each operation involved problems in navigation, search, 

identification, bombing accuracy, verification of result, and, not least, given Britain's 

weather, retwn to base.*' in the main, the Coastal Cornmand ORS'S studies feli into four 

categories, namely anti-shipping operations (including photographie reconnaissance and 

weapons), anti-U-boat operations, plamed flying and maintenance, and weather and 

navigation? Only the latter three areas are applicable to this discussion, but each 

produceci a wealth of knowledge which not ody increased the effectiveness of airbome 

anti-submarine operations in the Atlantic theam but also provided critical information 

and models upon whïch EAC ORS could buiid. 

The arPa of anti-U-boat studies encompasseci a vdety  of operational elements, h m  

weaponry, tactics and sensors through search techniques and even aircraft colour. At the 

centre of a series of seminal studies was E.J. Williams, who assuned the leadership of 

the ORS in December 194 1 after Professor Blackett departeci for the Admiralty." The 

first major study undertaken by the ORS in late 194 1 was Williams' exploration of the 

lack of effectiveness of Coastal Command's airbome depth charges. This study, which 

Joseph McCloskey terms "the classic OR study of World War II," discovered that the 

failures of the depth charge attacks of 194041  were not the result of an inherent flaw in 

the design of the weapon but instead were the product of the standard 100 fwt depth 

sening which was wholly unsuitable for attacks on s d a c e d  or semi-sur fd  s u b m a ~ e s  

(as the depth charge would sinlr to a depth where it would no longer be lethal to a 

submarine operating at or near the surface)."' Instead, Williams recommended that the 
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s-g ofdepih charge fusa be modifieci to explode at 25 féct in onicr to capture the vast 

majority of Coastal Commad U-boaî tagm in the weapon's lahal radius? Simüarly, 

the ORS u&~took mejor d e s  of airning methodsZ depth charge spacing and even the 

pmper colour of a i d  (white to limit theu detectability) al1 of which had an influence 

on increasing C o d  Comrnand's efficiency not tbrough the introduction of new 

weapom but by maximizing the potmtial of existing ones. 

Williams was also at the centre of two interrelatecl theoretical -dies which would 

have a much broader impact on the general nature of Coastai Command's airborne 

anti-submarim operatiom. la a series of 1942 reports. Williams developed the concept of 

the 'de- method,' which, after considering the nurnber of abmarines h o w n  or 

believed to be present in a given a- the proportion on the &ace at any given moment 

and the aircraft typ on patroi, used finite mathematin to detemiine W e  probabilities of 

success in detecting. attacking, and killing ...'* As McCloskey observes, 'whenever 

tesuits dropped klow expectation, the density method facilitatecl anaiyses to ferret out 

probable causes and the enects that changes in methods might have." The density 

method had a key influence in prompting Williams' final mdy for the ORS in late 1942: 

planned flying aud maintenance. This study, dated 15 November 1942 and begun by 

Williams and then expandeci sftu his depivhue into a team investigation under C.E. 

Gordon, tackled the essential problem that Coastal Commaad's lack of aircraft which was 

exacerbated by the RAF standard of k i n g  aircrafi use on availability and not the 

missions needed to be flowmq Joseph McCloskey comrnents that "e ORS studies ... 

showed that scheduled missions could be flown if se~ceabil i ty dropped below 50% 

Ciristead of the previous RAF minimum standard of 70-75%]" with the result that "[flying 
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and d t e n m c e ]  scheduies aime to be basxi on the missions to be flown. Senice c m  

duced, more flying was achieved, and more efficient use of ground pasorniel 

~sulted.'"~ ThiS systern of planned maintenance not only enhanced the operational 

eniciency of C d  Commaad's squadrons but also set a p a ~ n  used by civilian and 

military fl- to this day, namely, the primary mission must take pnority over al1 but 

emergency maintenance. 

As a pioneer in the field of ojmational research, the C o d  Command ORS not only 

had to carve for itself a unique niche as a largeiy civilian establishment in the command 

structure but tiad to do so under the pressure of the search for remedies to the 

Command's rether dismal record of sucfess agallrst their primary enemy. Professor 

P.M.S. Blackett, whose "Scientists at the Operatiod Level" provided the blueprint for 

operational research in the military context, guideci members of the Coastal Command 

ORS such as E J. Williams in the production of a series of studies during the fvst two 

years of the section's existence. These dramaticdly improved the Cornrnand's 

effectiveness, efficiency and lethaiity largely by using the scientific rnethod to illustrate 

tbat minor modifications to practices could yield inunediately tangible results. Coastal 

Command ORS'S efforts durhg 194 1-43 created a body of methodologicai and technicai 

knowledge which formed the core of the rapidly developing techniques of OR. 

Ultimately, when it was formeâ in November 1942, Eastern Air Command Operational 

Re~earch Section would greatly benefit h m  this knowledge as the staff? once they were 

trained by their cornterparts et Coastal Command ORS, could tackle a variety of 

problems of interest to the RCAF without having to devote time IO formulating a body of 



Cbri~ter 3- T k  Ctcllth of Ewkm AU C0-d ORS 

By early 1942, the leadership of the Royal Canadian Air Force, particularly the new 

commander of Eastern Air Command, Air Vice-Marshal A U .  Cuffe, were growing 

painfully aware of the deficiencies in Csnadian airbome anti-submarine operatiom. The 

laclc of U-boat kills was the most apparent problem. A series of imiovations pioneered by 

RAF Coastal Command began to trickle into Eastern Air Commami, ranging from 

weapons, sensors and tactics to new aircraft and command structures. A key part of the 

latter was the organization of an operationai research section based on the successfbl 

mode1 pioneered during 1941 at Coastal Command headquaners under Professor P.M.S. 

Blackett. Following a series of discussions and survey visits by Coastal Command 

officers to Easteni Air Command during the fïrst half of 1942. the decision was made by 

the Air Staff during the summeer of 1 942 to otganize Canadian operational research 

sections at RCAFHQ in Ottawa, Western Air Command Headquarters in Vancouver and 

East= Air Command Headquarters in Halifax. This decision introduced the science of 

opefational research to Caoada, enabled a body of researchers to be ttained by the leaders 

in this arwi and &=fore provided the foundatiom not ouiy for friture Canadian-oriented 

airbome anti-submarine d i r e  research but also for the continuation and development 

of Canadian OR in the postwar e m  

I 

The paiod 193941 was characterized by the franic expansion and training of Eastern 

Air Command for its pnrnary mle of airbome anti-submarine warfare. Not surprisingiy, it 

depended on the knowledge and ski11 of RAF C o d  Cornmand However. C o d  

Command was preoccupied with its own ditticulties in cornbathg the U-boat menace and 
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thus Eastem Air Command was f o d  to adapt as best it could, mixing British rnethds, 

weapons and tactics with a hodgepodge of aircraft types (none of which w m  entïrely 

satisf8ctory) operated by inexperienced aircrew. 

There is a meanue of disagreement in the historical record regarding the level of 

assistance offered by Coastal Cominand to Eastern Au Command during the first two 

years of the war. The official historian of the RCAF, W.A.B. Douglas, notes that during 

this p e n d  "the sharing of knowledge on technical developments- as evidenced by 

Canadian production and adoption of the British aerial depth charge- was part of a 

growing understanding betweeo the two commands."' indeed. Douglas cites the Air 

Officer Commanding Eastem Air Command during much of the first three years of the 

war. Air Vice-Marshal N.R. Andersos who remarked on the importance of this 

relationship in an interna1 memorandum dateà 21 November 1940: 

Long experience, training and scientific investigation of Coastai Command in 
maritime air operatio m... Has evolved a souod operational policy and procedure 
which is king continuously advanced to keep ahead of enemy methods. Any 
information for guidance which Coastal Command can give Eastern Air 
Command on advances in operational rnethods, equipment or procedure will be 
treated with the degree of secrecy desired and used in the manner most Iikely to 
ensure pursuit of a common operational doctrine in the Bade of the Atlantic.' 

Anderson's desire to establish doctrinal and operational links with Coastal Command 

began to take shape during the summer of 1941 when he and the Air Officer 

Commanding Coastal Command, Air Chief Marstial Phillip Joubert de la Ferte. 

commenced a tram-Atlantic correspondence on issues of concern to both Cornrnands.' 

However. this interaction suffered on two key scores. First, as Douglas observes. "tirne 

for such discussion was fast running outœ* as the attack on Pearl Harbor pmmpted a shift 

of the Kriegsmarine's U-boats to the Westem Atlantic? Not only did this mean that 



Eastern Air Colmnand wodd be mponsible in the conhg months for an active 

battleprmd but wodd also have to respond to not ody-the attacb of U-boats operathg 

inshore in the Gulf of St. Lawrence during the Sumner of 1942 while sauggling to do so 

with a reduced force following the diversion of already scarce resources to the West 

Coast to boister Western Air Commaad's meagre force against an apprehended Japanese 

a s ~ a ~ 1 t ~  

More importantly. the comspondence baween Anderson and Jouberi de la Ferte 

occurred at the highest executive level. meaning that little of any immediate impact to the 

operational squadrons was discussed. In a 1979 interview, Air Marshal C L .  Amis asserts 

that during the fim two years of the war, there was Little inten:hange of infornation 

between Eastern Air Command and Coastal Collulland, although %ere was a general 

following of Coastal Command tactics.'* For exarnple, Amis remembers that the f i r ~  

EAC U-boat kill(3 1 July 1942) involveci the pilot, Squadron Leader Small of 1 13(BR) 

Squadron "drawing on the experience of Coastal's ace- Tom ... ? (Squadron Leader T. 

Buliock who had a Canadian navigator F/L M.S. Layton?) [Kealy's piirenthesis]" flying 

at a greater height than usuai in Eastern Air Command, thereby inmeasing the visual 

sighting range of the crew while reducing the chance that the aircrafi would be sighted by 

the target.' AMis concludes that the low level of interchange at the operational level was 

in large part due to the conditions enwuntered by Eastern Air Command as "until the 

Gemans amved over this side in 1942 we had tittle to contribute ... and milked them 

[ C o d  Command representatives] for al1 they were worth. While Coastal Command 

was getting a lot of operational experience ours was mainly in dealing with the climatic 

conditions peculiar to out side of the Atlantic? 
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h any case, tbe situation in Eastan Air Command by early 1942 was such that only 

dnimanc action and not discussions could solve its many difacuhies. When AVM CUne 

amiveci in Febniary 1942 to take commaad, he fomd a force stniggling with inadequate 

nurnbers of obsolescent aircraft equipped with o h  ineffective weepoas and sensors, 

rnanned by inexperienced crews and controlled by a h a p h a d  and unsophisticated 

commaand structure, ail the while wmkting an elusive enemy in miserable operational 

conditions. He and his staffbegan a series of refonns based on those undeden 

pteviously by Coastal Command that were aimed at improving the efficiency of Eastern 

Air Cotnmand within the iimits of the resources available to them. The first moves were 

airned at rationalizing and improving the Command's grasp of the tactical 'picture' of 

operations in its sector in the Northwest Atlantic. The adoption in April 1942 of Coastal 

Command's Manual of Coastal Command Operational Control and the creation of a new 

joint operations room in Halifax transfonned Eastern Air Command Headquarters into a 

rough copy of CCoastal Coxnmand's headquaxters mode1 at Cornmand and Group l e ~ e l . ~  

However. as W.A.B. Douglas observes, the latter was unfortunately "imperfectly 

modelled on its British counterpart... Having military and naval liaison officers but 

inadequate naval input"'O This was a product of interservice squabbling between the 

RCAF and the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN), both of which were jealously guarding 

operational control over their own forces, an issue made even more significant by the 

enay of the United States' into the war which spelled the end of largely autonomous 

Canadian operations in the Westan A t l d c .  

By the time of Cuffe's &val, the need to improve the training of the Command-s 

airFrew and the a i d ' s  weaponry and sensors was well understood. Modifications in 
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these areas had pviously ban dertaken in C d  CoRunand with good resuits. 

However, the lack of murces under Ektem Air Command control worked against these 

efforts fiom the beginning. This was most noticeable in regard to aVcrrw training. 

Douglas observes tbat the fact that "there was stii l no operational aairiiag unit 

specifidy established for the commaad's maritime reconnaissance squadrons in 1942 ... 

mdoubtedly played a large part in the failme of a i d  to give U-boats the coup de 

groce."ll The lack of available hntline aircraft contributeci to training problems as ail 

M g b y s  Hudsons and Catalins were urgently required by the operational squadrons. 

Douglas points out that "the UCAF instituted a syllabus on marnent at training 

establishments and introduced a policy of 'on the job' training in operational dts ,  

geared to an upto-date instnictional programme," but adds that the majority of training 

o c c d  on operational missions. which was not ideal for obvious reasotl~.'~ 

Indequate equipment also limitecl the eff~ectiveness of Eastern Air Command 

squsfdrons through 1942. Most squadrons still carrieci deph charges with deep (fi%-foot) 

settings, which had been proven to be ineffective by Coastal Command ORS the previous 

y e a t . I 3  Eastern Air Command was a- of this research, which had k n  confirmed by 

its own limited experiences, as a supply of the Mark Xm detonator pistol was quickly 

ordered but did not begin to arrive until Febniary 1942.14 SUnilarly, as Douglas 

comments, "the Arnatol-filled 250-lb charges lacked killing power, as Coastal 

Command's scoreless record in early 1942 also dem~nstrated."'~ Noting this example, the 

RCAF ordered a quantity of Torpex charges in May 1942 but these too were delayed as 

C o d  Command maintained priority in deli~eries.'~ In regard IO sensors. EAC 

sq&m began to receive ASV Mark II radar in April 1942, but as Douglas notes, 
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"Eastern Air Command's early experience with the equipment in detceting U-boa& was 

as disappointhg as Coasial Commaad's had been."" One can imagine the fhstration at 

al1 levels of Eastern Air Command, obsening the modifications king u n d e d e n  at 

C o d  Command to improve the ïethality of antinibmarine aïrcraft, yet king unable to 

implement the same changes due to the lower priority accorded to Canadian ordm of 

weaponry. The lack of adequate manufacnuing faciiities in Canada, particularly for 

explosives. delayed implementation of home production of the torpex charges. This was 

the state of affairs under which al1 of the forces of the Canadian Home War 

Establishment had to suffer in order to provide adequate equipment for the forces in more 

'active' war zones. 

Given the slow Pace of re-equipment in Eastern Air Cornmancl. senior RCAF officers 

began in late 194 1 to cal1 for the creation of an operational research section on the mode1 

of that created less than a year eariier at RAF Coastal Command. This action. they 

believed would assist in the effective utilization of the lirnited resowces on hand. Air 

Marshal H. Edwards (Air Member for Personnel), Air Vice-Marshal Anderson (as Air 

Officer Commanding EAC and after Febniary 1942, Air Member for Air Staff) and Air 

Vice-Marshal E.W. Stedrnan (Air Member for Aeronauticai Engineering) al1 put forth 

propods for the creation of a Canadian ORS to study problems of airbome combat with 

emphasis upon airbome anti-submarine WaTfare.I8 The discussion twk a more active 

course following a conference on 1 1 February 1942 between Anderson, Cuffe* Air 

Vice-Marshal G.R. Brornet of Coastal Command and Captain G.E. Creasy of the Royal 

Naw. This conference explorecl al1 of the major areas of concern at Eastern Air 

Command including aircraft. training and weaponry and sipificantly. the door was 
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opened for the introduction of operationai research techniques in Canada. 'Ih joint report 

*ch emerged h m  the conference rather meekly asked "if one of the Officm fiam the 

Operational Research Section a C o d  Command Headquarters in U.K. could be opared 

for a visit to E.A.C. Headquarters his experience might be exmmely valuable, and such a 

visit would be much appreciated."I9 

Strangely, given the lack of haste with which Canadian requests for additional 

equipment were handled in Britain, a mernber of Coastai Command ORS, ML J.P.T. 

Peannan visited Eastern Air Command in March 1942 to introduce the concept of 

operational research to Canadian oficers and undertake some preiiminary studies in areas 

of pressing ~ n c e r n . ' ~  Peannan created the foundation for later Canadian OR studies by 

introducing Coastal Command methods of statisticai collection?' 

Peam>aa also conducted a sho* general OR analysis of the anti-submarhe air effort 

during Febniary 1 942. "The method adopted [in formulating the report]," he m t e ,  "is 

sirnilar to that used in the Monthly Summaries of A/S Air Effort issued by O.R.S. Coastal 

Cornmand."l' Pearman's primary conclusion, "that the amount of A/S flying fell off 

considerably beyond 200 miles h m  base, while there appears to be a maximum U.B. 

density in the 400-600 mile region" highlighted the primary deficiency of Eastern Air 

Command: the lack of effective long-range aircraft in sufficient numbers to patrol the 

U-boat's 'favourite' hunting area Southeast of Cneenland and Southwest of Iceland? 

Eastern Air Command had to wait for the arriva1 of the U-bats in the coastal shipping 

lanes, where the arrival would often be announced by the 'flaming datum' of a sinking 

merchant ship. 



than four month passed before another RAF delegation visited Halifax. this time 

to n w k v  the state of the Command as a whole. As Douglas notes, the delegation 

included "Whg Commanders S.R Gibbs and P.F. Canning of the RAF, who had recently 

spent eight months advishg the USAAF on the organization of operational control, the 

creation of combined operations mm, and the establishment of an anti-submarhe 

command dong the Lines of RAF C o d  C ~ m m a n d . ~ ' ~ ~  Gibbs, in bis fiaal report of his 

visit, did not cal1 explicitly for the cmtion of an ORS but did mise severai issws 

regarding the efficiency of the Command. He observed that Wie responsibility of E.A.C. 

for the total air defence of Eastern Canada..[easures that] their full attention cannot be 

given to the AIS aspect, even though it is of paramount importance at the moment? He 

concluded that "a purely A / S  stan [which, if based on the Coastal Commaad model, 

would include an ORS] wodd be able to give the time and thought to the research and 

development that is necessary to gain the maximum value h m  the A / S  effort."26 

The fïrst of two a ~ a s  of concem which Gibbs explored, "the usual shortage of 

abcdi? a problem compounded by the fact that "a considerable percentage of the 

aircraft available at the moment will be at the end of theù operational life in a few 

months" was of concern to both Coastal Command and Eastern Air C~mmand.~' In 

response to the shortage of aircraft, E.J. Williams of Coastal Command ORS embarked 

on his study which eventually yielded the system of planned maintenance and flying 

which revolutionized Coastal Comrnand's opemtions by making better use of a very 

s c m e  resource. Gibbs was dso concernecl about the lack of Torpex depth charges, n o ~ g  

that "several excellent attacks have been made recently with the ordinary MIi.VIII D.C. 

with as yet. no definite re~ult."'~* Gibbs added that "I gather that the standard of 
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Operational Training of pilots on posting to squadmns couid be impn,ved," a key issue 

which the Eastern Air Commaad ORS wouid tackie upon its f ~ d o n . ~  

At the same time as Whg Commanders Gibbs and Canning were touring Eastem Air 

Command, discussions at Air Force Headquarters (AFHQ) in Ottawa regarding the 

creation of a number of operational research sections for the Home War Establishment 

were ongoing. Emerging out of these meetings involving Anderson, Stedman, SquaQon 

Leader L.W. Lloyd (Directorate of Personnel) and Dean CJ. Mackenzie (Acting 

Plesident of the National Research Council) was an agreement in principle for the 

mation of a nucleus of an operational research establishment with the rektrnent  of six 

senior researchersM The selection of personnel was the responsibility of the National 

Research Council, and by the end of Juiy, Dean Mackenzie provided a list to the 

cornmittee of potential candidates for the positions. With a speed almoa unknown in 

Ottawa Professor J.O. Wilheim, Assistant Professor of Physics at the University of 

Toronto, was appointed as Head, Operational Research Centre Air Force Headquarters 

and began his duties on 14 August 1942, just over a month after the decision was made to 

introduce operationai research techniques into the Home War E~tablishment.~' 

Wilheh's duties were liaison with the Air Member for Air Staff (Anderson to 

January 1944) and supervision of the Command-bssed Operational Research Sections of 

the RCAF2 His fim task, however! was to fil1 the various riesearch positions at the 

planned operational research sections at Eastern Air Command, Western Air Command 

and the RCAF in Britain. As WiUielm notes in a 1943 Progres R e m  ' a s  proceeded 

slowly as every effort was made to select the correct persorne1 and ail of the people 

~uggested were actively engaged in important wa. ~ork."~-' To assist in the selection 
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proces, an Allied advisory delegation composeci of Group Captain A.C. Menzies of the 

Operational Research Centre, Air Ministry and Major W.B. Leach of the United States 

Anny Air Forces visited Onawa during August 1 W i e h  ad& in bis 1943 Report 

that Menzies offered the helpful advice ' 'tb great dificulty was being encountered in 

Britain in obtaining scientific personnel of the nght calibre for Operational Re-h 

Wori~."~~ The hidden agenda behind this comment, Wilhelm notes, uns that Menzies 

bbraised the question of the possibility of Canadian scientists king available to assist the 

R.A.F. Operationai Researçh Sections if not permanently, at ieast for a reasonable 

per i~d ."~~  The search for suitable candidates to fil1 the positions in Canadian ORS' twk 

pnority during the summer of 1942 and Menzies' request was placed aside for the 

moment. 

Given the need for scientific assistance for the Command and its squadrons, the most 

urgent position to be filled was that of Head, Eastern Air Command ORS. Professor 

Colin Bames, a mathematical physicist at the University of Toronto, was selected to head 

the EAC ORS, and, in accord with an agreement made by Wilheim with Menzies during 

his visit, Barnes and Wilhelm visited Great Britain in Septernber to tour the Operational 

Research Sections of the RAF? The visit allowed Bames and Wilheim an opportunity to 

observe and explore a variety of issues relatiag to operational research. Although 

Wiihelm only rmarks that 'Ws tour was moa helpful," it certainly was much more than 

that as it laid the groundwork for future co-operation by facilitating the dispatch of six 

RCAF officers to RCAF Overseas in Great Britain to work Ui various OR sections and 

learn OR techniques." Indeed. two of these researchers, Flight Lieutenant J.W. Abrams 

and Dr. A.G. Nickle. served with distinction on the staff of Coastal Command ORS 
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here, accordhg to Cs. Waddington, they LCCamed out much of the detailed wodc on the 

tehniqw of attacking U-boat~."~~ In any case, the visit by Barnes and Wilhelm, as 

o r n o n a l  researchet George Lindsey notes, simply confirmeci that as with many aspects 

of the ~~~ military experience dwing the Second World War ''the procedures and 

tactics [to be used by the p l d  Canadian ORS'] were very much detennined by the 

much larger and more experienced Royal Air Force.'" 

II 

On 30 November 1942. Professor Barnes arrived at EAC Headquarters in Halifax to 

begin the process of making the first Canadian Command-level Operational Research 

Section a reality. It would be, however, seven months before the section's establishment 

of three civilian scientists was complete. Dr. J. W. Hopkins, an applied scientist at the 

National Research Council, joiwd the section in January 1943 whiie in June of that year, 

Dr. E. Chaimers Smith, a Harvard-educated botania and geneticist completed the staff" 

which included both civilian researchers and attached RCAF personnel as assistants and 

supernumeraries." As Wilheh notes, for the first year of its existence while the staff 

leamed their trade and other RCAF personnel were king trained in Great Britain, "the 

details of the establishment were lefi in an indefinite state since it was felt best to let the 

Section grow and take thought for changing the establishment as the necessity arase.'"' 

An early problem (that was never satisfactorily resolved) regarding the organization 

occurted in the area of the rank structuxv of civilians and military personnel within the 

ORS. In a memorandum to the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief (AOC-in-C) of Eastern 

Air Command. Air Vice-Marshai G.O. Johnson, &ted 3 1 August 

expressed concern about the proposal by Dr. C.W. Leggatt, Head. 
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ORS to gram honourary c o d s s i o n s  to two of his civilian operational researchers? 

Barnes observes that the RAF system of largely civilian ORS organhtiom allowed for 

'% scientific, ofien acrimonious, discussion [which] is less hampered where no 

inhibitions based on relative rank are pre~ent . '~  He warned h t  "nanually the 

introduction of ORS civilians into the RCAF establishments must have been viewed with 

some rnisgivings, at least until the novelty wore o f f  and concluded that "the cooperation 

of the service personnel with the ORS at EAC HQ is quite generaily satisfsctory, a d  1 

feel that a change of status such as that contemplatecl would be embarrassing to 

e~erybody.'~~ This desire to avoid offending the sensibilities of any party involved is the 

cna of Bames' argument as he presciently observeci that "1 can appreciate the ornamental 

value of an honourary commission but fail to see that its possession will not be a 

handicap rather than an asset in out work heie.* Indeed, he implies that Western Air 

Command was taking the path of least immediate resistance but which was strewn with 

thom, remarking that "apparently Air Vice-Marshal M Stevenson [AOC-in-C WAC] 

and his ORS feel that the possession of an Air Force uniform is necessary to overcome 

[the dificulties of civilian-miiitary relations at the ORS]."' In a handwritten margin 

note, Air Vice-Marshal Johnson concurred with Bames' unsolicited assessm? putthg 

to rest tempratily an issue which presented a d i l e m  for the RCAF as the need to 

integrate researchers and military personnel with operational exprience was a key 

component of the success of British OR. The correspondence between Barnes and 

Johnson also illustrates another essentiai element in the place of the ORS in the command 

structure. namely that the ORS reporteci to the AOC-in-C. thereby avoiding difficulties 

regarding the placement of a largely civilian body into the broader military hienuchy. 
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However, the probIem of rank structure within an ORS spread to EAC ORS despite 

Bames' h stance. In a letter dated 6 November 1944, Flight Lieutenant J.L. Morton. a 

military member of the ORS complahed to Professor Wilhelm "that the relative status of 

civilians on the establishment is considered to be tbat of Sqiirrdroa Leader," adding that 

he is "eligible for promotion to the rank of Squadron Leader whenever 1 am f i h g  a 

position on establishment calling for that rank.'* This letter is remarkable in several 

ways. First, it illustrates that a degree of civilian-militay tension persisted well afier the 

initial formation of the ORS' sparked in large part due to the vague organizationai 

structure decided upon by Professor Wilhelm in August 1942. More intriguingly, there is 

no response on the part of Professor Wiihelm in the file nor any margin notes, which, 

&en his reluctance to solidify the organizationai structure of  the ORS'. may be 

interpreted to mean that he twk no action on this matter, leaving Morton (and perhaps 

others') cornplaints unresoived. 

In any case, the organhtion of the Eastern Air Command ORS was intentionally 

quite fluid as was the case in the British model. AVM Anderson, in a series of 

memoranda produced during the summer of 1942. outlined the shape of the proposed 

Canadian operational research sections. Addressing the question of civilians in the ORS* 

and bashg his analysis almost verbatim on Professor Blackett's "Scientists at the 

Operational Level," Anderson wrote in June 1942 that "Operatioaal Research Sections 

are staffed by officers (civilian) of the highest standing in Science and at the sarne time. 

temperarnentally suited to close co-operation with the ~ewices?" Although Anderson 

agreed with Blackett noting that "an O.R.S. should be responsible to the Air Oficer 

Commanding alone and should report in the f m  instance directly to him or his deputy" 
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he aiso asscned that W).RS. personnel should have complete fiRedom of movement," 

both of which necessarily separate ORS personnel h m  the remahder of the Co~l l~aand.~  

However, Anderson did not explore how this new organizaton with its civilian persorne1 

and mical command relationship wodd be integrated into the larger Commanci, which 

was a necessity if its work was to be accepted (or even idonneci) by the operational units. 

Mead, in his memorandum of 8 September 1942, Andason simply inforneci the 

AOC-in-C's of Eastem and Western Air Commands that "operationai research officers 

will in no sense disturb the present chain of command but will serve as speciaiist advisers 

on A.O.C.3 staff."' Udortunately, there is no record of the mponse of Air 

Vice-Marshals Johnson or Stevenson to Anderson's ratber vague description of the place 

of these new civilian organizations in the structure of their commands, although certainiy 

their excellent reputation in Great Bntah likely would have produced little conceni. 

The purpose of the Eastern Air Command ORS was expiored by Professor Bames in 

two memoranda to Air Vice-Marshal Johnson dated March and July 1943. Bames 

reiterates Anderson's view of the position of the ORS, noting that "the O.RS. should be 

responsible to the A.O.C. alone and should report directly to him (or his deputy), while 

maintainhg the cornpiete M o m  of movement nece- for close liaison with technicd 

development and resear~h."~~ However, he also expressed concem about the laissez-faire 

organizational structure promulgated by Anderson and Wilhelm: "as far as is known. no 

definite directive has been issued regarding the details of the O.R.S. establishment to be 

maintained at E.A.C., and while the senice personnel attempt to help in every way, they 

am handicapped by lack of precise knowledge of where O.RS. fits into the administrative 

picnire."53 The purpose of the Eastem Air Comrnd ORS was clearer, king described 
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A.0.C.-in-C.," with particuiar emphasis being pi@ on statistical anal- of Eastan 

Air Command's primary d e s  of anti-submarhe operatioas and fighter operationsY 

in order to obtain the data to fuel these statistid analyses, the Eastern Air Command 

ORS was dependent like Coastal Command ORS, on effective liaison not ody with the 

operationai squadrons within the Command but also with each nation's naval forces. The 

relationship with the Royal Canadian Navy was a cause for concem in many circles in the 

RCAF, some of it prompted by a parochial desire to retain operationai controi of 

anti-submarine aircraft while others, such as Eastern Air C o m r n d  ORS required the 

cooperation of the RCN to fulfii their duties. During the first six months of the latter's 

existence. Professor Wilbelm admitteci in a summary of t h  peziod that extemal 

"contacts that were made... were very scatteraï,'' noting that "there have been exchanges 

of information with the Canadian Amy, Canadian Navy and the National Reseanih 

Co~nci l ."~~ Howeve- as noted above, as late as the sumrner of 1942 several 

contemporary visitors to Eastern Air Comrnand Headquarters noted the lack of 

integration at the executive level of the Command and its Naval counterpiins. a situation 

which existed in statk contrast to the British system. In March 1941, Coastal Command 

had been placed under the operational controi of the Royal Navy, thus putting an end to 

the destructive infighting that also piagued the Canadian maritime forces through the fim 

four years of the war." W.A.B. Douglas concludes that "the RCAF was most reluctant to 

accept the hdamental pnnciple of Bntish mti-submarine practice- that air forces should 

operate under the appropnate naval direction."" This nvaliy was put aside to a de- in 

Febniary 1943, when the RCAF dropped its objections to RCN operational contml in 
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order to enabie its sister service to win its demand h m  the Atlantic allies for contml of 

the defemw of the Northwest Atlantic shipphg routes.u 

This strike in favour of unïfied maritime operations did not, howeva, have any great 

impact on the relationsbip of Eastern Air Colnmend ORS with the RCN. As was the case 

in Britain. both the RCAF and RCN created operatiod research sections. with the 

latter's becoming operatiod in July 1943, approximately eight months d e r  that of 

Eastern Air Command. In an attempt to foster cooperation between the two largely 

anti-submarine warfhre-oriented operational research sections, the Air Member for 

Training? Air Vice-Marshal M R Leckie. wrote the Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral 

P m y  Nelles on behalf of the Chief of the Air Staff in late April 1 943. Leckie stressecl the 

importance of naval data such as coavoy routing and escort strength to effective ASW 

analyses by Eastern Air Command ORS but noted that "the oprational re-h sections 

of the RCAF obtain information on request k m  the U.S. Navy through the 

Anti-submarine Warfare Operations Research Group, Washington, but to date no similar 

arrangement has beni set up between the RCAF and the RCN."s9 As a resdt. Leckie 

suggested that the RCN allow RCAF OR personnel to consult directly with their 

p e r s o ~ e l  in order to obtain "data necessary to effect the complete analysis of RCAF 

operationsW There is no record in the RCAF files of Nelles' response to Leckie's 

request. although as will be seen in Chapter 5, the analyses conducted by Eastern Air 

Command ORS included a m a s  of information regarding convoys that could only have 

k n  obtained through the RCN, which confums that there was at least a measure of 

cooperation between the semces to facilitate OR activities. However. as in the British 

exprience with C o d  Cornmand and Admiralty ORS', there is no evidence of any 
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officia1 cooperation in areas of sbudy common to both the Eastan Air C o d  and 

Royal Canadian Navy ORS'. In tact, during the winter and spring of 1944, th- was a 

duplication of mdies  regarding the effectiveness of submarine hinits to exhaustion 

('Salmons') w k h  were produced separately (save for exchanges of data) and 

This lack of official cooperation benueen Eastem Air Cornrnand ORS and its Naval 

@valent did not affect the former's operations to any major de- as the key a m  of 

information sharing was agreed upon as k ing  of muaial benefit. However, the collection 

of this data would not become crucial until Late in 1943 and beyond. once the staff of 

Eastern Air Command ORS had implemented a data collection method within the 

Command itself. The metbod chosen was based heaviiy on that used by Mt. Peamuui in 

his andysis of the Cornmaad's anti-submarine air effort which he conducted during his 

visit in March 1942. As eady as Aprii 1942. a memorandum circulated h m  Eastern Air 

Command Headquarters to the Department of National Defence for Air shows that AVM 

C&e ordered that a daily chart be rnaintained at Eastern Air Command Headquarters 

containing the following information: 

(a) Convoy and independent m/v botor  vesse11 tracks (24 hours) 
(b) Air escort, showing clearly the number of aimalt involved and the part of 

the wnvoy route covered with times between meeting and le-g. 
(c) Sweeps. showing the area covered, the number of a i r d  engaged and the 

times spent on patrol by each aircraft. 
(d) U h t  positions, differentiating between Dm's etc. and sightings. 
(e) Convoy or ship sighting reports h m  Uhoats, sbowing the position of the 

convoy or ship at the time of the report. 
(f) Ships sunk or attacked, showing the, position and tonnage.= 

These categones formed the basis of Eastern Air Command ORS' monthiy operational 

anaiyses, as will be seen in Chapter 5. Cenain additional categories of information 



gamered b m  the weekiy and monthly reports submitted to Eastern Air Command 

Headquactm h m  the operational squadrons such as flying hours, a i r c d  scniceability, 

weather, U-boat sightings and attacks were also of great value to Eastan Air Command 

ORS and were carewy collected after November 1942- As Professor Wilheim 

comented postwar, 'presenting this materid in a clear manne- resuited in the 

m-tion of certain operational f o m ,  examination of serviceability, relative 

efficiency of squadrons, etc." al1 of which aided the operaiional efféctiveness of the 

squadfons, which was ample compensation for the annoyance of having to submit 

detailed reports to Air Command ORS? This data collection system. Wilhelm 

asserted in August 1943, "maices possible a complete monthly summary and analysis 

which is distributed within two weeks of the close of the month." whose value to Eastern 

Air Command Headquairers, as will be seen in Chapter 5,  should not be underestimated." 

In addition to the collection of data to facilitate monthly analyses, the first six rnonths 

of Eastern Air Command ORS' existence W .  devoted to certain preliminary explorations 

of special problems as requested by Command Headquacters. These included technical 

surveys such as windshield de-icing to operational considerations involving the best 

offensive tactics to use against U-boats, bombing accuracy and its effect on tactical 

decisions and the impact of implementing hunts to exhaustion in the Command's 

operati~ns.~~ As Wühelm notes, these early studies were ''kveshgated, some superfiicially 

in an exploratory way with a view to determinhg whether or not they desewed full 

attention and whether the facilities existed for giving them full snidy.*' Out of these 

early investigations would emerge, as will be seen in the next chapter, the exploratory 



p-e of-h utdertaken by Eastern Air Command ORS during the naal thrre 

years of the Second World War. 

Eastern Air Command's Oprational Research Section emerged out of the efforts of 

certain senior RCAF officers such as Air Vice-Marshals Anderson and CdXe who, 

havllig encountd  the RAF Operational Research Sections on visits to Great Britain and 

in visits of delegations to Canada, pushed for the creation of examples to assist the Home 

War Establishment in its duties. panicularly in airborne ami-submarine d a r e .  The 

irnplementation of this vision was not linear, as those in favour had to overcorne the fact 

tbat as W.A.B. Douglas delicately quips, "the RCAF was not yet attuned to mathematicai 

analysis" as a valuable source of information for ~01111118aders.~ Once this rather weak 

suspicion was overcome in the Sumner of 1942, an additional difficulty mse in the 

search for suitable candidates to staff the Oprational Research Sections as many of the 

best scientific min& in Canada were already employed in key d e s  by the National 

Researçh CounciI. This delayed the rreation of the Sections only slightly, given that a 

delay had been built into the plamed &on in order to allow for the training of 

Canadian researchers by the British Operational Research Sections. This experience 

ensured not only that the C d a n  Sections would be modelled heavily upon the British 

examples but that the studies producecl by Eastem Air Command ORS would be 

complementary to those undertaken previously by C o a d  Command ORS. As will be 

seen in the next chapters, British studies were adapted to explore the same questions but 

in the Canadian context *le at the same time, studies of issues of importance solely to 

the Canadian airborne anti-submarine d i r e  establishment such as those investipting 

operations in the unique environment of the Northwea Atlantic would also be 
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undertaken. Ultimately, though, such d e s  operated witbin the mode1 p i o n d  by 

Professor Blackett and his team in 1941, jut as Canadian airborne anti-submarine 

d i r e  operations were heaviiy biaseâ towards Coastai Command tactics, with Canadian 

content king introduced whai necessary. 



The body of research undertaken by Eastern Air Command Operationai Research 

Section duriag its period of activity (November 1942- August 1945) may, iike the work 

undertaken by Coastal Command ORS. be divided into two distinct categories. The work 

of operational ~search sections involved the collection of statistics to facilitate monthiy 

analyses of disparate trends such as the influence of weather and the average density of 

U-bats in a given area on the pace and results of the oprational flying of the 

Command's squadrons.' However, Wilhelm adds that "concurrently with the collection 

of statistics other problems are investigatc at the request of the Cornand to seek a 

scientific solution îo a persistent pmblem2 Unlike Coastal Commsnd ORS, which 

devoted a great deal of effort to such studies, Fastem Air Command ORS, due to 

personnel constraints and the need to devote attention only to problems of specific 

interest to the Command. only produced a handful of operational studies. These studies 

were uniquely tailoreci to the needs of Eastern Air Command as they attempted to find 

solutions for problerns unique to the Canadian operationai environment such as the 

difficulties of searches for missing allcraft in the inhospitable Norihwest Atlantic region, 

as well as for serious pmblems plaguing the Command's squadrom such as the persistent 

lack of bombing accuracy in attacks on U-bats. 

Using a case study methoci, tbis chapter will explore five specific operational snidies 

wnducted by Eastern Air Command ORS in the @od 1943-45. The €kt report 

produced by the section. Professor Bames' February 1943 "Comments on 

Anti-Submarhe Effort, 194 142. E.A.C.." will provide the foundation for the subsequent 

discussion just as it did for the section's fùture -dies as it identified the limitations and 
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failings of Eas&n Air Command's airborne mti-submarine effort to the end of 1942. 

Emerghg out of this report was the first operational stuày, which explored the key 

pmb1em of the poor bombing accuracy of the Cornmaad's crews. This study had a 

measurable impact in that its rewmmendations were implemented and, in conjunction 

with equipment changes. contributed to the rise in the number of successfd aîtacks on 

U-boats during the summer and fa11 of 1943. 

The second and third reports are of note as they involve detailed, long-terni studies of 

methods taiiored to the unique operational conditions encountered by Canadian crews in 

the Nonhwest Atlantic. The question of pmsecuting a submarine contact until it is loa or 

is confirmeci as destroyed, known officially as 'submarine hua& to exhaustion' or, in 

Caoadian pariancg 'Salmons,' were of particular intmst The low U-boat density in the 

Cauadian area and the low probabdity of reacquiring a contact if it was l o s  (udike the 

hi& dense areas patmlled by Coastal Command such as the Bay of Biscay) meant this 

was an issue of considerable importance. Although opinion was mixed on their value in 

Coastal Command, Professor J.O. Wilhelm working in conjunction with Eastern Air 

Command ORS. implemented plans for the initiation of 'Salmons' given the presence of 

certain criteria Later analyses of the 'Salmons' during the summer and fa11 of 1943 

niggesteà that while this early move to offensive tactics did not bring about any 

successes, it did point the way ahead for the Command towards a balanceci (offensive and 

defensive) approach to aitbome anti-submarine warfare. 

Additionally, Eastern Air Command ORS undertook a series of studies during 1944 

that t m k  into consideration the unique difficulties the Command's inhospitable and 

immense area of operations bad upon searches for missing aircraft. Although. as with the 
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prwiom sady, the Section worked h m  first principles put forth by Coastal Command 

ORS, they fomdated their analysis and conclusions on the needs of Eastern Air 

Cmn.umdd These studies were aiso highiy original, involving an application of EJ. 

Williams' 'density method' for calculating search probabilities to a more peaceful task. 

In the closing days of the European war, Eastern Air Comrnand ORS produced an 

aaalysis of the relative effectiveness of various semch techniques in locating schnorkeling 

U-bats and the dangerous new Type XXI U-bats that were more akin to the modem 

submarine than its submersible brethren. This analysis althougb obviously of little 

operaional use for the Commaad given its release date of 10 May 1945, is significant. It 

was based not upon research conducteci by C m  Command ORS but on that conducted 

by the United States Navy ASWORG, which, in my view. is yet another illustration of the 

late-Second World War and postwar shifi of the Canadian military's reliance h m  Great 

Britain to the United States. As well. with the capture of the plans of the Type )(XI by the 

Soviet Union with the collapse of Germany, this preliminary study would become 

particularly relevant when Eastern Air Command would be tasked during the 1950s with 

detecting the Soviet descendants of the Type XXI boas. 

The last major Eastern Air Comrnand ORS report of the war. an analysis of the 

Command's attach on U-bats during the period October 1 94 1 to June 1 945, will be 

explored as it is a quite reflective document that assesses al1 aspects of EAC operations 

and draws some highly cntical conclusions. It is a unique source thar could only have 

been produced by a semi-independent establishment as its frank critiques provided an 

independent (although overly harsh given today's evidence) view of the perfomüuice of 

Eanem Air Command that couid be wd not only to draw lessons h m  the expenence of 
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the war but also in the prrparation of a Canadian anti-suànarint warfive doctrine in the 

Cold War era. 

1 

The fim two years of the Second World War were rrlatively quiet for Eastern Air 

Command. Only a haadfd of U-bats were e n c o u n t d  ail during the summer and fa11 

of 194 1 afier the improvements implemented by RAF C o d  Command pushed the 

U-bats M e r  West into the Atlantic south of Greenland. The availability of 

longer-ranged aimafi such as the Digby and Catalina ailowed squadrons operating out of 

Newfoundand to reach (barely) the U-boas' new hunting punds. However. this 

Situation was dramatidy transfonned by the entrance of the United States into the war 

in December 1941. Aimost immediately, Admiral Karl Doenie implemented Operation 

Paukrrschiag. dispatching five long-range Type D(B bats to strike "'a tremendous and 

sudden blow' against merchantmen of over 10,000 tons between the St. Lawrence and 

New York" beginning in early January3 Compounding this threat, Doenitz dso 

dispatched Group Zeithen, composed of seven Type W C  bats which formed a paml 

line stretching 250 miles south of Newfoundland.' 

The Arnericans. adamant in their refusal to fom their shipping into convoys and king 

wholly unprepared to counter the U-boat threat, attempted to defend theic vulnerable 

shipping lanes agaiast the maraudhg submarines. As a resuit of these minous attacks and 

the success of the Japanese advance in the Pacific. much of the defence of the Northwest 

Atlantic convoy routes feu to the already overstretched Canadians. However, as Douglas 

observes, "Operation Paukemchlag, would suddenly and graphicdly illustrate al1 the 

quantitative and qualitative weaknesses of Eastern Air Com~nand."~ 
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Ody five Canadiau ami-submarine sqiirrrirons wae a d a b l e  on the East Coast at the 

outset of the &man attacks, with only three, Nos. 5 (BR) and 1 16 (BR) with 

Consolidated CatalinasKansos and No. 10 (BR) with Douglas Digbys. bwig equipped 

for long m g e  patrols? These aircraft types were fàr h m  king the state of the art, for 

they suffmd h m  low powered engines and slow speed (particularly in the case of the 

Cataiinas) which reduced their operational radius and were hampered in the attack role by 

rrlatively ineffective depth charges.' Perhaps more importantly, the rapid expansion of 

Eastern Air Cornmand during the previous two years combined with the lack of aircraft, 

adequate operational experience and the demanàs on persorne1 by RCAF Ove- ieft 

the crews of the Command's squadrons inexperienced and inadequately trained in their 

primary anti-submarine role. one which would strain them severely over the forthcoming 

yeat- 

The U-boat campaign of 1942 in Amencan and Canadian coastal waters has k n  well 

describeci elsewhere, as has the response of the American and Canadian anti-submaTine 

forces. However. most commentators largely ignore the lssons drawn, panicularly in 

Eastern Air Command, h m  the initial inadequacies in their airborne response to 

Operation Paukenschlag. The fïrst tentative inquiry, J.P.T. Peannan's operational 

research study of Eastern Air Command operations during February 1942 discwed in 

Chapter 3 was produceci quite early in the 1942 campaip. Pearman did offer some keen 

insights based on statistical analysis that not only nicceeded in convincuig the Eastern 

Air Commmd leadership of the value of operational research but also highlighted the 

need for improved equipment. Pearman noted that the air effort during F e b w  was 

limited to a degree by weather but 299 hours (78 sorties) were spent on escort du*. (with 
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77% of target convoysTmdependent ships M g  met) whik 748 hours (180) sorties were 

flown on sweeps and patmls? Despite this effort, 15 merchant ships wae sunk in the 

Command's area (north of 40N and West of 35W) by U-boats, 6 of which were in 

convoy? These losses were not unexpected given the remarkably high U-boat dcnsity in 

the Eastern Air Command area during the period in question. Peannan observed that 

''there were 283 ' ~ d s "  of U.B.'s in the area during the month (mainly h m  Naval 

Sources)" and comrnents that ''while, of course, this figure does not represent the 

absolute number of U.B.?s operstting, it is not unreasonable that it is proportional and 

hence will give some idea of the distribution of the U.B.'s a d l y  present."'O Despite 

this high U-boat density, Eastem Air Command aircraA only obtained one sighting and 

attaçk during the rnonth, which if not canceming enough for the Command's leadership, 

was comlucted not by all.rraft h m  one of the five specialia Bomber-Reconnaissance 

squadrons but by a Westland Lysander artillery CO-operation a i r c d  on emergency local 

patrol." 

In an attempt to determine the statistical probability of U-boat "fimW by Eastern Air 

Command squadroas. Peamuui divided the "nnds" into wnes based on distance h m  the 

Command's bases, discovering thaî 48 fia& were 0 - 2 0  miles h m  EAC bases, 82 in the 

200-400 mile zone. 1 O6 between 400-600 miles and 47 were between 600-800 miles." 

He observed that "the amount of AIS flyhg fell off considerably beyond 200' h m  base- 

while there appears to be a maximum U.B. density in the 400400 mile region," adding 

that '-about half the sbipping losses ocçurred in this region also" marking a U-boat 

concentration astride the main convoy routes (Group Zeithen).'Vea~nan hypothesized 

that I h e  very small number of U.B. sightinp by alc may be due either to superior 
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vigilance on the part of the enemy or to his howledge of the siandard swecps (which 

have been flown regularly for some tirne) ieading him to remain submergeci for the 

greater part of the &y when ak are a b ~ ~ t . " ~ ~  He asserted that to improve the Cornmaad's 

performance "more ASV fitted LR [Long-Range] ak, and ASV beacons are urgently 

required together with white camouflage to decrease the chance of d c  king sighted f k t  

by U.B.'s."I5 

The RCAF response to the submariw campaign and its losses proved to be successfÙ1 

out of al1 proportion. Toward the end of May, 1 13 (BR) Squadmn equipped with 

medium-range Lockheed Hudsons began operations h m  Yarmouth, Nova Scotia while a 

detachment was based h m  late August at Chatham, New Brunswick.I6 This squadron 

would. over the second half of 1942, amas a remarkable record of success against 

U-boats operating off the East Coast for which Eastern Air Comrnand staffwere initiaily 

at a loss to explain. No. 113 (BR) Squadron attacked 1 1 U - h t s  during the period 

f une-September 1942, which was more than al1 other Eastern Air Comrnand squadrons 

combined for the whole year, and kilied 1 (U-754, suutheast of Cape Sable) on 3 1 July 

1942." The commander of the squadron, Squadron Leader N.E. Small, was. according to 

W A B .  Douglas, "Eastern Air Command's outstanding pilot and its most conscientious 

student of maritime airpower" who was "describeci by senior officers as a 'master pilot' 

and 'excellent tactician' possessed of a 'burning desire' "to get on with the job"."" 

Two distinct factors contributed to 1 13 (i3R)'s success under Small. First, upon taking 

command of the squadron in June 1942. Small ordered that the aircraA be painted white 

(as Pearman had encouraged Eastern Air Command Headquarters to order four months 

earlier), a novel innovation in the Command at the time.19 The question of the proper 
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colour for antinibmarine akc& had been one of the fkt major areas of inquiry 

udmaken  by C o d  Commaad ORS after its creation in March 1941. Reliminary 

m-h by this mit  discovered that in the North Atlantic, the almost pcrpehial 

overcast ensured. according to C.H. Waddington, that ao allctaft's "underside is 

iIluminated by light reflected h m  the which is about 1Rûth the intensity of the 

skylight" which meant that *even if the aircraft reflected 100% of the light fding on it, it 

wodd still appear dark against the background? In response to this observation, Coastal 

Command ORS conducted a series of studies which detennined that white camouflage on 

the sides and undenide was rnost effective in dramaticaily reducing the sihouette of an 

aircraft against the clouds? Srnail's adoption of this scheme at a tirne when Eastern Air 

Command aircraft were painted with dark green/grey/brown camouflage and dark 

undersides marked a sigaificant departure h m  Canadian doctrine and an embrace of 

Coastal Command methods in a searcb for ïncreased effectiveness agsiinst the U-boat. 

The second factor introduced by Small was more subtle. indeed, a comparative 

and y sis by Fi ying O fficer E.C. Common, Intelligence Officer at Gander, Newfoundland, 

dated 16 January 1943, was required before the fidl import of Small's innovation was 

realized at Command Headqmers. Common, used the monthly anti-submarine reports 

fiied by each squadron to Command Headquarters to analyse each U-boat sighting by an 

Eastern Air Command aircraft during the period June-Septernber 1942. He noted the 

miles flown by each squadron during the period (and the average total per attack), the 

distance at which the U-boat was sighted and the height of the aircraft at the time of the 

sighting." ï h i s  data is presented in chart form by Common, and it is quiclily apparent 

that 1 13 (BR) wes far more active thsn its sister squadrons during the period in question. 
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A close examination yields the variable that holds, in parf the answer. The average height 

in feet of the a k &  when the sighting of the U-boat occurred was 3250 for 1 13 (BR) 

while only 845 for the other five Eastern Air Commaad squadr~m-~ Common admitteci 

that his analysis was quite rudimentary, ignoring variables such as aVcraff type, duties 

(escon versus sweep), weather. etc., but concludes that operational personnel 

Will notice, for what signifïcaoce the facts rnay have, that the squadron showing 
the highest average dtitude at the moment of sighting 11 13 (BR)]- 

(a) Showed the largest number of attacks per miles flown. 
(b) Made its sightings on the average at alrnost twice the distance 

averaged by the other squadrons. 
(c) Made its attacks when the submarhes attacked were submerged on 

the average only 4.4 seconds as compared with an average of 12.3 
seconds for the 0th- squadmns. The greater speed of Hudson 
aircraft as compared with those [sic] of ahraft  used in two of the 
five other squadrons would account in part, but in part only, for 
this clifference. .. 

(d) Got in, on the average, more telling attacks tban the other~.'~ 

Small's U-boat sinlrllig on 3 1 July 1942 not oniy marked the fim victory for the 

Command but it also pointedly conkned the need to adopt ceriain well-proven Coastal 

Command tactics, despite the different operational conditions. Interestingly, Coastal 

Command ORS did not discover the value in flying higher although it conomied it in a 

1943 study.= Instead, Small was drawing upon the tactics developed by Squadron Leader 

Terence Bulloch of RAF Coastai Command's 120 Squadron that flew long-range 

Liberators out or Nutts Corner, Nonhem Ireland and Iceland beginning in the surnmer of 

1941. Air Marshal C.L. Annis credited Small in a 1979 interview with emulating 

Bulloch's tactics of flying at several thousand feet to expand the visible search horizon 

and dropping a 'stick' of depth charges along (not astride) the U-boat's path? As 

Bulloch's biographer, Tony Spooner, remarks, Bulloch and his crew, using these tactics 



d b g  1942 "bad tracked down no less than 19 Cu--1: fiu more than anyone else on 

the ses or in the air: more indeed than any of the other of the d o m  or so c o d  

squadrom which made up C d  Comrnand's anti-O-boat force?7 It is thexefore, not 

surprishg that when Small implemented both the change in colour scherne and the switch 

to Bdloch's tactics, 1 13 (BR) was to assume a similar level of success as Bulloch. 

The U-boat campaign in North American waters dowly reached its denouement 

during the faIl of 1942 as Doenitz revened to 'wolf pack' attacks on convoys sailing 

through the mid-ocean 'gap' where little to no Allied air cover was available." When the 

Eastern Air Command Operational Research Section was fonned in November 1942, the 

frst major area of study requested by Command Headquartm was an assessrnent of 

Canadian airborne anti-submarine operations during the 1942 campaip. The resuiting 

March 1943 study. prepared by Professor Bames, entitled "Comments on 

Anti-Submarine Effort 1941-42, EAC.." marked not only the first Canadian OR study 

but aiso the fïrst systematic attempt to draw lessons h m  the ofien fnistrating and costly 

battle with Doenitz's U-bats off the coast of Canada (and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence) 

dwing much of 1942. 

Barnes explored the period 1 November 194 1 to 3 1 December 1942. during which 

8600 ami-submarine sorties and roughly 5 1,000 hows were flown by Eastern Air 

Cornmand aircrah." Despite this effort, only 40 aîtacks were made by B.R. Aircrafi of 

the Command during the m o d ,  resulting in 16 claims of damage including three 

-probables,' iater c o n h e d  postwar to be 'kills'? Bames pointed out that this compared 

quite favourably with Coastal Commandos average of 1 kll for every 50 attacks and 

added that the absence of a confinned kill at the time "is not so far indicative of any 
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demonstrab1e inferiority of peiformaace in cornparison with C d  Cornmanci using the 

same ta~tics."~~ However, when one takes into account -the average number of sorties per 

sightuig, Bames asserted, Eastem Au Command's record became less irnpessive. He 

detemiined that for Coastal Command "an average of 1 sighting for each 30 to 40 

operational sorties of al1 kinds has generally prevailed," but in Eastern Air Command, 

when one adds the 23 sightings not resuiting in attacks to the 40 attacks, Wiis l a d s  to an 

average of 1 sighting per 134 sorties. only about onequarter of the C o d  Command 

ratio."3z 

Barnes explained that %hile the number of sightings made during the period ... may 

have been susceptible of some increase with greater experience of aircrews and more 

eEective use of A.S.V., any such increase would dtjmately be limited by the low density 

of U-boats in the E.A.C. operational arwlW3' T'bis low density of approximately 1 U-boat 

per 40,000 square miles combined with the lack of a definite 'transit route' for 

submarines such as that in the Bay of Biscay ensured that the nurnber of sightings and 

kills by Eastern Air Command would be much Iower than the equivalent totds achieved 

by Coastal Command that operated in more ' U - k t  rich' r e g i ~ n s . ~  Barnes concluded 

that "if this situation continues, some deviation of E.A.C. tactics h m  those employed in 

Coastal Command might prove to be advantageous"; more specifically, a shift to 

submarine hunts to exhaustion, which were studied in due course by Eastern Air 

Command ORS? Bames did not offer any other potential solutions other than a rather 

vague suggestion that ''hem is doubtless scope for improvement in bombing accuracy," 

which in fact, would form the first officia1 Eastern Air Command ORS operational 

shdy." 
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II 

The question of bombing accuracy on attacks on U-boats was a preoccupation of 

Eastern Air Command throughout the war as there was a general feeling that several 

oppommities for kills were missxi due to poor attack techniques. This problem was even 

more distressing for the leadership of the Command when statistical data was made 

available in 1943 pointing to the very low U-boat density in the EAC operational area, 

which simply reaffimied the need to efiectively pmsecute al1 U-boat sightings. One 

individuai at Command Headqua~ers who had become particularly concerned with this 

qwstion as early as the fdl of 1940 was the Command amiament officer. 

Squadron-Leader C.L. Annis. In a 1979 intewiew, Annis complaiwd that the weapons 

with which EAC conducteci its ami-submarine operations during the fim two and a half 

y- of the war were wholly unsuitable, with 10 (BR)'s Digbys king equipped with W e  

Amencan 600-lb bomb which wasn't vay satisfactory" as it had a low maximum release 

height (which gave the target t h e  to dive) and was plagued with an unreliable detonation 

mechanimi." Other squadroas were even l e s  forninate, king equipped with the British 

25û-lb anti-submarine bomb, which as noted in Chapter 1, bad a nasty habit of bouncing 

off the surface of the water, leavine the target unscathed but provllig deadly 10 the 

attacking aircraft. 

Although airborne depth charges began to trickle into Eastern Air Cornrnand squadron 

senice durhg the summer of 1941, they arrived too late to bring about decisive results in 

the W attack on a submarine in the Cornniand's area in October 194 1. Several U-bats 

were reported to be operating in the Straits of Belle Isle between Newfoundland and 
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Labrador against convoy eatnc in the ara, thus markhg an unintended prelude to the 

1942 Campaign and IO(BR) baseci at Gander was ordered to search the arraU Annis 

happened to be visiting the base on October 25 as part of a Court of Enquiry into a series 

of Digby crashes and as he notes shce "No. 10 (BR) was also short of pilots and 1 was 

fülly qualified on the aircraff 1 took a tum, although Annament Onicer, and went  p.''^^ 

Amis continues: 

-4iK:raft on patrol were flying the legs of a parallel search and because of the 
weather had corne down to 600 feet. 1 remember the salt spray was hittïng the 
windscreen when 1 suddenly spotted a submarine. We cast out markers and 
prepared to attack. However, the bomb aimer had set the 600-lb bombs to d e -  in 
accordance with regdations that fbed bombs could not be carried below a certain 
height. Consequentiy, no darnage was done to the submarine. I t  was just another 
instance of the need for training." 

W.A.B. Douglas, in his discussion of the disappointhg results of this attack, observes 

that the bombaimer made "the kind of mistake that crew training in operational training 

units [OTUs] was designed to avert, but Eastern Air Comrnand had no fesources for 

OTüs. Squadron commanders were merely mged to advance aircrew effectiveness by any 

means a~ailable.'~' The need for a high level of aircrew training, although never entirely 

achieved in Eastern Air Comrnand due to the demands for experienced aircrew overseas, 

was noted by C o d  Command AOC-in-C Air Marshal John Slessor who rernarked on 

the "profound influence of training" in the Atlantic battle? He added that "one of the 

main enemies [of anti-submarine aircrew] was boredom. the endless monotony of 

patrolling apparently empty wastes without ever sighting a U-boat or getting the chance 

of a kWq3 This monotony intempted by the sudden sighting of a U-bat required 

extensive training to ensure that the attack was accurate and perhaps more importantly, 

that the crew would survive to tell of it. 



A direct consequence of improved training in aircrew is invariably an improvement in 

the accuracy of weapons delivery. However, as noted in Chapter 2, E J. Williams seminal 

C o d  Command ORS shdy of depth charge settùigs demoasaated that even crews 

which delivered accurate attacks were hnstrung by misguideci policies that ignoreci the 

fact that aircrafi could only be effective against visible targets, making shallow-set depth 

c w e s  the only useful weapon? During 1942, Coastai Command ORS began to explore 

the question of the proper spacing within a 'stick' of multiple depth charges dropped on a 

target. Coastal Comrnand's tactical instructions advocated a 'tight' spacing of 36 feet 

between charges, which was subsequently adopted by Eastern Air C~mmand.'~ However, 

as C.H. Waddington recounts Coastal Command ORS discovered that this spacing 

ensured that the lethal and damaging ranges of the stick overlapped and instead 

recomrnended a spacing of "at least 38 fi plus the beam width [of the U-boat- about 16 

fi]: and even this is only the minimum for kills, while for maximizing the probability of 

damage we should take twice the damaging radius plus the beam width? Both Coaslal 

Command and Eastern Air Command squadrons persisted in ushg the tight spacing 

through March 1943, when new tactical instructions were issued to Coastal Command 

squadrons while as late as October 1942, RCAF tactical instructions citing "the available 

reports on d-submarine operations both British and Arnerican" emphasized that "the 

&round spacing between bombs is set at 36 R where depth charges are used?' Certainly 

it would be d a i r  to critique Eastern Air Command for persisting in a policy still upheld 

by Coastal Command, but it undoubtedly did not enhance the accuracy or lethality of 

both Commands' crews while the policy was in place. 



an eaempt to hprove the accuracy and Iethaîïty of Eastern Air Command ana~ks, 

the ORS undertook a study sirnilar in nature to that of Coastal Command ORS regardhg 

bombing aecuracy and stick spacing. Entitled "Attacks on Submarines- Relation of 

Tactics To Bombing Accuracy," this report was released for circulation on 8 May 1943, 

two months afker the release of C o d  Command's revised tactical instructions calling 

for larger spacing within depth charge sticks and six months after the creation of the 

Section. This study. conducted by Professor Barnes and Doctors Hopkins and Smith, 

revolved around the simply stated hypothesis that "at the present time bombing emr is 

considered to be the major factor detemiinhg the probability of success in attacks on 

U-bats by aircraft'" The authors obsewed that bombing emr involved not only bberrors 

in line and range in the estimation of the position of the target (U-boats at the instant of 

attack being as a rule either submerged, or if surfâced, in motion)" but also "subseqwnt 

errors in placing the centre of the D.C. stick at the point of aim? They added 

incredulously that "it is a striking fect that in spite of the great effort devoted to creating 

and operating A/S squadrons, no specific quantitative study of the bombing accuracy 

attained by such units seems yet to have been undertaken," save for the work of Coastal 

Command ORS which d i s c o v ~  an average error of 56 yards (168 feet) in a review of 

attack photographsM 

The authors, on the basis of a detailed statistical andysis, concluded that "it is at once 

apparent that the short stick spacing of 36 A. hitherto used by E.A.C. should be 

abmdoned: adding that '-a spacing of fimm 70- 100 R would be in better agreement with 

oiu present estimates of bombing mors. and there would be no r m n  to adopt much 

shorier spacing until evidence bas been accumulated to show that the emrs themselves 
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have ~~ substantiaily reducedm' Noting that this change wuid be harmful to accurate 

bomb-aimers by ducing the concentration of lethaiity on the target, the authoa 

observed that dtimately, "adoption of the long stick wtKn bombing is inaccurate may 

therefore be justified on the ground that it is better to infiict morde-impairing damage on 

an appreciable proportion of al1 U-basts attacked than to restrict resdts to the total 

destruction of a very much smder n~mber.''~~ This reference to the morale effects of 

attacks is intefesting as this view bad already k e n  shown to be a relic of the early days of 

airborne anti-submarine warfàre when aiirraft were capable (on the main) o f  littie more 

than king amoyances to submarines. 

The ultimate Muence of this f h t  Eastein Air Command ORS operational study is 

open to question. In a review of the summarïes of the U-boat a m k s  resdting in kiils, the 

spacing w d  in the attacks in the Command's two kiUs afier May 1943 were 50 and 60 

feet whereas pre 1943, they ranged h m  a low of 20 feet to a high of 46 feet." Clouding 

the issue fbrther is the fact that training was lefi very much in the hands of individual 

squadrons. For example, given that Wing-Commander Amis comrnanded 10 (BR) during 

the period in question, his expertise with bombing accuracy Wrely was the detennining 

factor in the adoption of the longer stick (although not as long as that mommended by 

Eastern Air Command ORS). Whatever the case may be. the Eastern Air Command study 

addressed a serious issue in the Command but uitirnately it came aimost a year after the 

major infiux of U-boats into Canadian waters. 

III 

The of bombing accuracy was predicated upon two very uncertain variables. 

namely whether aircraft could locate a submarine contact in the first case and whether 
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they muld keep in touçh with the target until it was destmyed. In the majonty of Eesiem 

fi Command sightings, the target submeriae was able to escape by subme- before 

the aircraft was able to prosecute the attack. Of course, six U-bats were destroyed by the 

Command's aircraft and several others damaged before they could d e  good their 

escape. However, the low U-boat density in the Eastern Air Command operational area 

incrrased the need to M y  prosecute al1 contacts either untii they were destroyed or until 

contact was lost not only to increase the Command's kill totals but more importantly. to 

remove the threat posed by a handful of marauding U-bats such as occurred during the 

summer of 1942 in the GuIf of St. Lawrence? 

As early as September 1 93 1, Coastal Command ORS produced a study, "Notes on 

U/B hmts." which dismisseci the value of hunts to exhaustion. The E p o n  prepared by an 

OR researcher by the name of Whitehead. drew a distinction between purposefiil hum 

and "al1 other A / S  operations." *ch by definition would include escort duties, pamls 

and s ~ e e p s . ~ ~  Adding "that a hunt is not a rnatter of routine but is a contest between the 

controller and the U/J3 commander." the author asserted that given the tow probability of 

gainine a second sigtiting (3 to 1 against) "the odds are against the controller, who can 

therefore e o r d  to experirnent boldly with new methods."~ Based on this infoxmation. 

the author wmmented that "the exhaustion hunt is rejected as being too expensive in a/c 

if carried out thoroughly, and a waste of effort othenui~e."~' He supported this assertion 

by noting that I h e  idea of the exhaustion hunt grew out of a belief that attacks on U 5 s  

by a/c were ineffdve, whereas it is now reasonable to expect that up to 2 W  of future 

attacks will result in serious damage to the U/B."s8 As a result. the author concluded that 

hunts m m  be kept as short and deadly as possible in order to maximize the iesdts with 
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the greatest ecoaomy of effort, which as he notes, 'ïmpiies a sharp wntrad with the 

exhawtion hunt. since it is now desirable that the U/B should spend an apprcciable pan 

of the tirne on the surf- instecsd of ~ubmerged.~  Indeed, the purpose of a hunt to 

exhaustion. to force a submerged submarine to depiete its batteries and surfâce. thus 

leavine it open to aîtack by the pam>lling forces dispatched to take part in the hmt, was 

seen by the C o d  Command ORS as king extremely wastefiil in effort since the 

potential existeci with the weapoaryT sensors and ai& becoming available in late 194 1 

such as the Liberator to &ke a telling blow upon the target upon sighthg. Illstead 

Whitehead suggested that "a thorough search should not be maintained over an area 

under which the U/B is presumed to be," with the focus king on Wear 'white' areas. in 

whkh the U/B will be encourageci to surface, and heavily patrolled 'black' areas through 

which, having s d a c e d ,  she may be expected to pass.* This system was implemented in 

modifieci form in place of huntts to exhaustion for Coastai Commaad's successfùl Biscay 

Offensive of 1943. the specifics of which have been dimissed in great detail elsewhed' 

However, this system was also based on the idea that the target U-boat would be in 

transit through the area, therefore lacking options on its routing if it was to arrive at its 

ulthate destination. For example, U-boats transiting the Bay of Biscay h m  French 

bases were Limited, by geography and the defensibility of the English Channel 

chokepoint, to the use of westerly routes out of the Bay. If a U-boat could be sighted early 

enough on iu outward joumey, then estimates based on its underwater range could be 

made as to its approximate location when it would d a c e  to recharge its batteries, thus 

providing a series of 'black' zones which could be patrolled. 



The situation in Eastern Air Command was quite different as there were no 

identifiable transit routes in tbe operationai area. Although chokepoints such as the Straits 

of Belle Isle did exist, the lack of resources plaguing Eastern Air Command did not dlow 

continuous patrols, nor would this be efficient. As Professor Bames noted in his 1943 

"Comments On Anti-Submarine Effort, 194142. E.A.C.," the lower U-boat density in 

the Western Atlantic than in the Western Approaches of the Bntish hies, the Bay of 

Bi- and astride the convoy routes south of  Iceland ensured that "oppomuiities for 

attacks on U-bats may always be much fewer in nurnber in E.A.C." Based on this 

obsenation, Bames commented that '=tics logifally adoptai by Coastai Command 

therefore may not always be the most suitable ones for E.A.C. and vice He 

suggested that instead of the typical Eastern Air Cornmand practice of abandoning the 

target d e r  contact was lost, it should adopt "an aggressive and persistent huntïng 

procedure following each anack whenever weather and distance permit.'* 

Despite being inefficient regarding flying tirne, Barnes asserted that had the 40 attacks 

during 1942 k n  M y  prosecuted, only 2% more flying tirne would have been required 

to extend the hunt to an average of 12 hours.bs Given the Bntish esthate that a second 

sighting would occur in only 25% of the hunts, Banies concluded that even “bis would 

have produced a funber 10 sightings, of which E.A.C. statistics suggest that 518 

(40[atracks]/64[tolal sightings]) or 6 would have resdted in attacks- This would have 

increased the total number of attacks by 15%. ensuring that "such h u m  as were 

undertaken would have been about 7 times as profitable, in terms of attacks on U-Boats, 

as EA.C. d-submarine flying in general.'67 Barnes qudified his assessrnent of the 

val= of hunts to exhaustion with the proviso that 1 /3 of the 1942 cases. if extended 
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would have bem s e v d y  affkcted by weather while 45% would have had to have ban 

conducted in darkness, requiring the use of night pmficient c m  and ASV? Barnes 

noted that the latter faaor "currrntly piesent obstacles to efficient night operationsn but 

adds that "these obstacles shouid however be capable of king sumiounted by intensive 

training and technical de~elopment?~ 

Barnes' comments obviously stmck a chord as Professor J.O. Wilheim, in May 1 943, 

elaborated on the question of huntç to exhaustion in a memorandum to the Air Member 

for Air StafK Air Vice-Marshal N.R. Anderson. Regarding the implementation of Barnes' 

proposal. Wihelm suggested that *-a purely statistical study of this type of tactics [sic] 

involves an impractical number of aircraft and seNice vessels when the attack is 

considemi to take place in open ocean at fair distances fiom bases and under conditions 

of poor ~isibility."'~ Instead, Wilhelm opined that "iL.. in advance special plans for 

specific areas were prepared in which advantage was taken of every faciIity at our 

disposal, at the same time strïking when the U-Boat was at a definite disadvantage and 

having the additional advantage of good weather for- in our faveur* then though 

1 0 %  certainty would not result there would be a reasonable chance of putting the 

U-Boat out of the picture."" In particuiar, Wilhelm suggested that hunts to exhaustion 

would be ideal in Canadian coastal waters, particuiarly the Gulf of St Lawrence, as only 

at short range could Eastan Air Cornmand hold the upper hand due to the availability not 

only of al1 types of EAC a i d  but also of aircraft of BCATP training schools and 

OTUs in Prince Edward Island and Nova Swtia equipped with hundRds of short-range 

maritime aircrafi like A m  A n s ~ n s . ~  



And-& afc~rding to WiIhelm, "indicami sympathy 4th the idea, provided always 

that the protection of convoys and shippiog remain with No. 1 priority."lJ Wiiheim did 

note that the implementation of even a Iimited plan of hunu to exhaustion would have to 

overcome several daunting obstacles. F i  Wiihelm ïncluded a page-long k t  of the 

various militas. and civilian elements which would need to be Uitepted in order to 

actively undemice such a hunt in c o d  waters, ranging h m  RCAF units, Amencan 

a i d  in NewfoMdland to Amy coastal lookou& RCN ships and command centres. 

merchant shipping and even lighthouse keepers.'' He added that a general plan, able to be 

implemented imrnediately upon receipt of a sighting report with "formula for utilizïng the 

various seimh plans prepared should be set up for each area and these plans with the 

requisite detailed information should be available to the controllers at each area control 

  entre."'^ Wilhelm concluded that pmbably the moa important item would be the 

briefing procedure which would be necessary at various stages of the plan and this would 

depend for success on communications and a proper appreciation of al1 the factors 

ïnvolved by the officers responsible for the briefing.''76 Given the reluctance of the RCAF 

and the RCN to coordinate their efforts in any meanin@l way until rnid- 1943 due to 

their desire to maintain their autonomy, the unity required by the command and control 

structure envisioned by Wilhelm in this case appears, on paper at lesist, to be 

overarnbitious at best. 

However, the deep shock both within the Canadian Home War Establishment and 

across the country generally caused by the operations of U-bats in the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence duririg 1942 certainly produced a desire to counter the inshore submarine threat 

if it reappeared in the future. Indeed. Wilhelm captured this air of resolution. noting that 
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"we have every reason to expect that the U-boatc wiU opeme in the same area again this 

summer and exhaustion hunts in part of the area should be considd.'"' Despite 

Wiihelm's c d ,  naval histonan Marc Mier  notes that submarine hunts to exhaustion, 

code-named 'Salmons,' "never got much beyond the planning stage in 1943" as "no 

operational orders were issued and no joint training was undertaken? However, by July 

1943, the pieces to make 'Salmons' a reality were coming together. The provision of 

Naval Service Headquartm 'Otter' subrnarïne tracking intelligence finaliy provided 

Eastern Air Command with the upto-date intelligence required to launch effective sweep 

patterns which had a higher probabiiity of detecting a U-Boat, thus creating one of the 

necessary conditions for the launching of a 'Salmon? >9 well, the equipment of the 

Command had been dramatidy improved during early 1943 with the arriva1 of 

Lockheed Ventuni medium range and Consolidateci Liberator very long range aircraft as 

well as Leigh Lights, sonobuoys and acoustic torpedoes, which irnproved the lethality of 

the squadrons."O 

Howevei the defeat of the 'woif packs' in the series of mid-ocean convoy battles 

during the summer and fa11 of 1943 had dramatically changed 'the d e s  of the game.' 

W.A.B. Douglas asserts that this defeat drew the U-bats back into North Amencan 

coastal waters during the last year and half of the war but did so in a manner quite 

diffeient than the operations of 1942. Not only did the U-bats trickle in singly. Douglas 

points out that '*submariners were now cautious, sometimes to the extreme, intent upon a 

quick kill and getaway" and tended to remain submerged. lying in ambush for their 

victims making them extraordinarily elusive foes." 



On 29 October 1943, Naval Seniice Headquarten Operational Intelligence Centre 

(OIC) requested that Eastem Air Command and Naval Headquarters, Halifax? implement 

the first search plan 'Salmon' to locate U5i37." This particular U-boat had been engaged 

in landing a weather station on the Labrador coast when it was ordered by Doenia to 

patrol off St. John's, a signal intercepted by ULTRA that enabled OIC to issue an 'Otter' 

report and the request for the implementation of a 'Salmonw hum? Miiner and Douglas 

note, however that neither the Commander-in-Chief Canadian Northwest Atlantic, 

Admiral Lowe11 Murray or the AOC-in-C of Eastern Air Command, Air Vice-Marshal 

G.O. Johnson, were terribly eager to implement the Salmon. preferring to focus on 

convoy e ~ c o r t , ~ ~  Murray reluctantly ordered Johnson (whose commaad was under his 

operational control) to search for U-53 7 in the area 150 miles off St. John's noted in the 

'Otter' signal. On 3 1 October, a Hudson of 1 1 SquaQon found U-537 on the surface and 

attacked it with rocket projectiles: the first and only t h e  this weapon was used in Eastern 

Air Command h i s t o ~ . ~  The 'Salmon' search procedure was immediately implemented 

and several ain:raft were dispatched to search the area, but with no success. The attacking 

Hudson departecl too sooq for the crew did not realize that theù continued presence was 

essential to force the U-boat to submerge and thus Limit its mobility? 

Although U-537 escaped this 'Salmon,' a second operation was launched against ir on 

10 November when a Canso of 5 (BR) Squadron attacked it off Cape Rafe whiie on 

convoy escort.* Despite the dispatch of several of the escorts of convoy HX 265 to the 

=ne, U-53 7 made a temporary escape. in large part due again to the premam de- 

of the attacking aircraftP However, the s u b m a ~ e  was relocated by another Canso on the 

momiag of 1 1 November, this time slightly danmghg it with depth chqes.f> Even more 
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promishg was the fact tbat the pilot of this a i r c d  remained in the area untii a relief 

* amiveci. Unfortunately, the crew of this aireraft did not conduct a complete search 

of the area, which meant that the arriving support group of RN and RCN escorts were 

forced to sweep an ever-increasing area for the next three days in a Newfoundland fog 

which robbed them of air support." LI-537 escaped the Canadian net, and as Douglas 

observes. although two attacks had limiteci the submarhe's offensive freedom, poor 

air-sea cwperation and the lack of detailed instructions particuiarly for aircrews (despite 

Wilhelm's assertion that this was essential) made the fust 'Salmon' a disappointing 

affiair.9' 

Nor would future 'SaIrnom' over the next year produce more satisfying results. Both 

Milner and Douglas provide excellent discussions of the searches for (1-543 (26 

December 1943- 6 Jzmuary 1944), U-845 (9-12 Feb- 1944)' U-541 and U-802 (7-1 0 

Septernber 1944). al1 of which ended with much exhaustion of effort but no sinking." 

Much of the blame emanating h m  the enthusiastic supporters of 'Sahons' at RCAF 

and Naval Service Headquarters in Ottawa for these failings was levelled at the 

conservatism of Murray, J o h n  and their subordhates who allegedly preferred convoy 

escort to 'Salmon' searches. in a memotandm dated 3 Febniary 1944, acting Air 

Member Air Staff Air Commodore K.M. Guthrie criticized Johnson, noting that although 

protection of convoys was definitely the frst ppririty. "it can hardly be wued  h m  this. 

however. that if we protect the convoys we have done OUT job, and that there is therefore 

no need to take the offensive" adding that ' W s  argument has the weakness of al1 

arguments in favour of the defensive? Guthrie recornmended to Johnson that "it is felt 

that senous consideration should be given to whether aircrafi escort is sometimes wasted 
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on convoys which are not threatened" but quickly protests that Tt is not intended in this 

letter to dictate operational policy which must lie in the bands of yourseif as the 

operational Commander, this is simply seaiag forth the argument, &ch is considerd a 

sound one. in favour of an offensive policy." Cleariy, Ottawa was unhappy at the lack of 

success in the implementation of 'Salmons' and dthough such discussions are beyond the 

scope of this thesis it d e s  this author that the desire for an offensive policy agaiast 

U-bats was entirel'; politically-motivated9 based on a desire to d m  public concern of 

military operations in Canadian waters while also king a thinly veiled attempt to gamer 

the acclaim that U-boat kills would create for the RCAF and RCN. 

Ultimately, the initial recommendation by Eastern Air Command ORS to Cornand 

Headquarters to consider implementing hunts to exhaustion was b a s 4  upon an objective 

consideration of the operaiional circumstances faced by the Command, which was the 

primary purpose of the ORS. The low submarine density cornbined with the proven 

dangers posed by U-boat operations in Canadian coastal waters pointed in the direction of 

the potential benefits of hunts to exhaustion, if pmperly implemented. Despite k ing  

dismissed by Coastal Command ORS as wastefid of effort, Eastern Air Command 

implemented 'Salmons7 during 194344, aibeit reluctantly given the Commandos focus 

upon convoy esfort. The result could be kst descnbed as a debacle caused not by any 

nuidamental flaw in the concept of hunts to exhaustion but due to improper execution. 

The lack of air-sea cooperation, the lack of resources (a perpehlal problem in the history 

of the Command) and a distinct reluctance to devote assets to 'Salmons' on the pan of 

the RCN and Eastern Air Command leadership ensured that this ORS expenment was 

doorneci to fail. However, the potential success, if pmperly exefuted of hunts to 
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exhaustion provideci food for thought in fbture doctrinal considerations by the postwar 

Catiadian anti-submarine establishment. 

rv 

The search for the elusive U-boat enemy was severely complicated by the hostile 

environment in which Eastern Air Command had to operate. in a 1943 report on the 

Command' s anti-submarine effort, then-Wing Commander C.L. Armis remarked that 

"meteorologists are quick to say that no worse weather exists anywhere tban is found 

over the North Atlantic* but also offered high praise to the aircrew of the Cornmancl, 

noting that "where experienced pilots are operating it is gratimng to see how large a 

percentage of days can be made go~d.'*~ As W.A.B. Douglas cornments, the rrsults 

Canadian crews obtained in spite of "some of the worst flying weather in the world, 

piagued by fog and ice ... knowing too well that the prevailing wederiy winds would ofien 

make their r e m  flights the moa M o u s  part of each mission" were nothing shon of 

remarkable." Nanvally in wartime flying in these conditions, losses would inevitably 

occur. in the case of Eastern Air Command the vast rnajority of losses were due to 

mechanical failures or weather and al1 rnissing aircrafi were searcheci for to the extent of 

the Command's capabilities if there was any hope of locating survivors. 

The unique dificulties posed by searches for rnissing aircrafi in the Eastern Air 

Command operational area made this an ideal topic for study by the ORS. During 1944 

and 1 945. the Section conducted two short theoretical studies of this problem based 

heavily upon not only the work of C o d  Command ORS but also of Western Air 

Commaad ORS?' Many of the points under discussion in the first report, a Febniary 

1945 revision ofa draft produced in September 1944, were not novel findings but instead 
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were intended to ensure that "the organization of a search.. [would] k guided by certain 

meral ~ r h c i d e s - ~  nie report explored the proper height and search patterns for both 

sea and land searches while also drawing attention to the unique problems of c m n t s  and 

tidal forces on the drift of survivais' dingys. The significance of this report and its 

successor produced during the summer of 1945 is twofold. First, its emphasis on propa 

procedures for searches for missing aircrafi points to a desire on the part of the authors to 

provide a useful tool for use by the operational squadrons. More importantly, the Eastern 

Air Command ORS illustrated its growing confidence and manuity through a novel use 

of the 'density method' pioneered by E.J. Williams at C o d  Command ORS for use in 

ploning probability areas for more efficient allocation of aircraft patrols. The staff of 

Eastern Air Command ORS adapted Wiiliams' methods to a more peacefùi task. 

advocating the use of both probability areas and what they term 'density charts' to make 

the search more efficient and. hopefiilly, more effective. 

In the Febniary 1945 report, "Searches for Missing AircraRm the concepts of 

probability areas ami density charts were introduced, to be subsequently tefined in the 

post war "A Review of Searches for Missing Aimaft, Eastern Air Cornrnand 1 January, 

1944- 1 June, 1945." Probability areas were d e h e d  as "areas to which it is deemed 

reasonable to give special emphasis in the search procedure." These were divided into 

three classes: 

(il 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Probability Area 1, defined as the area about a position whence a distress 
message has been received. 
Probability Area iI, deked as the area on either side of the estimated track 
of an a i r c m  for which no specific crash position is available. 
Probability Area III, defined as an extension of Probability Areas 1 and II 
and suggesting logical regions to be searched if the original probability 
areas have been searched without a ~ a i l . ' ~  



These pbability areas may be understood as au ever-expanding searcb area, which is 

familiar to those who have followed contemporary cidian air disasters and the search 

pmcedure undertaken. Density c h ,  on the other hanci, were related to the 

administration of the searches conducted accotding to the probability areas. According to 

the report, "'otd'marily at the end of the &y, [of searching] a map is drawn showing the 

extent of searching done that day" with a master rnap k i n g  compiled over the course of a 

multi-day search to keep a visual record of the area covered.lO' The value of density 

charts was to be found in situations where a large number of sorties searching an a m  

with variable coverage made an ordinary map difficult to decipher.lo2 The density chan 

illustrated "'the relative arnounts of coverage given to different areas" through variations 

in shading, in order to arrive at which, "'each sortie is assessed for the amount of coverage 

given and the total coverage for a given area is obtained by adding the coverages 

provided by difEerent sorties for that area."'03 These assessments were based primarily on 

visibility as reduced visibility would reduce the area which can be visually scanned but it 

was dso influenced by aircraft serviceability and availability as a smaller number of 

ahraft than a given ideal (based on the size of the area) would not provide as effective 

coverage. lDI 

nie post war modifications recommended in ORS Report No. 20 were largely 

contuied to mhor points of detail regarding the construction of effective density charis. 

However, the importance of this report rests in the fact that these conclusions were drawn 

h m  a snidy of 29 searches for missing aircrafl in the Eastern Air Command area during 

the p e n d  1 Januacy 1 944 to 1 June 1 945.1°%e results of these searches are beyond the 



rope of this paper but the crucial point is thst the methodology discussed in previous 

reports was used in the searches a h  September 1944, -which illustrates not only the 

effectiveness of the Section's recommendati011~ but also a pwing willingness on the 

part of the Command's operational personnel to utilize the advice provided by the ORS 

cidian 'boffin~'.'~ 

v 

As preMously noted, the war against the U-Boat was dramatically altered after the 

mid-ocean defeat of the wolf-packs during the summer and fa11 of 1943. The German 

shifi to inshore tactics off the Coast of North America during 1944-45 was in part 

motivated by a desire to find a hunting ground where the effectiveness of Ailied aimait 

and surface escons could be hindered, to allow the U-bats a chance at infiïcting damage 

on merchant shipping. This shifi in tactics was, however, enhanceci by the advent of a 

new piece of equipment which transfonned the U-bat h m  a submersible dependent on 

m u e n t  and dangerous surfacings to recharge its batteries and rrfresh the staie air inside 

the boat into a submarine, capable of extendeci operation below the waves with a 

previously unknown degree of de ty .  This invention, the schnorkel, was f k t  fitted to 

submarines of the Royal Netherlands Navy during the 1930s, but was seen as a quaint, 

rather pointless device by bath the British and the Germans when they inspected 

exarnples of the deviw following the collapse of the Netherlands in May 1 940.107 The 

extreme dangers posed by 1943 to surfaced U-bats at dl times of the day by radar 

equipped escorts and Leigh Light and ASV long-range patrol aircraft encouraged the 

Befehlshaber der L'-boore (BDU- U-Boat Headquarters) to re-evaluate their earI ier 

dismissal of the rhn0rke1.'~ Douglas McLean describes the schnorkel as 'a 
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comparatively simple device which provideci enough air to allow U-boats to opaate tbeir 

diesel en* while submerged" and ad& that the huge advantage of the schnotkel rested 

in the fact that in- of having the conning tower of the submarine fülly surfâced while 

opetating its diesels, a U-boat now only had to raise more than a tube about as long 

as the subrnarine's pe~iscope."~~~ Given that the r a i d  periscope was essentially invisible 

to the naked eye in anything but ideal atmospheric conditions h m  an aircraft and was 

o d y  detectable by the new Allied centrimeaic radar (again, only in ceRain conditions), 

the problems posed to Allied anti-submarine forces by this innovation had the potential to 

be immense and danger ou^.^ Io 

This was a pnonty problem to which the Ailies devoted a great deal of effort to 

counter- A report dated 27 Janmy 1945 h m  Wing Commander D.H. Wigle, a member 

of the Canadian Joint Staff in Washington, reporteci that "operational experience has not 

yet confirme& but tests conducted by both U.S. Navy and the R.A.F. indicate that 

centimetre type radars can pick up Schnorkel, but the resulting blip, because of its size, is 

most difficult to track rhrough sea retum and is hard to distinguish h m  noix."'" Wigle 

added that increased training of radar operators and improved maintenance of radar 

equipment to maximize its detection ability were the two main short-term solutions 

deviseû by the US Navy. But he also noted that the successfu tests versus schnorkel 

using the ANIAPS IS radar made it essential, in the Joint Staffs opinion, "that the 

procurement of this equipment for installation in Liberator aiinaft k i n g  received in 1945 

be thomughfy consider&" by the Air StafKU2 However, Wigle also pointed out that 'Vie 

supply situation of the main equipment and associated items is extremely tight a fact 

which made the availability of this device. a long terni solution at best. l3 
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In the meautirne, operational rese8rch sections in Great Bntain, the United States aod 

Caaada worked to maximue the efféctiveness of existing aircraft and equipment agakt 

U-boa equipped with this dangeiou~ new device. Two days aAcl the end of the war in 

E w p ,  Eastern Air Command ORS released a report, "An Analysis of the 'Scouting 

Effêctiveness' of Some Current AIS Patmls (With opecial refereace to Schnorkel and 

Type XM Tactics)." Basing their analysis upon two studies produced by the US Navy's 

Anti-submarine Warfare Operations Research Group (ASU'ORG). the unnamed authors 

of the Eastern Air Cornmand study examined a variety of cornmon patrol patterns used by 

c d i a n  aircraft in the convoy escon role using two American analysis tools: the 

'scouting coefficient' and the 'danger area'. The 'sfouting coefficient' was "defined ... as 
the percentage of U-boats which rnay be expected, on the average, to be detected by the 

pan1 before they have entered the danger area surrounding the convoy."'" The 'danger 

area.' therefore. "is the region within which a U-Boat can not only detect the convoy, but 

can also either catch up with it or be overtaken by it.""s The authors noted that "one must 

be rather carefiii ui the interpretation of the meaning of the 'Scouting Coefficient" as it 

"is not a measure of the tightness of screening and it does not therefore take into account 

the fact that a given patrol which may show a relativeiy low S.C. may be a good patrol 

because it is a tight barrier."''6 

Eight patrol types were examined, six used by Canso aircraft (the most common in 

EAC ASW squadrons 194445), one used by any aircraft and one used by Liberaton or 

Venturas. The 'Viper' patrol (close escort of a convoy within visible range) common to 

d l  aircrafi types was not explored in detail as its scouting coefficient was described as 

"vimially nil" and viewed generally as a "very poor patrol indeed."'" Of the patrol types- 
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oniy the 'Mdfïed Crocodiley patrol used by dl aircraft types (with minor variations in 

range h m  convoy bmueen that used by Caosos (1 5-1.7.5 d e s )  and LiberatorNentura 

(1 5 miles) due to speed differences) was viewed in a positive light with scouting 

coefficients of 8 1 -5% and 80.W for the Canso variants and 86.5% for Liberators and 

Venntra~.''~ This conclusion must have ken welcome to Command Headquartas for as 

the authors note, W e  "modified Crocodiley' was recentiy devised in an attempt to 

hcrease the protection afTorded to convoys agaiust schnorkelling U-Boats (including 

Type YUCI)" adding that "it requires ody one aircraft and is designeâ to act as an efficient 

barrier against the undetected passage of schwrkelling U-Boats appmaching h m  ahead 

and from the forward quâ~ers.""~ The utility of this search pattern used by aircraft fineci 

with existing equipment provided at least a temporary stopgap until adequate supplies of 

AN/APS 15 radar codd become available* at which point this paaol wouid become even 

more effective, 

In any case, the report was essentially out of &te upon its release as the U-boat threat 

had ended with VE Day. However, this report is significant for two reasons. Fi- it 

provided a working basis h m  which to M e r  research into the aerial detection of 

schnorkel-equipped U-bats, research which would becorne vital in the coming years as 

the Soviet Union began to field large numbers of diesel submarines based heavily on the 

late war German daigns such as the Type XXI which caused such a stir in the final yesr 

of the war within the Allied anti-subrnarine M a r e  establishment. Of more direct 

imponance to the theme of Canadian airborne anti-submarine warfàre operational 

research, the fact that tùis analysis wes based not upon research underiaken by Coastal 

Command ORS but instead upon that done by the American AS WORG is symbolic of 
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the larger shifi not only in technologid expcriise to the Americaos by war's end but also 

of the general shift in the Canadian military towards a closer relationship with the 

American military in Lieu of the traditional anachment to Grrat Britain. This shifk, 

although slow, would characterize the postwar development of Canadian airbome 

anti-submariw d a r e  doctrine, which would be based around a Canadian interpretation 

of Anglo-American prulciples aud would mach its pimiacle with squadroas equipped 

widi the Canadair Argus, a Canadian designed maritime patrol aircrafi based on the 

British Bristol Brittania airliner powered by American engines and equipped with a mix 

of weapons and sensors h m  d l  th- nations. 

VI  

As -y be seen h m  the above reports. the nature of airbome anti-submarine d i r e  

became increasingly sophisticated over the course of the Second World War. In one of 

the last reports conducted by Eastem Air Command ORS before it was dissolved in the 

fa11 of 1945, a study of the various trends in the 8 1 separate attacks on U-bats by a i d  

of the Command was undertaken. The report, Ŝurnrnary of Aircraft Attacks on U-Boats 

Eastern Air Command 1 October, 1 94 1 - 1 June, 1 945," did not attempt to draw 

conclusions h m  the evidence discussed, Likely in part due to the conclusion of hostilities 

prior to the report's release in June 1945. Instead, it serves not only as a record of the 

Command's attacks and thus has value histoncaily but it also is an exarnple of the 

independent analysis which an ORS can provide for a command in order to objectively 

explore and de& the scope of its previous achievements. 

The 8 1 separate engagements by Eastern Air Cornmand of U-Boats yielded. according 

to the report, 88 individual attacks with the p r i m q  weapons of the Cornmand's 
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squsdrons, namely depth charges, bomba and rocket The distribution of 

these attacks by year were 194 1 - 1,1942- 42,1943- 3 1,1944- 8,1945- 6, with the 

majority (7 1) centrecl on the western midi>cean convoy mutes, with 8 in the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence. 5 in American coastal waters, 3 in the St. Lawrence River and 1 in the Saait of 

Belle Isle.' Of particuiar note is the signifiant decrease in a w k s  after 1943, which is 

not surprishg given the radiai transformation in U-boat d a r e  after that year as 

discussed above. Of these attacks, 75 involved depth charges, 10 utilized 6001b depth 

charges, 2 involved anti-submarine bombs while 1 utilized rocket projectiles.'" 

The authors of the report then conducted a statistical analysis of the above information 

to assess the iethality of EAC's attacks. They noted that '%or the 88 attacks under 

consideration the assessments.. . are: 

They concluded that this breakdown produces the equivaient of 2.6 kills out of 88 attacks 

(1 x1.0 kill and 2x0.8 kills= 2.6) which "gives a lethality of 3% kiils and the number of 

i4seriously dama@" (6.4 out of 88) [2 x.2 seriously damageci and 6x1 .O seriously 

damaged] gives a damape rate of 7.396," which gives a total lethality of 10.3% (or 27% if 

15 "slightly damaged" assessments are in~luded).~' This ratio, when compared to the 

comparative rates of Coastal Command and Eastern Air Command up to 3 1 August 1943 

illustrates the lack of targets in the Command's area and a dramatidly lower lethality 

than that of Coastal Command. Up to the end of August 1943, Coastal Command had 

made 936 attacks, with 74 estimated kills (7.9%) and 87 estimated as damaged (9.3%) for 



a totai letbality of 1 72%.lY For the same @ai, Eastan Air Command made 56 anafks, 

with 1 estima- kill(1.8%) and 4 estimated as damaged (7.1%) for a total lethality of 

8.9./0.'" The vast discrepancy in the number of attacks even by 1943 certainly played a 

major role in Eastern Air Command's lower lethality level as it d u c e d  the number of 

oppommities for successfiil attacks. However. this does wt explain the large percentage 

variations between Eastem Air Command and Coastal Command in 1943. The 

inexperience of the Canadian crews and the problems of operations in the Eastern Air 

Command area as discussed previously played major d e s .  As well, mechanical failures 

during atiack ~ n s  such as the 9 partial or total failures of depth charge releases (out of 

75) were no higher than the similar rate for Coastal Cornmand but were mapified out of 

al1 proportion by the smaller number of attackd2' As a dt. such failures. combined 

with iasufficient training which caused inaccurate bombing (the authors note the rate of 

which cannot be accuratel y estimated due to the lack of photographie evidence, which 

they also amibute to inadquate training) reduced the potential effectiveness of Eastern 

Air Cornmand's attacks generally, thus creating in large part, the disctepancies when 

compared to the results obtained by C d  Command during the fim four years of the 

war. 

Post-war research which cross-referenced al1 Allied claims of kills and damage to 

U-bats to captured Gennan records revealed that Eanern Air Command's estimates 

were actually fat too low. Home-based aircrews killed six U-boat. during the Battle of 

the Atlantic while No. 162 (BR) SquadfOn, an EAC unit dispatched to Iceland in January 

1944 kitled six more U-boais while based in Iceland and Scotland to cover the Normandy 

landing~."~ Overall. as W.A.B. Douglas recordsT RCAF squadrons at home and in Europe 
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"accounted for, or participated in the destnrtion of twenty-one U-boats, over 10 per cent 

of the 197 credïted to Commonwealth air forces and jus under 9 per cent of the 245.5 

destroyed by ail AUied shore-based allcraft in alrnost six years of ~ a r . " ' ~ ~  Given the 

difficulties encountered by home-bad Canadian squadrons in regards to equipment, lack 

of targets g e n e d y  and a hostile operating environment, their accomplishments were 

definitely credible. The relatively dismal findings of Eastern Air Command ORS in their 

anaiysis of the Command's successes c m  be amibuteci primarily to the ngorous 

daim-testing procedure instituted by Coastal Command and the British Adrnirslty on the 

outbreak of war which was subsequently adopted by the RCAF and RCN. This procedure 

demandeci record of definitive evidence of a kill (flot- large arnounts of oil, etc if the 

U-boat had submerge& or the obsenred sinking of a s u r f d  U-boat) which was often 

difficult to obtain. particularly from aircraft which were dependent on the difficult art of 

aeriai photopaphy, which, as noted above was a problern in Eastern Air Cornmanci- 

However. Eastern Air Command ORS was simply objectively analysing the available 

evidence, and thus fblfilled its task of impartial analysis but in so doing, provided a 

stariing point for M e r  postwar research hto U-boat claims. 

The seven reports dirussecl in the above case d e s  demonstrate the range of issues 

exarnined by Eastern Air Command ORS during its two and a half years of existence. 

Much of the foundation of the analyses were previous research undertaken by Coastal 

Command ORS. and by the end of the war, American oprations research groups but in 

al1 cases tailoreci by EAC ORS to the unique operational conditions and requirements of 

Canadian airborne anti-subrnarine operations. in fact, as the Section gained experience. it 
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began to conduct highly originai snidies, such as those conducted rrgarding searches for 

missing aircraft, where diverse theoretid methods were applied to a situation for which 

they wm not intended, but proved to be quite usefbi. In the en& although EAC ORS 

conducted only a handfid of studies in cornparison to its larger cousin, Coastal Command 

ORS. its influence not only on Eastern Air Command's operations but on the 

establishment of a tradition of scientific analysis in the Canadian rnilitary was out of ail 

proportion to its size. 



A common theme of the airborne ami-submarine operations conducnd by Royal Air 

Force Coastai Command and Royal Canadian Air Force Eastern Air Command was the 

perpetuai scarcity of resources. Both Cornmands Wered h m  a shortage of trained 

airrrew and effactive aircraft largely due to the demands made on the same pool of these 

resources by other, more 'glamorous' commands. In the case of RAF Coastal Command, 

its operational needs placed a poor second to the Strategic Bombing Oflaisive conducted 

by Air Marshal Sir Arthur Hams' Bomber Command. who was reluctant to release to 

Coastal Command any aïrcraft remotely capable of strategic bombing.' 

Eastern A i .  Cornmanci, on the other hand, was fwed with threats to iîs manpower and 

equipment fiom two major sources. F i i  the squadrons of the Canadian-based Home 

War Establishment always suffered in the shadow of the British Commonwealth Au 

Training Plan (BCATP) which required vast numbers of aircraft and experienced aircrew 

for the purposes of training pilou, navigators and wireles air v e r s .  Compounding this 

was what AVM C.L. Amis referred to as "a continuous movement of personnel to 

Bomber Command out of EAC squadrons to repienish the severe losses suffered by the 

Canadian No. 6 Groupl As Annis iemembers. "the training of crews in navigation and 

bombing fined them for the bomber role" and he asseris that 'înost people wanted to get 

overseas to see something new.") 

Compounding the manjmwer problems of Eastern Air Cornrnand was the dificulty in 

obtaining adequate supplia of effective airborne anti-submarine a i r c d  Coastal 

Command d e &  h m  a shomge of such aircraft. particularly during the first two years 

of the war when the short and medium range aircrafl in its inventory could not reach the 
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ocean hunting g r o h  of the U-boaq which left the task to a slowly inncasing number 

of flying bats and the trickle of long range bombas gmdgingly released h m  Bomber 

Command ordm. However, Coastal Commaod al= had dinct access, through 

Lend-Lease. to American sources of supply and therefore obtained large numbers of 

Cataliaa fl-g bats and more importantly. Liberator very long range aircraft (VLRs). 

hstern Air Commaad in contrast, was, as W A B .  Douglas notes, "dependent upon 

reluctant British and American sources for most of their aircraftn as well as weapons and 

sensors ensuring that "the Canadians were fkequently many months behind in acquiring 

'state-of-the-art' technid devices that might give them a tactical edge over the enemy? 

The Command began the war with only a h a n a  of maritime ptrol aircraft mostly 

biplane Supernarine Stranraer flying boa& md was forced to slowly equip its rapidly 

expanding force with whatever aitcraft were available. 

ï h e  major deficiency in the Eastern Air Command order of battle through 1943 was 

the lack of long and very long range aimafL The Cstalina/Canso squadrons and the 

Douglas Digbys of 10 (BR) Squadmn struggled month after month to -1 far out into 

the Atlantic where the U-bats primarüy operated but were limitecl by their lack of range 

and speed.' AMis remembers that given their lack of engine power (to fly above the 

weather) and range, "for the Digbys and Cansos on paml there was always the problems 

of the prwailing West wind; if you got too far out h m  base you could easily run out of 

fuel battling back against it? 

nie Caaso/Cataliina family, in panicular, suffered h m  a series of inadequzies whkh 

limited its usefiilaess as a long-range maritime patrol a i d .  in a 1943 report, Annis  

pointed out six problem areas with the aircraft: low cniising speed, large silhouette 
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( w i e r  for U-baau to spot), poor downward visibility (which bindaed bombing 

=-y), aircrew fatigue due to the long missions flown (as a result of Iow cniising 

-1, severe h g  ichg (caused by the inability to fly over inclement weather due to 

low powered en@=) and a poor weapons load at maximum weight of ody 10001bs.' To 

supplant bath the Digby and the CansoIC- Ariois echoed the calls king made at 

Air Force Headquarters that supplies of the Liberator be allocated for use by Eastem Air 

Command noting that "it has the required high cruising speed, good rate of clirnb. good 

fonuard vision and general reliability that is requiredd"8 The RCAF's fight to obmh the 

Liberator during 1942-43 is beyond the scope of this thesis, but its evennial supply to 10 

(BR) and later 1 1 (BR) Squedrons beginnuig in June 1943 not only gave EAC a potent 

new weapons system but also the range and reliability to hunt U-bats deep into the 

socalled Atlantic 'air gap' where they lurked? 

Clearly, these difnculties were of great concem to both RAF Coestai Cornmand and 

EAC as their limited resources thmatenecl their ability to perfonn their primary mission of 

locating and elirninating the U-boat threat to shipping within range of each Command's 

bases. The Operatio1181 Research Sections of both Commands investigated the question of 

how to m m  the efficiency of the resources on hand in oràer to fulfil assigaed tasks 

while not neglecting maintenance, crew rest needs or the various ancillary duties 

perfomed by the anti-submarine squadrons. 

This chapter will explore an example of the Eastern Air Command ORS work in this 

area during six months of 1943 in order to illustrate not ody the importance placed u p n  

such inquiry by the ORS and Eastern Air Command Headquarters but also how the 

theoretical methods developed earlier by Coastal Command ORS were apptied to 
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stPtistica1 analyses of use in the unique context in which EAC operated A brief inquiry 

h o  both the elements of efficiency in airborne anti-submarioe operatio= and the 

development of the methoâology of efficiency stuclies by C d  Command ORS will 

begin the discussion. This will be followed by an exploration of the findings of Eastern 

Air Command ORS in a series of monthly "Statistics of Anti-Submarine Operstiom" 

wvering February-July 1943. This period was selected as it was a time of transition in the 

Command with 10 (BR) Squadron's Liberators and the huge potential increase in 

efficiency over the Digbys they replaced and the Cansos which they supplanted (but 

never replaced) in the long range ami-submarine d e .  As well, it was a period of 

uncertainty in the Battle of the Atlantic: the huge convoy batties of May-June 1943 which 

effectively sealed the fate of the U-boat wolf packs were ongoing, and although the 

Allied asw forces were beginning to take the upper hand and move to the offensive. the 

Atlantic convoy lifeline remained tenuous. Finally' the period was marked by a transition 

in the na- of the reports themselves as they became not only more detailed but also 

more systematic and standardized over the course of the six mon- with July's forming 

the pattern that was largely followed for the remainder of the war. 

The monthiy reports themselves exploreci five areas of importance in detennining the 

efficiency of EAC's bomber-reconnaissance squadrons. First, the influence of weather on 

the operations of each month were calculatecl by airbase and for the Command overail to 

determine the number of missions 'scrubbed' due to inclement conditions. Aircrafi 

serviceability based on the total strength and average percentage available daily dwing 

the month in question for each of the CommandTs bomber-reconnaissance squadrons was 

an obvious and crucial measure of efficiency. The above two measures determined the 
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number of hours of oprationai fiying flown by each squadron in the month, with more 

effeaive convoy coverage being pvided, when more aVcraft could fly more and longer 

missions. The final three factors explored were U-boat density, sightings and atiacks and 

convoys covered and met in the Command's area during the month in question. The 

factors of U-boat density and sightings and attacks were, in combination, a means by 

which to calculate the Command's effectiveness against the U-boat. The former factor 

provideci an estimate of the number of targets available while the latter reported acnial 

encounters with enemy submarines. which when correlated. yielded an idorrned estimate 

of the anti-submarine effêctiveness of Eastern Air Command's squadrons. The nurnber of 

convoys c o v d  and met was the clearest mesure of Eastern Air Command's 

effectiveness as only consistently hi& levels of airborne coverage could provide security 

to the convoys and give the Command's crews chances to attack a U-boat. Indeed, a 

decrease in efficiency in meeting convoys was a sign of other areas of ineniciency such 

as se~ceability. 

The purpose of this case study is twofold. First, a consideration of Eastern Air 

Command's efficiency will be valuable on its own merits to trace whether its squadrons 

had become more efficient by the end of the period in question and whether this upward 

trend was present during each of the six months of 1943 king studied. An examination 

of the methodology used by the Command's ORS in the compilation of the monthly 

statisticai summaries during the six months of 1943 in question will demonstrate a 

growing sophistication in the methods and range of information compiled and used by the 

Section over the course of the period, a trend similar to that found in the previous chapter 

and one which demonstrates a growing maturity in the pioneering Canadian ORS. 
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1 

&fore exploring the efforts of Coastal Command ORS in the study of efficiency after 

it became a p M t y  durhg 1942, it is essential to d e h e  the main ternis which wiil be 

used in the following discussion. interrstingiy, the two major British sources which 

discuss this issue, Professor C.H. Waddington's OR in World War 2 and the Air 

Ministry's Official Histow of Ormational Research in the R.A.F., do not define 

'efficiency' or 'effectiveness' despite using these ternis fkquently and indeed, almost 

interchangeabiy. However, a close reading of both sources reveals that both tenns have 

specific meanings which are quite similar to common usage, with a notable exception. 

'Effectiveness' has two related meanings which will be used in the course of this 

discussion. First, it wül be used to describe how close ami-submarine squadrons came to 

obtaining their desired results, namely the coverage of convoys and the sighting and 

destruction of U-boas. Additionally, 'effectiveness' will be used in its m i l i m  context of 

those units actually available for service at a given moment and will be used 

intmhangeably with 'operationally avaiiable' to describe aircd capable of performing 

its assigneci mission. Therefore, 'efficiency' is, quite simply, the de- of effectiveness 

with which someîhing is done. This definition covers both aspects of that of 

'effectiveness' as both Waddington and the authors of the Air Ministry Official History 

use the term to describe the variable level of effectiveness of anti-submarine squadrons 

versus the U-boat and to describe the maxirnization of aircrafi available for operations at 

a given moment with the specific meaning king clear h m  the contea 

As noted above, Coastal Command did not take an interest in the study of efficiency 

until 1942. when it was forced to explore difficult alternatives for future operations 
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against the U-boat.'' hiring a year characterized by the strain of a now-global wnflict 

and àamaging attacks on Atlantic convoys. an innovation pduced by Coastal Commaad 

ORS, the 'density method,' emerged which had the potential to revolutionize airborne 

anti-submarine operations. As noted in previous chapters, the density method was based 

on a series of probability calculations pioneered by E.J. Williams in reports released in 

March and October 1942 which allowed the section, '30 calculate the number of flying 

hours required to sink a U-boat, and thus to estirnate the minimum flying effort required 

to give adequate cover over the patrol areas of the Command."" These calculations 

produced the conclusion that the Command required more aircraft, which unfortunately 

were unlikely to be forthcoming in sizeable numbers.I2 As a result, the Cornaiand tmed  

to the altemative of maximizing the use of their existing aircraft resources. There was. 

however, "no clearly stated theory as to how much flying could be obtained h m  a given 

number of aircd,  and in the standard service practice, little attention was paid to the 

relation between flying effort and the level of manning of the force concerned."" Once 

again, the services of Coastal Command ORS would be called to the fore. 

Coastal Command ORS' research into aircraft eficency/organization of flying effort 

can be divided into two distinct phases. The fht was the formulation of a general theory 

to detennine the limits to efficiency before problems such as losses through wastage 

(crashes, etc.) begin to d u c e  the overall efficiency of individual squadrons or the 

Comrnand in general. The second phase, the experimental, involved the application of 

this theory on a selected Coastal Command squadron (No. 502, equipped with Armstrong 

Whitworth Whitleys) with extensive records kept to record the results of the trial. C.H. 

Waddington comments that although the preliminary investigations in this area began as 
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the work of one researcher, Dr. C. Gordon, %e number of staffconcerned with sucb 

~ i d y  in- under the leadership of Dr. Gonion, and eventually formed the 

latgest single group within the Section."" 

The fust v r t  on the subjeft was released on 15 November 1942 and it explored 

several fûndarnental issues related to "the interactions of manpower, aircraft and effort."" 

After mcing the average flying and maintenance hours of sampled squadrons "it was 

discovered that the number both of flying and non-flying days had a profound influence 

on the possible number of hours that a squedron of 20 a k d t  could achieve in one 

month and that the maximum effort could not be achieved unless the squadron attained 

the nght, not necessarily high, level of ~erviceability."'~ The report's primary conclusion 

was instead of allocating ground servicing crew manning levels in relation to the 

squadron's a i r c d  stmigth, the allocation should have been based on the flying hours 

performed by the squadron. l7 

The second aspect of the organktion of effort study was the quantitative 

experimental phase using No. 502 Squadron as the test subject for the five month 

duration of the study, be-hg in early 1943. In a quite remarkable arrangement. ORS 

personnel created the squadron's flying plan, a state of flairs which illustrates the 

importance Coastal Command leadership attached to this study." In order to remove as 

many variables as possible. squadron airrraft were not allowed to remain on the p u n d  in 

fit weather if they were serviceable but had no assigned mission for the day: instead. they 

were dispatched on asw patrols, ensuring that al1 seniceable aircraft were flying each fit 

&y.'' Regarding maintenance, the ORS perso~el increased the flying schedule by 1 

sortie per day until a point was reached where there was always one aircrafi waiting for 
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Senticing? The authors of the Air Ministry Officiai History note that this allowed easy 

record of  each ahafk's status (flying and maintenance) to be kept every haKhout." 

They add that "as a check on the balance of establishment the histories of men were also 

taken to show whether any one <rade was ovmorked and forming a bottleneck in a i d  

s e ~ c h g ,  for although the presence of  one aircraft dways awaiting manpowei is a 

guarantee that the maintenance organization as a whole is fûily employed, it does not 

ensure that the= is an adequate balance of trades within the organization."" Ultimately. 

the expenment was a tremendous success as "during three out of the five months in 

which the trial was conducted, the squadron exceeded its own previous maximum flying 

effort pet aircrafi by 61 per cent and exceeded the best average of any squahn over a 

single period by 79 per cent. This could largely be amibuted to planning of the flying, 

since little change was made in the maintenance otganization beyond keeping it fully 

employed by flying the squadmn to capa~ity."~ 

The mode1 created by the ORS with this experimeent was immediately applied to the 

dwindling number of Whitley squadtons in Coastal Command service. During the 

summer of 1943, a system was created by which dl squadrons in the Cornmand 

submitted a dail y r e m  code-named 'Conspectus' which demanded that the statu of al1 

aircraft on strength as of 1 800 hours daily be described using a series of codes.24 The 

results were collecteci not by the ORS but by the new Utilization Control Room at 

Coastal Command Headquarters which then sumrnarized the information to assist the 

Command staff in operational planning bas& on the planned flying and maintenance 

needs of each squadron? 



Coastal Command ORS also expiored several 0 t h  areas which had varying de- of 

influence on the efficiency of airborne smi-submarine squadtons. Not only was the 

'demity method' rehed and expanded in scope to justiQ and support Coastal 

Command's Biscay Offensive but the crucial influence of weather and navigation upon 

the rates of met convoys both of which were aIso of great interest to Eastern Air 

Command. were examined in detail. 

Although obviously little couid be done to control the weather, Coastal Command 

ORS focused on two areas in particular. First, in planning operations. it was essentid to 

be able to track the influence of weather on operations. Thus, the early weather snidies 

conducted by the ORS during the spring of 1943 focused on encouraging the Command's 

Groups to "schedule al1 sorties which they would desire to fiy, paying no attention to the 

metemiogicd conditions; records would then be kept of any cancellation or crirtailment 

of these sorties or meteorological or other reas~ns."~~ Early experimental results under 

this program discovered that the Command "was unable to fiy a q ~ e r  of sorties which 

it wished to" due to weather conditions either over bases or in the patrol areas." 

The second area studied revolved around weather conditions and their influence on 

operations h m  specific bases. The reasoning behind this mdy was quite simple: if the 

weather could not be controlled, the location of operational bases, although Iïmited by the 

need to effectively wver certain geographid areas, wes more fïrmiy within hurnan 

power to modify. For example, a series of studies undertaken during the period following 

the Normandy landings in June 1944 when the transit routes of U-boats shiffed due to 

the AIlied advance in France. to the north of Scotland, illustrated that the northem based 

squadrons were forced by weather to reduce their operations on 27 days of an avewe  . 
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month, a severe limitation on the efficiency of operati~ns.~ As will be seen klow, the 

influence of weather on operations nom Canadian EAC bases, where few alternative 

options existe4 posed a severe additionai difficulty in Eastern Air Command's sernch for 

efficiency in airborne anti-submarine Mare.  

The second area of study undertalcen by Coastal Command ORS during this perïod was 

the problem of the navigation of aircraft to ocean rendemous points with the convoy they 

were assigned to escort or cover. The preliminary investigations of this fundamental 

problem began with two studies produced in July and December 194 1 .- At this the,  

navigation was based on dead reckoning and searches h m  a specific point where a 

convoy was believed to be (as the wireless silence of convoys during passage prevented 

accurate data king provided to the squadrons). The studies concluded that overall75% 

of aircraft found theîr assigned convoys. but while "the 'not met rate' was fouad to be 

about 8 1 /2% per 1 00 miles h m  shore, and at distances over 600 miles, where the threat 

was greatest, only 40% of escorts successfully made contact? Waddington adds that 

"the situation was even worse than these lugubrious figures indicate, since escort to 

threatened convoys was less likely to make contact than that to unthreatened, probably 

owing to the greater evasive action taken by the convoy, and the resulting greater 

uncertainty in its p~sition."~' 

As Anti-Surface Vesse1 (A.S.V.) radar began to be fitted in ever-increasing nurnbers in 

Coastd Conimand aircrafi by 1942, the ORS undertook a study whkh revealed that the 

ASV Mk II then in service did not significantiy impmve the 'not met rate' for distant 

convoys or convoys operacing in poor weather? Instead, the ORS emphasized the value 

of wimless homing of escon aircraft to their target convoy. This system. based on short 
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l m d ~ ~  of radio silence later h o w n  as Procedure 'B', was estimated by the ORS that 

ofaircraft wodd h d  their convoy if they could pick up the homing signal within 

100 miles of it?) The value of this system was proven as by August 1943, it was usad in 

over two-thirds of Atlantic sorties by Coastal Command's 15 Group (assigned primarily 

to Atlantic duties)? When taken in conjunction with the above factors and the ORS7 

msponses to them, the steady march towards increased eftïciency once it was initiated by 

the ORS' initial re-h becomes apparent. 

II 

The research into maintenance and flying eficiency conducted by Coastal Command 

ORS during 1942 and 1943 was closely followed at Eastern Air Command Headquarters 

in Halifax. However, the prhary focus of the Cornmand's ORS in this area would rest in 

the operational planning end of efficiency, which as noted above, was an area seen by 

Coastal Command ORS as an administrative not a research task. The reasoning behind 

the Canadian decision is unclear, although one can swculate that the lack of resources. 

both in the form of researchers and squadrons available to be used as test subjects. played 

a sipifkant role in the move to statistical anaiysis instead of expenmental research. A 

significant advantage of this decision was that the data was already king collected for the 

monthly ''Statistics of Anti-Submarine Operations" prepared by the section. The 

following discussion will explore the components of efficiency as examined in the 

monthly "Statistics"; narnely weather, aircraft sewiceability and numbers. operational 

flying, U-boat sightings. attacks and density an& convoys met and protected. The 

monthly r e t m  during the p e n d  in question will be examined in detail to delineate the 

nends noted by Eastern Air Command Operational Research Section. 

I l 3  



/al Weather 

It has been noted repeatedly throughout this thesis that in many ways, the weather not 

the U-boaG was Eastern Air Command's primary enemy during the Second World War. 

ï h e  primary bases in Newfoundiand, Gander, Torbay, BotWood and Goose Bay al1 

suffered h m  the inclement weather endemic to Newfowdland for long periods of the 

year. la a January 1943 report, Wing Commander C.L. Annis analysed the typical 

weather conditions to be found at each of the above bases. He noted that Gander was the 

base least likely to be adversely affecteci by weather as it '3s located far enough back h m  

the Coast to escape coastai fogs. common to the area in spring" a factor which had 

informeci the original decision to locate the major portion of No. 1 Group's strength 

there.)' Annis Listed Goose Bay as a usefiil alternate if Gander was closeci due to weather. 

but given the poor facilities, did not recommend extended operations h m  the base? 

Torbay* on the Avalon Peninsula north of St. John's, suffered not only h m  severe 'gcross 

winds to 3W but also "is very subject to coastal fogs which renders it inoperative about 

40% of the tirne during the months of May to mid-~uly."~' Torbay's good facilities and 

proximity to the trans-Atlantic convoy routes made it particularly usenil, especially for 

C-s and VentliradHudsoii~ to extend their range fÙrther into the Atlantic? Fidly, 

Botwood was oniy a s m e r  seaplaae anchorage, which meant that it was operational 

only ui the short period of g d  flying weather." Annis notes that the bases in the 

M&imes weR l a s  a f f ~ t e d  by weather than those in Newfoundland but suffered h m  

their dismce h m  the main U-boat operational areas and were therefore only valuable 

for coastal patrol operations and as alternative landing grounds for long range aircrafLq 



Reserding the g e n d  weather penerns affècting bases in the Eastern Air Command 

a m  Amis observecl that "it may be said of Gander that it has very poor flying weather 

d u e  the mon& from .knuary to April inclusive and of Goose Bay, that it hes excellent 

weather during these months. Conversely Goose Bay weather is l e s  d iab le  during the 

summer months wtule Gander weather is of a relatively hi@ order drtring the same 

perid.'-' He noted that "weather hnts move ïnto Newfouudland from the west and 

forehand knowledge is obtainable of what is coming, even including the hour by hour 

progress of a h o t  across the i~land.'~" 

Gander was of particdar interest to Annis given that it was the main EAC base in No. 

1 Group and he had personal knowledge of the conditions there, having served there in 

1 940 and again during 1942-43: He remariced that the movement of weather fronts, 

particularly the odd one which approached h m  the est, made the influence of weather 

at Gander quite variable whkh created the unique problem of the weather king "fit for 

take off but not for a landing on a return flight.''" He added that such unpredictability has 

a definite impact on operations as "medium range aircrafi have to be grounded because 

they can't go out and convoy in clear areas in the ocpan and retum far enough inland to 

reach an open base" and consequently, "this fact has b e n  responsible for a considerable 

number of successfbl attacks by U-Boats on convoys.'~' 

The analysis conducted by Eastern Air Command ORS of the influence of weather 

upon operations during the period Feburary-July 1943 offered a far more statistical fomi 

of discussion than Annis' personal observations. The basic trend of the findings for the 

p&od, however. confims Annis observations regarding the influence of weather on 

EAC k s ,  panicularly those in Newfoundland. The analysis covered several bases: 
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-a, Torbay and Botwood (Jdy 1943 only) in Newfoundland; Sydney, Dartmouth, 

Yarmouth and Shelbume (to May 1943) in Nova Scotia; and beginning in May, Mont 

Joli, Gaspe and Chatham (May, July only) in the Guifof St. Lawrence sector. in order to 

trace coasistentiy the ORS' findings regarding weather and provide a generai sketch of 

the influence of weather on operations, only the resuits for the major year-round bases, 

Gander, Torbay, Sydney, Darmouth and Yarmouth, wiil be discussed. 

During the winter and eady spring months of Febniary, March and April. both Gander 

and Torbay &ered a significant los of 'flying days' to weather conditions. Throughout 

this three month period, both airpom averaged approximately 17 fit flying days. whereas 

the Nova Scotia bases averaged roughly 22" In the "Statistics" for March and April, the 

authors referred to the way in which weather "iaterfered seriously with operations." 

contiming the January 1943 observations of Anis that the Newfoundland bases in 

particularly were difficult operational stations during the winter months." The months of 

May, June and July witnessed a definite general improvement in flyùig conditions. The 

weather at Gander and Torbay improved significantly, averaging over 25 fir flying days in 

each of the three months, although both bases SUnered partial operation canceIlations due 

largely to the coastal fogs and variable conditions which plagued the am? Even at the 

height of the summer, the authors observeci in the July "Statistics" that "except at 

Dartmouth and Yarmouth. there were few &ys on which no operations at all were 

possible: nevertheless patrols h m  Newfoundland and Nova Scotia were again more or 

less seriously cwtailed on the majonty of days during this rn~nth?~  They added that 

"Torbay. Sydney, Dartmouth and Yarmouth were particularly handicapped by the 

fiequency of fog in pam1 areas." a key limitation for medium range aircrafi like the 
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Hudson which did not have the range to extend îheir searches to fog- areas? 

Certainly weather was a major hindrance to Eastem Air Command planners who 

wimessed their operational flying plans reduced to m m  sbaQws by inclement conditions 

beyond their control. Indeed, the only purpose behind this prticular analysis, given the 

absence of alternative 'fair weather' bases hm which to operate in the EAC area, was to 

inform planners of the Neable influence of weather on operations so they could take it 

into account when preparhg flying plans. 

The methodology utilized by Eastern Air Command ORS in this analysis was 

modified significantly for the April 1943 report. During February and March, the 

"Statistics" only listed the n u m k  of 'flying ciays' over the course of the month, which 

covered not only g d  weaîher days in which the flight plan oould be completed but aiso 

days when only some pahols were flown as plauneci (See Appendix 4). This simple 

presentation did not accurateiy reflect the significant influence of weather on flight 

operatons as a large nrmiber of days witnessed a ciatailment of operational flying due to 

conditions either in the area of the base or in the pattol area. However, beginning in 

April, a more detailed presentation of the impact of weather on the Command's 

operations was introduced with the month's flyiug being divided into the number of days 

when d l  pamls were completed, the number when patrols were curtailed due to weather 

and those when the &y's flying was cancelled due to weather conditions (See Appeadix 

4). This morr nuanced categonpition pmvided a tnvr representation of the influence of 

weathet on the Command's operations, and therefore pmvided a more valuable resource 

for Headquacten. 



fb) Aircraft Serviceabilitv and Numbers 

The question of aVcraft serviceability was of partïcular importance in the Command's 

bomber-reconnaissance (BR) operations due to the chronic lack of aircraft throughout the 

entire war and the wed to maximue the efticiency of those on strength. For example, in 

Febnisry 1943. Eastern Air Comrnand's average daily sîrength (including aircraft being 

servicecl) of BR aircraft was only 84 while five months later, in July the same figure had 

increased to only 145.9 despite an influx of new types such as the Liberator and Ventura 

and the completion of the 'working up' pend of two new squadrom, 1 17 and 162." 

As in the case of the presentation of weather data, Eastern Air Command ORS 

significantly modified the manner in which the information regarding se~ceability was 

discussed. In this case, however, the change, although presenting a more d i s t i c  view of 

the average strength of the BR squadrr,ns h m  month to month as well as providing 

detailed information on variations in serviceability between a i d  types, made it more 

difficult to analyse long term trends due to the use of incompatible categories. The 

complexity of the evolution of the methoàology in this case makes it essential that we 

explore it before summariPng the findings for the period. 

In February and March, the categories fwused upon the 'availability' of aircraft, 

noting by squadron, group and the Command as a whole the average number of aircrafi 

on snength and the average numk and percentage available daily during each month 

(See Appendix 5). This systeni provided only the mughest sketch of a squadron or p u p s  

daily stanis as it did not provide information as to why the average available daily may be 

hi&er or lower than other squadrons or groups. As well. it was a very general category. 

igaoring maintenance problems with aircraft which may not bave affectecl their ability to 
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fly bui may have adversely i n a d  their ability to prfomi certain tasks (i.e. 

uoxrviceable ASV radar would have made it impossible to fly effeftive night patrols). 

Furally. it ignored the Muence of crewing f-ors as available aircraft may not be 

available for active operations due to a la& of crew m e m h . "  

As may be seen in Appendix 5. in April, the Eastern Air Command ORS discardeci the 

category of 'available' in favour of 'serviceable'. The data, based on the daily and weekly 

operation summaries submitted to Cornmaiid Headquarters by the squadrons, provided a 

more usehil tool for the Command s t a f h s  it immediately highiighted squadrons suffiering 

h m  maintenance dificulties. ofhm caused by conversion to new aircraft types. This 

information could then be taken into account when f o d a t h g  operations orders (which 

did occur when squadrons were in the midst of converting) or could be used to intewene 

iflhe figures were found to represent a more serious problem. In May, the methodology 

was once again dramaticaily altered. The innovation of April was retaùied, but instead of 

k i n g  applied to individual squadrons, it was now applied by a i d  type and by region 

(Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and Gulf Area) in which the squadrons were based in order 

to reflect the highly variable situation in the Command with new squadrons king 

formed, old ones re-equipping and detachments king created." (See Appendix 5) This 

modification brought the Eastern Air Command ORS methodology in line with that king 

undertaken at C o d  Command ORS with 502 SquadfOn, whose results were intended 

not to be applied by squadron but only to those operating similar aircraft. This system 

ensured that unproductive cornparisons between aircrafi types were not a f f d n g  me 

results of the analysis and fostering misladhg interpretations. 



In the June "Statistics," a clariIication awl yet another modification were introduceà. 

The authors clarifieci the mea<iing of 'serviceable,' noting that Serviceable aircraft were 

not necessarily 'operationally available.' ( i e  &y to undertake ali aspects of BR 

operations) they were only 'available? This marked one of the few times in the 

"Statistics" of Febnÿi--July that the changes of methodology weie discussed by the 

researchers, which in this case may indicate that a measure of confiision at Cornmand 

Headquarters over the April shifi of focus to smticeability prompted the ORS to provide 

some additional clarification. As well. the classification by aircraft type, as the authors 

noted. %as been modifiecl ... to conform to that employed by the Air Ministry."%e 

changes, as may be seen in Appendix 5, affecteci the categories of shon (eliminated in 

June), medium and long range aircri& with the Ventura and Digby king reclassified as 

long range aircratt instead of medium while the Hudsons were reclassified as medium 

range." This move not ody  M e r  siandardized the methodology used by Eastern Air 

Command ORS with that of Coastai Command ORS but also ensured that aircraft of 

sirnilar performance would be c o m p d  

In July. the final modifications of the peRod were impiementeci with a sipificant new 

category king added. As the authon had mentioned in June, serviceable aircraft were not 

al- operationdly senticeable. nierefore, in the Jdy  "Statistics," the daily average 

number and percentage of operationally serviceable aircraft types in each of the three 

regions was included in the seniceability table (See Appendh 5). This produced the most 

accurate reflection of the actual circumstances. for as the authors note, "in rnost. althou* 

not all, cases the percentage of aircraft reportecl as operationally serviceable was 

appr~ciably lower" than the total percentage serviceable? This new cateeory was 
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facilitated by EAC ORS' use of fonn uYeII~w" which showeâ the daily operational 

servidility for each station by squadron while the total percentage saviceable 

continuai to be "compilecl h m  the EA.C. Hq. Daily Aircraff Disposition Report? 

Although these si-cant modifications to the manner in whkh Eastern Air 

Command ORS reporteci aircraft serviceability dtimately provideci a more meaningful 

and usefiil discussion of the true nature of ser~iceability~ it certainly reduced the 

Command's ability to compare results with past performance as specific focus of the 

analysis had shifted h m  'availability' to "serviceability' and operational se~ceability'. 

However* certain trends may still be detenniLled. First, the period Febniary îhrough May 

showed a distinct availability and serviceabiity problem in certain sqiirrdmns. Hudson 

squadrons in Nova Scotia such as 119 (BR) and 113 (BR) sufféred h m  particularly poor 

daily average aircraft availability and serviceability with the former beginning the period 

at a low of 46% available in Febniary while the latter recorded 38% serviceability during 

A ~ r i l ? ~  These figures, significantly lower than those reported by most EAC squadrons 

over the same period may be explained in the case of 1 13 (BR) as king caused "by the 

grounding of newly acquired alrcraff  enh hi ras] awaiting acceptance checks or n e c m  

adjustmentd* The low figure for 1 19 (BR) in Fe- appears to be an anomaly based 

not on maintenance problems but in a diversion of k r a f t  to non-operational duties such 

as transport and Paining which would have a significant influence on the daily number 

available for operations A similar situation affectecl 10 (BR) squadron's average 

availability during February and March (including only 29?A in Febniary) "because of 

diversion of some aircraff to duties other thaa A/S operations.'*' 



The second major fxtor, aiiuded to in the above discussion of 113 (BR) squadron's 

difficdties. was c a d  by the conversion by several squadmns to nnu aircraft typ« 

during the p e n d  This variable affêcted not only 1 13 (BR) but also 10 (BR) (Digbys to 

Liberators), 1 17 (BR) (Cansos to Catalioas) and 162 (BR) (new squadron f o n d  May 

1942 but still working up with Can~os).~' The latter's difficuities were M e r  

complicated as during March and April "some newly delivered aircraft of 162 B.R 

Squadion were d l  undergoing acceptance checks and others were grounded by reason of 

primer flakes in fiel tanks? 

The dimption that these conversions caused should not be disregarded. For example, 

as air histonan Car1 Vincent obsmes, during the spring of 1943,lO (BR) Squadron not 

only had to integrate the large number of aircrew and ground crew members to operate 

the new Liberators but also suffeted h m  a severe shortage of spare parts, which by June 

"affected the situation to the point that there were more operatioaally trained crews than 

sircraft for tbem IO fly? Ultimately, despite these difficulties, EAC 

bomber-reconnaissance squadrons posted during the period April-Jdy 1943 average daily 

serviceability rates in the high 60% range, a figure much higher than that of 

approximately 50% achieved through the efforts of a rather pleased Coastal Command 

ORS in their 1943 experiments with 502 SquadronP5 These figures, although les than 

the 70075% serviceability previously considered ideal by the RAF, more accurately 

reflected not only the long-term sustaùiable operational tempo quired in anti-subrnarine 

warfate but also the maintenance difficulties pce~ented by the need to ensure vev  high 

levels of reliability for long missions over water by heavily loaded bomber aircraft which 



were operated at much 10- altitudes and in more severe m e r  conditions than their 

designers had envisi~ned?~ 

Jc) Oberational Flving 

'This category in the monthly "Statistics" was intimaîely related to the previous two 

categories of weather and serviceabiiity as the nurnber of completed sorties canying out 

the number of tssks assigned to BR squadrons could be dramatically afkted by changes 

in weather conditions (either at the bases or in the paml areas) and a i r d  se~ceabiiity. 

in regard to methodology used uniike the previous subjects, very few modifications 

appear during the period in question. The changes which did appear were enhancements 

of the cl- and detail provided in the analysis. The charts followed the general pattern 

of illustrating the number of sorties flown on various mission types (categod by either 

group or region) while a summary for the total flying of the Command was also 

providedo (See Appendk 6) 

The data regarding operational flying presented by Eastern Air Cornmand ORS yields 

two interesting generai patterns. First. the total sorties and hours flown of the Comrnand 

as a whole increased during the entire period h m  a low of 443 sorties and 2270 hours in 

Febniary to a peak sortie rate of 1203 in June (8074 hours) and a peak total of ho- in 

July of 8738 (1 189 sorties).' The i n c d  number of sorties may be attributed to 

several factors such as the general improvement in weather and aircraft se~ceabil i ty 

noted above and the fidl introduction of several new or re-equipped squadrons into the 

Command's order of battle during the 1st three months of the pend which sipificantiy 

bolstered its total average strength (see above). The increased hours flown was not only 

directly related to the number of sorties flown but was al= influenceci by the longer 
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sorties flown by the very long range Liberators of 10 (BR) Squadron at Gander which in 

July flew 98 sorties totalling 1 165 hours (1 1.8 hours average) while RCAF Caasos md 

Catalinas also based in Newfoundland flew slightiy under double the aumber of sorties 

( 1 73) but flew 1 790 hours (1 0.3 bouts)? 

The second pattern is related to the above discussion regardhg flying hours. 

Throughout the entire period, the Nedoundland-ôased No. 1 Group squadrr,m averaged 

longer sorties than the squadrons in Nova Scotia-based No. 3 Group. For exampie, the 

authoa of the February "Statistics" repon that "No. 1 Group carriad out slightly less than 

one-third of the total sorties but had rather more than a third of the total flying ti~ne."'~ 

This trend continued through April when it was noted that Wie average duration of al1 

April operational sorties was 6.9 hours for No. 1 and 5.6 hours for No. 3 Group, both 

slightly in excess of the 6.7 hours recorded for March.'''' The pattem continued into July, 

largely due to the specific missions of the respective groups, No. 1 Group king devoted 

to long-range convoy escort and anti-submarine patrols and k i n g  equipped primarily 

with long range Catalinas/Cansos and very long range Liberators to fulfil these 

 mission^.^ On the other hand, No. 3 Group, being so far k m  the U-boat hunting 

grounds in the mid-ocean? was devoted primarily to coastai escort and sweeps to protect 

shipping in the Halifax approaches? Overall, the findings of this component of the 

"Statistics" were not particularly radical in nature. being primarily sîatistical confirmation 

of the high level of activity of Eastern Air Command squadrons and the growing role the 

Command was playing in the Battie of the Atlantic as it approached its climax during the 

spring and summer of 1943. 



(d) Submarine Densitv 

This area was included in the monthly summarïes to provide an assessrnent of the 

U-boat presence in the EAC operationai area It provideci valuable context for not only 

the subsequent discussion of convoy coverage but also as a soberïng reminder of the 

difficulties of airborne anti-submarine warfare when the large numbcr of operational 

sorties and flying hours is conrrasted with the negligible sightings and lack of confirmed 

kills during the p e n d  The methodology in this section was very straightforward, with 

the findings k i n g  presented in narrative f o m  ody. The only change occurred in March 

when sightings and attacks were reported as in Febniary but with the addition of 

summaries of the daily Royal Canadian Navy submarine forecasts which were used by 

Eastern Air Command ORS to su- the average monthly U-boat density in the 

various sectors of the Command's operationai ares" This reponing of estimated density 

simply republished the intelligence available at Command Headquarters but was used in 

this case to provide the background for the other topics explored in the "Statistics." 

The period Febniary-July 1943, according to the resuits presented in the monthly 

sumrnaries, resulted in few sightings and attacks on U-bats by the bomber- 

reconnaissance aimaft of Eastem Air Comamnd, despite the increase over the period in 

the operational flying of the Command. In February and March, EAC aimaft (al1 of 5 

(BR) Squadron at Gander) only sighted 5 submarines (4 in February), attackine al1 of 

them with no result, with 1 other attack k i n g  made in March by a Royal Air Force 

Hudson of 36 opetational Training Unit which atîacked a U-boat off  amo ou th.'^ This 

lack of success in detecting U-bats by ail EAC squadrons save No. 5 (BR) can be 

explained by the distances at which the four sightings by No. 5 (BR) during Febniary 
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oecurred- The first two sightings occunrd as the authors note "at distances of roughly 350 

and 175 mües h m  base, [Gander] while the last two are about 600 miles h m  base? 

Given that 10 (BR) Squadron's Libemtors did not amive at Gander until May, 5 (E5R)'s 

Canso amphibiam represented the only EAC anti-submarhe aircraft able to reach the 

fnnges of the U-boat prime operating area northeast of 5ON 50W." 

in the A p d  "Statistics," the authors report that intelligence provided by the RCN 

"indicated a significant increase in the nurnber of U-bats present in the E.A.C. 

operational area (north of 4ON and West of 4OW) during the latter half of April" adding 

that "this inmase was greatest in the zone northeast of 30N 50W ... but was noticeable to 

some extent throughout the region."" The estimated U-boat density during the last weeks 

of Apnl increased h m  1 1 during the fïrst two weeks to 24 in the last two week~.'~ This 

increased activity translateci into more sightings (9) in the EAC area, with five aaacks (2 

by EAC, 3 by Amencan aircraff operating out of Newfoundland)." This pattern of large 

amounts of U-boat activity concentrateci largely at the outer edge of the EAC operational 

area persisted into May. yielding six attach by EAC and three by Arnerican aircraft8' 

The departure of U-boat Groups AMSEL, DANUBE, ISAR, MEISE, MOSEL and 

SPECHT in May 1943, which included, accordhg to postwar information obtained by 

Robert Baglow anci J.D.F. Kealy, "more than 50 IIJ-boats] in groups AMSEL and 

SPECHT" alone, reduced contact with U-boats in the EAC area during June and Jdy to 

only 2 unsuccessful attacks? This sumrnary of U-boat density provided by Eastern Air 

Command ORS in the monthly "Statistics," although obviously disappointing for 

Command Headqua~ers given its lack of success versus the U-boat would, over the 

course of the w a  year, trace the retreat of the wolfpacks h m  their mid-ocean hunting 
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grounds and their transformation h o  the hunted and Eastern Au C o d ' s  significant 

mie, particuiarly during Septernber and Oaober 1943, in accomplisbing this fat. 

fe) Convov Coversne 

The f d  section of the monthly ami-submarine "Statistics" explored the area which 

qresented the primary purpose of Eastern Air Comand,  namely to assist the Allied 

naval forces in ensuring that ûmsatlantic convoys passed d e l y  through the Command's 

operational area. As with al1 of the previous mas discussed previously, the methods by 

which the ORS examined the success of the Command's convoy coverage were also 

modified during the period February-July 1943. The one constant in the analysis by 

Eastern Air Cornmand ORS was the use of the construction 'convoydays' which 

represents quite simply, the number of days a convoy spent in the EAC area, at sea and 

organized as a c o n v ~ y . ~  The coverage of each convoy provided by mti-submarine 

aircraft of Eastern Air Comrnand. the United States Navy, the United States A m y  Air 

Forces (the laîîer two operating out of Nedoundland) and Royal Air Force aircrafi 

operating out of Iceland was expressed as a portion of the total 'convoy-days' for each 

convoy. In Febniary and March. the analysis was provided in short narrative fonn with an 

attached graph which illustrateci the average protection aHorded to the convoys during the 

month by EAC aircraft expressed in the bulky "minutes of flying within 50 miles of the 

convoy track per mile of convoy track."@ (See Appendix 7) 

From April onwards, the analysis becarne more detailed with the graph k i n g  omitted 

and four tables being introduced in its place. The f m  table displayed the convoy-days 

with air cover for each convoy which passed through the Eastern Air Cornmand area 

during the month, while the second illustrated the same data by rnap sector (See 
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Appmdix 7). The thPd table displayed the duration of convoy coverage by sector 

(expressed in hours), which sirnply demoll~trated that convoys close to the eastem edge 

of the Eastern Air Command area received less air cover than those closer to Canadian 

bases. The fuial table illustrated the number of aircrafi per convoy-&y assigned to cover 

individual convoys and displayed the trend that the more aircrafi assigneci to covci a 

convoy, the more likely more than one will s u c c e d y  located the convoy, thus 

providing it with more convoydays of coverage. The added statistical detail beginning in 

Apnl definitely enhanced the amount of information provided in the "Statistics" 

regarding the coverage of convoys. This provided Command Headquarters with the 

opportunity to track the quantity of coverege king provided to convoys in transit by 

Canadian bomber-reconnaissance aimaft and the relationship between air coverage and 

decreased shipping losses to U-boas. As with the 0th- areas of the 'Statistics." the 

revised methods of Eastem Air Comrnand ORS in tabulating data made it more 

accessible and specific, thus enhancing its utility to Command planners. 

The major finding of the ORS regarding convoy coverage was the influence of factors 

such as a i r c d  serviceability and above dl,  weather, on the total quantity of air cover 

which could be provided to convoys in transit thmugh the Eastern Air Command area. 

During the period February-Apnl, the authors noted that "the vicissitudes of weather and 

location resuited in the coverage of individual convoys exhibiting marked deviations 

h m  the ... average.''85 The 45 convoys which p a s d  through the EAC m a  during the 

perïod (13 in Febniary, 15 in March, 17 in Apnl) spent averages of 8.9.8.7 and 8.4 

convoy-days in the area mspe~tively.~ In February, out of 1 16 convoy-days, Eastern Air 

Command and Newfoundland-based American airctafi were able to provide air cover on 
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63 or 53%? This reasonable percentage for an Atlantic winter, however, decnased 

dramatidy during the next two months to 49% of convoy-days with air cover in March 

and only 47% in Apnl? These resuits correspond to the severe reduction in flying 

operations due to inclement weather described in the February-Apnl "Statistics" (see 

above). 

However. as the weather began to improve during May, th- was a vast improvement 

in convoy coverage. From the Apnl low of 47% coverage, the May figure increased by L 5 

percentage points to 62% of convoydays k i n g  provided with air c o ~ e r . ~  This increase is 

even more impressive when one considm that 20 convoys passed through the EAC area 

over 164 convoy &YS, so obviously the improvement in weather facilitated a much 

i n c d  operational ternpapO Of note is that "R.C.A.F. a i d  provided or participated 

in 53 of the total of 101 convoy-days with air protection" while "U.S.A.AF. and U.S.N. 

(Newfoundland) accounted for most of the remainder, but on 7 occasions R.A.F. 

(Iceland) a i 4  successfully met convoys in the northsastem portion of the ares? The 

increased participation of the Royal Air Force, in particular, in convoy protection in the 

EAC area represented the vast increase in range of the growing number of Very Long 

Range Liberators in service with dl th= nations which effectively closed the 'Atlantic 

Gap,' enabling a measure of air cover to be provided to convoys throughout their entire 

joumey. The improved weather and withdrawal of the large number of U-bats which 

had been operating since late Apnl on the boundaries of the Eastern Air Command area 

(see above) combined to allow the Command to fiord complete protection to al1 May 

convoys, allowing no sinkings by U-boats? The authors of the May "Statistics" speculate 

that "as long as the current U-boat strategy is maintaineci, the success of E.A.C. 
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protection of outward bund convoys wiil be m a n i f d  aot so much ui the prevention 

of... attacks in the area, as in the fnistration of efforts of the assumai patroîling ... U-bats 

to secure and maintain finn contact as a prelude to the development of fùrther 

concentrations" concluding that "in this event the efficacy of E.A.C. operations will have 

to be gauged rnainly h m  the history of SC [esistbound slow] and HX [eastbound fast] 

convoys during the first &y or two after they have left the EAC. a ~ a . ' * ~  

This trend of ever-increasing protection afEorded to convoys in the EAC area 

continued through June and July. In June, 64% of the 104 convoy-days were provided 

with air cover while in July 77% of the 2 20 convoy-days received air support which was 

a direct result of improved weather and the availability of additional aircraft in Eastern 

Air Command following the completion of various squaàrons' re-equipment and r e m  to 

full operations during April and May (see above)? Of parîicular note was the extension 

of effective EAC air cover to the perimeter of the operating area with very long range 

aircraft meeting their distant convoys at rates of 74% in June and 8 1 % in July, which 

represents only a slight drop h m  the average of 85% in the sectors closer to Canadian 

bases.95 The growing effectiveness of airborne convoy escort provided by Eastern Air 

Command over the course of the penod, despite the challenges posed by the weather of 

the Norihwest Atlantic, and its implications for the German U-boat offensive was made 

very clear by the ORS in its "Statistics" and illustrateci that the moves Command 

Headqumers had made in the areas of improved training and re-equipment mith more 

and better aircraft were reaping rewards. 



The search by RAF Coastal Command and RCAF Eastern Air Command for 

efficiency in airborne anti-submarine oprrations was directeci not only at maximitiag 

their forces' lethdit. against the U-boat but also in m-g the efficient use of m e  

resources. Despite the cntical importance of protecting Bntain's Atlantic Iifeline, both 

Commands had to wage sharp batties against other segments of their respective air forces 

to obtain even the minimum number of long range aircrafi and adequate numbers of 

aircrew to conduct their vital operations. In the Canadian context, the prospect of 

receiving any more than minimal nurnbers of new aimaft h m  British and American 

sources reinforced the need to emulate the work of Coastal Command ORS in 

rationalizing and organizing the operational activities of the bomber-reconnaissance 

squadrons to maximue their eficiency. However, due to a lack of resources &th at 

Eststem Air Command ORS and within the Command as a whole, extended studies such 

as that conducted by Coastal Command ORS with 502 Squadron were not considered to 

be practical. Instead, Eastern Air Command ORS fhctioned in a operational planning 

capacity. a role rejected by Coastal Command ORS as k i n g  simply unproductive 

bureaucratie activitv, and assisted Commaud Headquarters in locating areas of concem in 

the operations of Canadian BR squadrom and providing the Command staff with the 

statistical data upon which to formulate solutions. As a rpsult the ORS was serving 

prùnarily in a consultative capacity, a role ideally suited to such a small section. The 

desire to ensure that their statistical analyses of the impact of factors such as weather and 

aircrafi serviceability on key areas such as convoy coverage &ove the many changes in 

methodolow employed during the p e n d  Febniary-July 1943. Although these changes 

ofien ~ndered the tracing of long-term trends diEcult due to the focus on different 
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aspects of proMems and the use of dinerent criteria, they marked a growing recognition 

on the part of Eastern Air Command ORS of the essential information required by 

Command Headquarters. By focushg on the needs of its Headquarte~, Eastern Air 

Command ORS ensured that it would become entrenched as a key component of the 

chah of command. 



Conclusions 

Following the climactic convoy battles of the summer and f d  of 1943 and the 

resulting defeat of the Gemuui Kriegsmarine's massed 'wolfpacks' of U-hats by Allied 

sea and air escorts the Atlantic Iifeline to Great Britain was in theory secured. No longer 

did scores of U-bats make massed, persistent and deadly a ~ k s  on convoys as they 

transiteci the open expanse of the North Atlantic Ocean. Instead, equipped with schnorkel, 

U-boat cornrnanders began to conduct during 1944 a fom of nautical guerrilla warfare, 

stealthily attacking targets of opportunity in shallow water, making life difficult for the 

Allied air and sea escorts which would ùivariably scour the area in an often hstrating 

attempt to detect theù elusive enemy.' These events represent a continuation of the 

pattern of the cornpethg technological development of aircraft and submaxine; as one 

became dominant. the other, throua the efforts of servicemen and scientists working in 

cwperation, would begin its ascent to primacy. Certainly, during the 1st two years of the 

war, the U-boat force was in decline, both in potency and in numbers, but still posed a 

threat which occasionally achieved tanical successes against Allied convoys and their 

escorts. 

Although the U-boat force was still in being, 1944 witnessed the start of 

demobilization within Eastern Air Command. In January 1944, the Command's sûength 

peaked at 2 1234 officers and ainnen, with drastic reductions king undertaken to support 

operations in Europe? Six Eastern Air Comrnand fighter squadrons werr transferred to 

Great Britain in preparation for the planned invasion of Europe while the Commandos 

anti-submarine strength was reduced by four squadrons as the demand for experienced 

bomber-reconnaissance aircrew for service in Bomber Command remaineci hi*.' These 
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reductions did not s e v d y  ümit îhe operationai efforts of Eastern Air Cornmaad as 

continuing qualitative improvernents stctually ailowed the Command to M i l  its assigned 

missions with fewer resources. For example, the replacement of No. 1 1 (BR) Squadron's 

ageing nulli-engined Lockheed Hudsons with very long range Liberators provided the 

Command with a second VLR squadron. thus complementing and extending the potential 

convoy coverage provided by No. 1 O (BR) Squadron? As well, the widespread 

introduction of new weaponry and sensors such as the 'Mk 24 mine' (homing torpedo) 

and the disposable sonobuoy during the fall of 1943 provided Eastern Air Command 

aircraft with the potential to launch deadly atîacks not only on surîaced submarines but 

also on those which had siipped below the surface.' 

A similar personnel situation was unfolding during 1944 and 1945 at Eastern Air 

Command's Operational Research Section. During the fa11 of 1 944. both the head of the 

Section, Professor Colin Barnes and his senior civilian researcher Dr. E.C. Smith. 

departed to r e m  to academeP Similady. Barnes' temporary replacement. Dr. J.W.T. 

Spinks. formerly of Western Air Command Operationai Research Section and Professor 

J.O. Wilhelm the head of the Air Force Headquarters Operational Research Centre had 

both retumed to their pre-war university positions by November 1944.' These researchers 

had pioneered air-related operational research in Canada and had been at the core of the 

dual efforts of increasing the Home War Establishment (particularly Eastern Air 

Cornmand's) efficiency while at the same time Zeaming and developing operational 

research techniques pioneered in Great Bntain and applying them to the unique 

circumstances encountered by Canadian-based forces. Despite their departure. the 

handfid of civilian and military personnel at Eastern Air Command ORS headed by Dr. 
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J.H. Soper produced an innovative study of searches for missing allaaft using the density 

method as weli as a finai assessment of Eastern Air Command's airborne anti-submarine 

effort during the Second World War. The continuation of the Section's research 

followinp the departure of its key founding figures points to the presence of an 

institutional memory and experïenced personnel which enabled the section to continue its 

duties. 

Upon the surrender of Germany on 8 May 1945, the U-boat menace disappeared. 

Almost immediateiy al1 but th- of Eastern Air ~omhand ' s  bomber-reconnaissance 

squadrons were disbande& with two No. 10 and No. 162 lasting only until August! With 

the wmpletion of the f d  assessment of Eastern Air Command anti-U-boat operations 

(ORS Report No. 19) in June 1945, the ORS began to slowly wind down operations in 

preparation to suffer the fate of the opeiational squedrons and be demobilized and 

disbandeci? 

With the benefit of hindsight. several commentators point to the short-si&tedness of 

what amounted to the vimial elimination of operational research in the postwar Royal 

Canadian Air Force. In 1947, Squadron Leader Peter Millrnan commented that "it is felt 

that there is a definite place, in peace tirne, for scientific and statistical advice on 

operational rnatters whether it is called by the name "Operational Research" or not."" 

Millman asseris that o p d o n a l  research could be of assistance in allowing '%turc trends 

in weapon development ... [to] be anticipated and analysed to minimize costly 

overstocking of antiquated types" while it would also permit the adaptation of methods 

leamed painfully during the war to new technology." However. as the Government of 

Canada drew down aI1 three armed services, aihome anti-submarine warfare was 
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deliberately ornitteci h m  the Royal Canadian Air Force's order of M e  in favour of the 

role behg carrieci out by the Royai Canadian Navy.12 Although this decision wouid be 

reversed by 1949, the l o s  of institutional continuity shodd not be undetestimateci. This 

holds true for airborne-related operational research as although a measure of general 

retention of OR methods was maintainecl by Dr. O.M. Solandt's Operational Research 

Gmup within the Canadian Defence Research Board a good deal of the specific expertise 

accumulated by Eastern Air Command ORS departed with the demobilized personnel. 

leaving only the files and a handful of rnilitary personnel as the inheritors of airborne 

anti-submarine operational research experience. 

This thesis began with the purpose of analysing the contributions of operational 

research to the work of RCAF Eastern Air Command. The ultixnate goal of this thesis 

was to demonstrate that Canadian operational research made a mal1 but important 

contribution to the war against the U-boat which has been largely overlooked by 

historiam. At first glance, as with the record of Eastern Air Command's operational 

squadrons during the final 18 months of the war, the performance of the Command's 

ORS does not appear to be overly impressive. No more than eight operational researchers 

(civilian and military) d e d  the section during the entire period of its existence with no 

more tban four being present at any given moment." Certainly, a lack of personnel 

ensured that the Section's acwmplishrnents would pale in cornparison to the large 

amount of o h  pioneering work undertaken by its British 'mentor,' Coastal Commm~d 

Operational Research Section. Inde& we have seen that the Royal Air For% with its 

support of the efforts of men such as Sir Henry Tizard, Professor P.M.S. Blackett. Harold 

Lamder and E.J. Williams, provided the atmosphere which was necessary for the 
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fo~~dations of operational research to be aniculaîed and accepteci as a vaiuable adjmct 

source of infomation for seaior officers. Blackett, in partïcular. with his 1941 paper 

5cientist.s at the Operational Level," may be nghtly termeci as the intellectml father of 

milit- operational research. His work, fkst as General Frederick Pile's special advisor 

at Anti-Akcrafi Command and then his pioneerïng OR efforts at both Coastai Command 

and the Admllalty: dehateci the boundaries of operational research. His rapport with the 

couunanders he advised provided an excellent exarnple of the interaction required 

between officers and their scientific advisors to make the most effective use of the 

findings of operational reseatch. 

in early 1942, certain RCAF officers led by Air Vice-Marshals N.R. Anderson and 

E.W. Stedman began to take note of the work of Coastal Cornmand ORS through 

contacts with their British colleagues and its effect of irnproving the eficiency and 

effectiveness of the Command's operational squadrons. They began to push the Canadian 

Air Staff to sanction the creation of operational research sections for the home-based 

Eastern and Western Air Commands based on the mode1 of Coastal Command ORS. A 

series of British delegations to Eastern Air Command by British delegations dunng the 

fim haif of 1942 noted the need for improved efficiency in the Command's operations 

and advocated the creation of an ORS to assist in this task. ln panicular. one delegation. 

led by the Coastal Command operational tesearcher J.P.T. Pearman. implemented dunng 

Febniary and March of 1942 a statistics-gathering system in Eastern Air Command to 

facilitate the early work of an ORS when it appeared. Following a rather dificult search 

for suitable Canadian scientists who could be released fiam other duties with the National 

Research Council and a delay while the selected candidates received training in Britain 
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by Coastal Command and 0th- ORS', the Eastern Air Command ORS emerged under 

Professor Colin Barnes in November 1942, 

The nascent Eastern Air Command ORS, faced with Limited mources and the urgent 

need to provide assistance to the Command's battie a g a k t  the U-boat wolfpacks. 

undenook a series of studies which utilued methods pioneered by Coastal Command 

ORS but applied them to the unique Canadian context of harsh weather, a low U-boat 

density inshore and a lack of long-mgad airrraft to reach the U-boat hunting zones in the 

mid-ocean area. The scale of this 'Canadianization' of British OR methods varied. The 

fim studies undenaken by the ORS. such as the urgent fim report which focused on the 

problem of bombing accuracy, tended to emulate earlier studies conducteci in Britain, in 

this case even advocating a similsr solution that a longer spacing between depth charges 

dmpped nom aircrafi would correct the problem of inaccurate bombing. However, over 

tirne, as the Canadian operational researchers spent more tirne in theit des,  they became 

more innovative and experimental in their operational snidies. The best example of this 

experimental trend is the series of studies examining the issue of Searches for Missing 

Aircraft (Reports 15,20). Not only was this issue of great importance in the often 

desolate and harsh Eastern Air Command operational area which included largely 

uninhabited parts of the Gaspe and Newfoundland on land and the vast expanses of the 

Nonhwest Atlantic at sea but the ORS studies of this question utilized the applicstiw of 

methods not original1 y intended to be used for air-sea/land rescue. The usc of E. J . 

Williams' density method, a series of probability caiculations applied pnmkly  to 

detemiining U-boat density in order to maximize patrol eficiency. to record and 

determine the proper allocation of search coverage in m u e  operations was a highll- 
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imovative to a rmiqutly Canadian problem. 'Ibis trend which emerged during 

1944 of focusing on problems prunarily of concem only to Eastern Air Command and the 

application of a diverse variety of OR methods was c o n ~ u e d  in the study of Scouthg 

Wfkcthmess and Schnorkel (Report 18). This rrport not only focused entirely on the 

effectiveness of Canadian patrol formats against the difficult -et presented by a 

schnorkeling U-boat but aiso represented a break with the dependency upon British OR 

methods as this study was based (to a much more iimited degree than previously) on 

Arnerican OR findings. 

Similarly. Eastern Air Command ORS broke h m  the British mode1 over the question 

of efficiency studies. The search to maximize the leîhality and operational availability of 

limited numbers of anti-submarine aircraft was a primary concem for both EAC and 

Coastal Command throughout the entire war as the demands of British Bomber 

Command continually drew experienced crews and desperately needed aircraft out of the 

hands of the Anglo-Canadian maritime commands. In the case of Coastal Command. 

sizeable resources (both in terms of researchers, time and test squadrons) were devoted to 

the question of operational eficiene, with the 194243 study involving No. 502 

Squaâron serving as the pattern for the implementation of planned flying and 

maintenance not only throughout Coastal Command but indeed, throughout the Royal Air 

Force. Eastern Air Command, limited to a veritable handfûl (never more than 150) of 

bomber-reconnaissance a i d  could il-afford to disnipt a squadron's operational 

tempo to allow operational researchers to experhnent in the search for eficiency. In fact. 

Eastern Air Command ORS lacked the s&to conduct such a detailed study while also 

underiaking other vital studies and statistical analyses for Command H e a d q ~ e r s .  As a 
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result, the pragmatic course of the Seetion assisting its Headquarters in opCraiional 

planning the provision of motated monthly statistical Summanes explorhg such 

variables as a k d l  smriceability, weather and U-boat density was followed, if only 

because it was the only viable option. This decision. however, marked a break h m  the 

pattern set by Coastal Command ORS as such operational planning worl; was seen as 

king largely administrative and thus not within the desired scope of an operational 

research section. Despite not king very innovative by the standards of Coastal Command 

ORS. the provision by Eastern Air Command ORS of efficiency information through the 

monthly "Statistics" provided Command Headquarters with valuable information which 

was not king provided h m  any other source and which couid have an immediate 

Muence on planning and operations. 

Althou& the full expression of this trend toward the OR-- sndy of problems of 

specific concem in Canadian airborne anti-submarine squadrons was cut shon by the 

defeat of Germany and subsequent demobilization of Eastern Au Command's 

bomber-reconnaissance force and the ORS itsell: the example created by EAC ORS and 

the A m y  and Naw ORS' as well would serve as the pattern for the reestablishment and 

continuation of Canadian military OR in the postwar eia The prirpose of this thesis was 

not to rn- the histond significance of Eastern Air Command's Operational 

Research Section out of pmportion to its real accomplishrnents: the section was one of 

many componenfs which assisteci Eastern Air Command in its battle against the U-boat. 

Despite b smdl sire and limited activities, Eastern Air Cornrnand ORS was f o m d  in 

1942 in desperate circumstances wben senior RCAF officers searched for any potential 

assistance to transform the Command into a more lethal enemy to the marauding Gennan 
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U-bais which were taking such a toii on Atlantic anivoys and Canadim coastal shipping 

during the dark days of 1941-43. Many of the handicaps of Eastem Air Command such as 

lack of aircraft and operational conditions which oAen mitigated the chances of detecting 

U-bats (if they were even present in the area) codd not be solved by an operational 

research section. What EAC ORS could, and ind- d id  do was offer possible options in 

response to certain key problems relating to Canadian bomber-reconnaissance operations 

while also passing a continuous sûeam of interpreted statisticd analysis of pst 

operations upon which Command planners could develop their futine dispositions to 

better counter the U-boat. As the contest between aircrafi and submarine began to reach 

ever-higher technological heights during the Battie of the Atlantic in which 

countermeasures almost instantly reduced the effectiveness of new devices alrnost as 

soon as they entered &ce. the Operational Research Sections of Canada Britain and 

the United States provided a key factor which was largely absent in Gennan operational 

planning. namely objective statistical assessrnent of operatiom. It was this early foray 

into information M a r e  which countered the Gennan U-bats by maximizing the 

potential of  existing Allied weaponry. thereby allowing an overwhelming anti-submarine 

force to corne to fiuition without king r e n d d  obsolete by German technological 

advances. In the case of Eastern Air Cotnmand. this was essential given its lirnited 

resources. which the ORS' provision of information served to 'arti ficiall y' augment and 

maximize. The resulting achievements of Eastern Air Command were the result of a 

collective effo* h m  the operational squadrons who flew long and dangerous missions 

over the wastes of the Atlantic Ocean desperately searching for a glimpse of a U-boat to 

ihe diverse p u p  of support amis. of which E9C ORS was only but a mal1 part. It is dl 
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of the -nue1 of Eastern AU Command who deserve recognition for their 

achievements during the Battle of the Athtic. Although the Cornniand largely 

disappead after the conclusion of hostilities, its legacy, in a d l  way, lives on with the 

continuation and acceptance of operational research and indeed scientific d a r e  of dl 

shapes in the Canadian Forces to this day. 
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